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ABSTRACT 
 

The topic of a responsible and sustainable dealing with environmental resources not only interests 

governments and eco-conscious consumers anymore, but rather reached the brand management level of 

almost every corporation. As the consumers’ demand for sustainable products experiences a continuous 

growth, mainstream brands respond to these market developments. Not only by integrating sustainable 

values in their branding strategies, but also by expanding their brands into sustainable niche segments 

offering attractive market potentials. By this, clear lines between the sustainable brand promises of niche 

and mainstream brands blur. Hence, this master thesis investigates how mainstream skin care brands can 

compete with niche brands in terms of brand credibility and brand appeal. Based on an explorative, 

qualitative research approach, nine individual interviews and two focus groups were conducted. The group 

of investigation consisted of 17 female, German consumers between the age of 21 and 27. Market of 

examination was the natural skin care market in Germany. 

The findings indicate that sustainable brand values of mainstream brands operating in the natural skin care 

market are not able to compete with natural niche brands in terms of their altruistic motives. 

Notwithstanding, they can compete in regard of their brand credibility and brand appeal. In order to be 

perceived as credible, two brand dimensions are crucial: The brand image of the parent brand (in case of a 

line extension) and the extent of the promised sustainable brand values. Consumers show lower sustainable 

expectations towards mainstream brands. Hence, the establishment of credibility can occur, if the brand 

values are congruent with sustainability dimensions associated with the brand image of the parent brand. 

Furthermore, the extent of the brand value promises and the brand’s possibility to respond with respective 

activities is decisive for a brand’s credibility ascription. In terms of brand appeal, the study participants’ often 

perceived mainstream brands as more appealing than the natural niche brands. Whereas the latter are 

associated with brand personality attributes such as “traditional” or even “outdated”, mainstream brands 

manage to appear as “modern” or “hip”. This can be ascribed to different brand personality dimensions, such 

as the brand’s physique, reflection, or relationship. In the context of the investigated group, mainstream 

brands within the natural skin care segment can be interpreted as welcomed market diversion. The higher 

appeal can be explained in the context of reference groups, self-extension and self-expression and is caused 

by the evaluated fit between the brand’s personality and the individual’s own value system. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

1 EXPOSITION OF SUBJECT MATTER 

1.1 RELEVANCE OF TOPIC 

Sustainability. In the context of corporate strategies, hardly any term receives as much attention as the 

promise of a conscious dealing with resources and the environment. As a consequence, corporate 

activities are increasingly examined from a sustainable perspective. Especially consumers reward the 

ecological, social and economic usage of resources in an augmented way. Due to this development 

companies decide more frequently to integrate a sustainable orientation in their brand values, leading to 

an inflationary usage of the term sustainability. Whilst certain sustainable niche brands base their 

profession and core business orientation completely on altruistic values, many mainstream brands follow 

the changing societal values with regards to the integration of sustainable values, mainly as peripheral 

brand values. By that, the topic of sustainability is not only highly relevant for companies, but also poses 

a strategic challenge for the implementation of such brand values. Especially mainstream brands face the 

strategic balancing act between a credible and authentic engagement and the reproach of green-washing 

in the background of profit increases.  

1.2  PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Following on from this development, questions regarding an integration of sustainable and the same time 

credible brand values on behalf of mainstream brands are rising. Are mainstream brands in terms of 

credibility capable to keep up with specified niche brands, which have anchored the sustainability 

principle deeply in their brands as core values? And if so, what is the mainstream brands’ source of 

credibility for consumers? Or if they fail to perform on a credible level, what causes the perceived 

incredibility? Can mainstream brands compete in terms of appeal with specified sustainable niche brands 

and if so, what benefits offer those brands consumers in addition to truly sustainable niche brands?  

Those questions shall be examined by an explorative approach and the investigation of the German skin 

care market and selected natural niche as well as mainstream facial skin care brands. The group of 

investigation are young female consumers. The resulting problem statement of the present master thesis 

is thus devoted to the following issue: 
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"How can mainstream brands use sustainability as brand value in terms of appeal and credibility in 

comparison to niche brands?" 

AN EXPLORATIVE INVESTIGATION OF THE GERMAN NATURAL SKIN CARE MARKET ACROSS A BROAD FIELD OF YOUNG FEMALES 

AS EXAMINATION TARGET GROUP. 

1.3 STRUCTURE 

Breaking this works title down into its terminological components, especially the fields of brands, 

sustainability and its conceptual symbiosis of sustainable branding are investigated. The first part draws 

on contemporary and pertinent literature and studies in order to explain and define the basic constructs 

correlated to the field of research. After defining the overall meaning of brands, a focus is put on the 

topics of the identity based branding approach, the brand personality construct and the influence of 

brands for the consumers’ brand preference building. Ensuing, the concept of brand credibility and overall 

brand governance strategies are investigated. The examination of related subject areas, such as consumer 

decision processes, brand influences, and, in regard to the target group, female specifications in purchase 

decisions supplement the comprehensive understanding of the theoretical field of investigation.  

Ensuing, the second section focuses on the German skin care market. In a first step, it is devoted to the 

analysis of the overall German skin care market and describes its characteristics, market drivers, and 

current developments as well as forecasted trends. In the context of the research question, a focused and 

detailed investigation of sustainable skin care brands and the natural skin care market is undertaken, 

followed by an investigation of defined skin care brand cases, which operate in the respective market. 

Those brands can be ascribed to the niche segment, as well as to the mainstream brand sector. A 

conclusive analysis and interim summary serves as basis for the explorative investigation. 

Based on the knowledge of the previous parts, the third section approaches the research question of how 

mainstream brands can compete with niche brands in terms of credibility and appeal. After explaining the 

explorative research method, the data gathering process and the qualitative interview approach, a focus 

is put on the data analysis.  

Within the next part, the interpretive findings about perceptions in regard to the product groups, the 

market dilution, sustainable niche brands, and sources of mainstream brand’s credibility and appeal, are 

discussed. After this, a summarizing market related conclusion is given, which is supplemented by cross-

sectoral managerial implications for brands in the context of sustainable branding. Resulting, limitations 

and further fields of research, are discussed as last section. 
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B. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2  THE BRAND CONSTRUCT 

To understand the meaning and significance of the brand concept, it needs to be considered in which 

ways the word “brand” is used today. With the increasing importance of brands over the last decades, a 

multitude of definitions developed, which stem from a variation of differing perspectives. Hence, the 

interpretation of a brand’s meaning evolved over the years, too (Ringel & Hermanns, 2006). 

1) The brand-owner-oriented perspective  

In its initial understanding, brand definitions are traditionally proposed to follow a company- and brand 

owner-oriented definition. This perspective is for instance taken by the brand definition of the American 

Marketing Association, which defines a brand as “name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a combination 

of them, intended to identify the goods or services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate 

them from those competitors” (Kotler & Keller, 2012, p. 140). This perspective of defining a brand is mainly 

about labeling the belongingness and source of a product to a certain producer (Esch, 2014; Kapferer, 

2012). This means, to differentiate the branded product visually from its competition, and hence describes 

a brand as verification for its origin (Ringel & Hermanns, 2006). In this brand understanding, the 

fundamental purpose of a brand is to differentiate a product from its competitors, which becomes 

especially due to a growing market saturation and the physical assimilation of products increasingly 

important for brand owners. Due to today’s complex brand meanings in the consumer world, the validity 

of the classical brand understanding is scientifically questioned. Particularly, the lacking emphasis on the 

customer perspective and the customer’s perceived brand value is frequently criticized (Esch, 2014; 

Hieronimus, 2003; Herrmann, Huber & Braunstein, 2005). 

2) The product-consumer-oriented perspective 

A definition connecting the product- and consumer-oriented perspective describes a brand as synonym 

for the performance capability of a branded product (Bruhn, 2012). Part of this brand understanding is a 

brand’s rational function as carrier of a quality promise (Esch, 2014). The key feature of this definition 

centers the product in the brand concept, but on the other hand implies an emitting intangible added 

benefit for consumers and not solely focuses on the differentiation function amongst brand owners 

(Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010).  
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From this point of view, a brand functions as orientation possibility in situations of uncertainty in terms 

of product attributes and positions. By incorporating a signaling function that indicates product positions 

and product attributes, the confidence in brand claims increases, while uncertainty and potential risk 

decreases. As a consequence, the consumers’ expected utility grows. Especially in imperfect markets with 

asymmetric information, brands are seen as information sources and signals of product positions (Erdem 

& Swait, 1998). Interpreted in this context, brands are signals for orientation, symbolize quality, transmit 

trust, function as information tanks, are a means to carry reputation and differentiation potential and 

thereby reduce perceived risk and information costs and increase confidence (Meffert, Rauch, & Lepp, 

2010; Esch, 2014; Kotler & Keller, 2012; Erdem & Swait, 1998). This definition might help to understand 

the difference between branded and unbranded products, but is insufficient in explaining the preference 

building amongst different brands in the same product category.  

3) The consumer-oriented perspective 

Due to the changing dynamics of brands, also the understanding of brands changed over time and altered 

from a brand-owner-oriented and rather operative perspective to a demand-oriented understanding of 

brands (Meffert & Burmann, 2002). Today’s brand definition supplements a brand’s differentiating 

function and highlights its symbolic and emotional values on a psychological level (Ringel & Hermanns, 

2006; Esch, 2014; De Chernatony, McDonald & Wallace, 2010). Besides the product performance, strong 

brands also offer consumers an intangible added value (Meffert, Burmann & Kirchgeorg, 2012), such as 

giving meaning for consumers by telling a story with the consumption of a certain brand (Kapferer, 2012). 

This indicates a brands symbolic function for consumers (Jost-Benz, 2009), giving consumers the 

possibility to create emotional bonds with the brands they use (Fan, 2005). In comparison to products 

fulfilling similar needs than other products, for a lot of consumers, a brand triggers the impulse of a 

preference building function – especially in saturated markets. Conclusively, a main purpose of brands is 

the psychological differentiation aspect (Meffert, Burmann & Kirchgeorg, 2012), helping to build brand 

preferences and ensuing loyal relationships (Kapferer, 2012). Furthermore, a brand can be linked to 

another person, place, thing, or brand and hence tempts to increase its brand equity by retrieving equity 

from the attached object (Keller, 2003). Based on a brand’s conditional asset, a brand activates personality 

based attributes and serves on a psychological level as identification possibility between the consumer 

and certain brands, thereby overtaking a personal identification and differentiation function (Esch, 2014). 

This suggests that brands increase the consumer based brand equity (Jost-Benz, 2009), which is defined 

as the added value a brand gives a product focusing on associations a consumer has with a brand (Erdem 

& Swait, 1998). In this brand understanding, brands must be seen as a social construct, as they represent 
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and promote certain lifestyles. Affecting not only consumers but society as a whole, brands play an 

important role in influencing nowadays cultures (Fan, 2005). While the classical characteristics to define 

a brand, such as quality or price, might still function as attributes to define a brand, they only play a 

secondary role compared to the emotional value attached to a brand (Herrmann, Huber & Braunstein, 

2005). By defining a brand in a clear causal network with the consumers, Esch (2014) depicts a brand as 

intangible brand conception in the consumers’ minds, whereas the brand serves as differentiation and 

identification function and shapes the preference building and decision process. This determination 

illustrates that a solely functional approach in defining a brand is not sufficient enough as it does not take 

the consumer’s emotional and experiential bond with a brand into account.  

From the current research on the brand construct, it can be concluded that brands incorporate a far more 

important role in the consumer environment than only labeling the belongingness of a product to a certain 

company and functioning as an orientation guide and risk reducer (see Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: The Brand Construct.  
Source: own illustration, based on before cited definitions, 2015. 

 

Brands are integrated on a psychological level in the consumers’ daily decision making process. It can be 

summarized that they not only reduce risk within imperfect markets, but additionally serve as symbols 

for a certain lifestyle-belongingness and a value-adding extensions of consumer personality traits by 

deriving brand personality traits to the consumer personality construct. 
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3 IDENTITY BASED BRANDING 

3.1 THE PURPOSE OF BRANDING 

The term branding indicates the charging of products or services by endowing the power of brands (Kotler 

& Keller, 2012). A main aim of every branding strategy is to establish a favorable brand position in the 

consumers’ minds (Fan, 2005). Especially in times, where products become increasingly homogeneous 

and consumer lives more rushed, branding aims at differentiating a brand from competitors and offering 

consumers clear mental structures. The latter help consumers to organize their decision making processes 

(Kotler & Keller, 2012). Overall, each branding strategy aims at establishing differentiated brands, which 

add value to the consumer lives and continually try to match changing consumer needs. Nevertheless, in 

the light of dynamic consumer preferences, long-term orientation and a persistent branding strategy are 

key elements for successful brands (De Pelsmacker, Geuens & Van den Bergh, 2010).  Building a brand is 

a time consuming process, which needs to be governed with continuity. However, market changes force 

brands to a dynamic governance. Hence, branding is set in the reticle of a proper degree of consistency 

and relevant adaptations and actualizations to the zeitgeist. A fractal orientation, which aligns its branding 

strategy to any trend, however, can cause a brand’s erosion, failure of creating a consistent brand image 

and therefore a lack of credibility (Esch, 2014).  

3.2 THE BRAND IDENTITY CONSTRUCT 

As evident from the before discussed brand definition, one of the most basic functions of a brand is to 

distinguish a product from other providers. Therefore, a clear brand positioning needs to be implemented. 

Kotler and Keller (2012) define the brand positioning as “the act of designing a company’s offering and 

image to occupy a distinctive place in the minds of the target market.” (Kotler & Keller, 2012, p. 156). This 

can be achieved by the creation of a distinct brand identity. According to Kapferer (1992), the brand’s 

identity causes a brand’s differentiation, permanence, homogeneity, value, authenticity, and acceptance 

(Kapferer, 1992). It is a set of associations, which represents what the brand stands for by creating 

functional, emotional and self-expressing benefits. Deductively, the purpose and main goal of the brand 

identity is to establish, maintain and strengthen the relationship between a brand and its customers 

(Aaker D. A., 1996). As a consequence, building a strong brand identity is the essential work in the 

governance of any brand. A mandatory prerequisite is a clear understanding of the brand identity 

construct in order to establish the same successfully. For that, four criteria can be defined as descriptive 

for an efficient brand identity governance (Ringel, 2006; Baumgarth, 2008; Meffert & Burmann, 2002; 

(Burmann, Halaszovich & Hemmann, 2012): 
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1) Reciprocity – an identity can only be established through distinction from competitive brands 

2) Consistency – all internal or external activities must be consistent and without contradictions 

3) Continuity – the establishment of a brand identity requires time and continuity regarding the brand 

philosophy 

4) Individuality – consumers need to perceive certain brand attributes as unique in comparison to 

competitive brands 

To appreciate the meaning of a brand’s identity, it is important to understand its origin. The roots of 

today’s identity based branding approach are anchored in the human identity research (Esch, Langner & 

Rempel, 2005). In its social-scientific understanding of human identity, identity is determined by the 

individual’s self-identity and the social identity. The self-identity is characterized by temporal consistency, 

the distinction to others, and rooted in the individual biography, offering an orientation and evaluation 

possibility for one’s own actions. Opposing, the social identity shapes a person’s identity from the outside, 

indicating the accreditation of personal attributes ascribed by others. The identity based branding 

approach draws upon this socio-scientific approach and is based on the idea of a socio-psychological 

construct rooted in the human identity (Meffert & Burmann, 2002). Deriving, the brand identity can be 

defined by its self-image from the internal stakeholder’s point of view, for instance employees, brand 

owners, or executives, and from the perspective of external stakeholders, such as customers, suppliers, 

investors, or authorities (Meffert & Burmann, 2002). Whereas the self-image of the brand identity is 

constituted actively within the corporate brand management and defines how the brand shall be 

represented towards external stakeholders, the social identity develops in the long-term and finds its 

expression in the brand’s image. In this context, the brand image can be understood as the consumers’ 

brand acceptance and brand evaluation (Burmann, Halaszovich & Hemmann, 2012). As illustrated in 

Figure 2, this branding approach centers a reciprocity between the brand image and the brand identity 

(Meffert & Burmann, 2002), and is a means for a brand’s positioning. 
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Figure 2: Brand Identity Components. 
Source: own illustration, based on Burmann, Halaszovich & Hemmann (2012), p. 74. 

 

According to this model, the brand image is driven by a brand’s vision and origin, which defines where a 

brand comes from and where it aims to get. Those two components highly influence the brand values, 

brand personality and brand competences, which are the foundation of a brand’s performance. Brand 

values represent an emotional component and define what a brand and the respective employees belief 

in and express the target groups wishes. By this, the brand identity encompasses all features, which form 

the brand’s character in a sustainable way from the perspective of internal stakeholders (Burmann, 

Halaszovich & Hemmann, 2012). Whereas the brand identity and brand positioning represent a brands 

operative actions with the brand identity positioned in the center of every branding strategy, the brand 

image demonstrates a brand’s influence on external stakeholders (Esch, Langner, & Rempel, 2005). This 

impact is expressed in the imagination of a brand, which is anchored in the relevant external stakeholders’ 

minds (Burmann, Halaszovich & Hemmann, 2012). Kapferer (2012) therefore interprets the brand identity 

as externalization and the brand image as internalization (Kapferer, 2012). This approach of compiling the 

brand identity is declared in the brand identity prism (see Figure 3), which consists of six angles and is 

deemed as the oldest model of interpreting the brand identity construct (Esch, Langner & Rempel, 2005).  
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Figure 3: Kapferer’s Brand Identity Prism (1992). 
Source: Kapferer (2012), p. 158. 

 

The model illustrates on the left side the brands outer appearance. The physique summarizes all visual 

brand cues, such as packaging, labeling or colors. Whilst the consumer reflection describes the perception 

of stereotypical user groups, the relationship dimension represents the brand’s role within interpersonal 

relations or can describe the relationship type between brand and consumer. Opposing, the inner 

appearance focusses on the self-image of customers, the brand culture, indicating the brand’s value 

system, and the brand personality communicated and shared by employees and managers (Kapferer, 

1992). 

Based on the two previous identity models, the brand identity can be interpreted as a brand’s roots and 

forms the foundation of all strategic brand management actions (Esch, Langner & Rempel, 2005). As the 

brand identity is synonymous for a brand’s roots, Aaker (1996) highlights, as illustrated in Figure 4, the 

importance of distinguishing between different brand identity layers (Aaker D. A., 1996). 
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Figure 4: Aaker’s Brand Identity Model. 
Source: own illustration based on Aaker (1996). 

 

A brand’s core identity encompasses central and timeless brand elements with a brand essence 

summarizing the brand’s soul. It makes the brand unique, credible and contributes to the brand’s value 

proposition. In contrast, the extended identity is more variable, implicating values, which can be adapted 

to trends and are not consistent over time. It provides a brand’s identity texture and completes the picture 

by adding details supporting to portray what the brand stands for (Aaker D. A., 1996). According to Aaker 

(1996), those three identity rings are nurtured by four categories interpreting a brand as 

1) product,  

2) organization,  

3) symbol,  

4) or person. 
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Whereas the product dimension summarizes all product associations, such as product attributes, usage 

occasions, quality and product value, or country of origin, the organization dimension is characterized by 

overall company attributes and behaviors. The brand as symbol summarizes all visual elements connected 

to the brand, which support the brand recognition, such as mascots or brand allegories. The fourth 

dimension, referred to as brand as person, includes all human brand attributes associated with a brand 

and implicates the possibility that consumers build up relationships with brands as they do with persons. 

The brand-as person and brand-as symbol dimensions do not help to establish the core identity, but rather 

function identity building as extended identity positions (Aaker D. A., 1996). 

Even if the three presented brand identity models of Aaker (1996), Meffert and Burmann (2002), as well 

as Kapferer (1992) differ in their configurations of the brand identity construct, all models have the 

integration of one element in common: the brand personality. For that reason, the brand personality 

concept shall be thoroughly investigated in the following. 

3.3 THE BRAND PERSONALITY CONSTRUCT 

A brand personality can be defined as “set of human characteristics associated with a brand” (Aaker J. L., 

1997, p. 347). The basis of the personality based branding strategy is the consideration that brands, like 

humans, incorporate a personality (Herrmann, Huber & Braunstein, 2005). By accrediting human 

character traits to a brand, the brand metamorphoses in a construct attached with personality traits 

connected to humans. Hence, a brand’s personality can be described with attributes such as young, sassy, 

outgoing or contrarily as conservative and distinguished. Especially when accessing the brand’s tonality 

description and by defining how the brand is, the personality based branding approach supports the 

connection of emotions to a brand (Esch, 2014). Aaker (2005) defines a brand personality as aggregate of 

human character traits, which are connected to a brand and represent an added value for consumers over 

and above the mere functional benefits. Those traits tend to be strongly anchored in consumers’ 

perceptions and influence, depending on the fit of the brand and the individual’s personality, brand 

preferences and purchase decisions (Aaker J. L., 2005). By this, a focus is put on the relationship between 

the consumer and the brand (Esch, 2014).  

Even though the constructs of brand and human personality show multiple similarities, they vary 

significantly in terms of how they are formed. Whereas human character traits are established on basis of 

behavior, beliefs, attitudes, and physical characteristics, a brand personality can be inferred by any direct 

and indirect contact of the consumer with the brand (Aaker J.L., 1997). 
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Directly, traits are associated with a brand through the consumers, who typically use the brand. Indirectly, 

product-attributes, associations with a certain product category, brand name, symbol, logo, pricing, 

distribution, packaging, or advertising style influence personality associations connected to a brand. 

Besides the personality traits, brands can also incorporate demographic features, like gender, age, or class 

(Aaker J. L., 1997). Grohmann (2009) highlights also the precedence of masculinity and femininity as part 

of a brand’s characteristic, as consumers connect masculine and feminine personality traits with brands.  

Research suggests that brand personality increases consumer preferences, usage frequency, and brand 

trust and evokes emotions, as well as it nurtures brand loyalty (Aaker, 1997). It is assumed that an 

appealing brand personality enhances consumer preferences and product benefits and strengthens the 

consumers’ trust and faithfulness into a brand (Aaker, 2005). Furhtermore, the brand personality can lead 

to a favorable brand attitude, stronger purchase intentions, and an increased possibility of positive word-

of-mouth (Grohmann, 2009). If consumers have a positive attitude towards a brand, they are more likely 

to purchase this brand (Napoli, Dickinson, Beverland & Farrelly, 2014). Furthermore, Napoli, Dickinson, 

Beverland and Farrelly (2014) predict a positive correlation between perceived brand authenticity, 

purchase intention and conclusively purchase decision. Brand authenticity plays an important role in the 

value creation of brands, as they highlight the increasing emerge of consumers’ demand for authentic 

brands (Napoli, Dickinson, Beverland & Farrelly, 2014). As gender is part of an individual’s self-concept, 

Grohmann (2009) highlights the consumers’ need to express their gender belongingness with the 

consumption of brands. A relation between a brand’s personality and consumers can be observed. This 

shows that brands can be highly influential in the consumers’ decision making-process and the 

constitution of a consumer world. Therefore, the specific brand influence and peculiarity in a consumer 

decision making context shall be investigated in more detail. 

 

4 CONSUMER DECISIONS AND BRANDS 

4.1 BRAND INFLUENCE ON CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 

Østergaard and Jantzen (2000) describe the reasons for consumers’ consumption with four different 

approaches, which evolved over the years: from buyer behavior, consumer behavior, consumer research 

to consumption studies. The field of consumption studies, where the consumer is seen as a tribe member, 

discusses the consumption of goods from a socio-cultural perspective. It explains the purchase of brands 

as a social act to communicate with others (Østergaard & Jantzen, 2000).  
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Consumption goods have the ability to symbolize a cultural meaning. The message is drawn from the 

culturally constituted world to the consumer good and further transferred to the individual consumer 

(McCracken, 1996). Another explanation for the preference and purchase of certain brands is delivered 

by the theory of reference groups. Following this theory, consumers use symbols to demonstrate their 

actual or aspired group membership (Arnould, Price & Zinkhan, 2005). In this context, the usage of certain 

brands functions as connection to others (Kleine, Kleine & Allen, 1995). In contrast, symbols associating 

solidarity with a group a consumer doesn’t want to be related to can lead to the avoidance of certain 

brands (Arnould, Price & Zinkhan, 2005). Belk (1988) highlights in his theory the phenomenon of self-

extension as reason for the consumption of brands, which helps the individual to present him- or herself 

in a way he or she wants to be seen (Belk, 1988).  For all the given theories on the purpose of brand 

consumptions, as stated in Chapter 3, the brand identity and the brand personality, as important 

component, play an important role and show influential power on consumer brand preferences and 

purchase decisions.   

As the brand personality is mainly characterized by values, it signals consumers’ certain value orientations 

and convictions (Herrmann, Huber & Braunstein, 2005). So far, research puts a strong focus on how a 

brand personality relates to consumer personality, how it influences preferences, and how a brand 

personality enables consumers to express the own self by the usage of a certain brand (Aaker J. L., 1997; 

Belk, 1988).  This indicates that brand preferences can be based on a congruity between the brand’s and 

the individual’s personality, or a brand’s function as vehicle for self-extension and the expression of the 

ideal instead of the actual self (Mulyanegara, Tsarenko & Anderson, 2009; Aaker, 1997; Belk, 1988). The 

consumer’s brand preference is dependent on the difference between the brand’s and the own 

personality and is decided in favor of the brand with the lowest perceived distance between brand and 

own personality (Grohmann, 2009). However, not necessarily the actual self, but rather an ideal self-

concept can determine a brand preference dependent on the brand personality (Herrmann, Huber & 

Braunstein, 2005; Aaker, 1997; Mulyanegara, Tsarenko & Anderson, 2009). Some researchers state that 

consumers use the brand personality to construct an imagination of themselves, called the “self-

expression-model”, which helps them to build their ideal self-concept and to present it to their social 

environment. After this interpretation, brands offer consumers ready-manufactured personalities they 

can easily use for a personality transfer (Herrmann, Huber & Braunstein, 2005). Besides the utilitarian 

functional benefits of brands, the brand personality serves for consumers as symbolic use and 

incorporates for by imbuing a brand with human personality traits a self-expressive function (Aaker, 

1997).  
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Mulyanegara, Tsarenko and Anderson’s study (2009) examined the relationship between the consumer 

and the brand personality. They suggest that consumers who exhibit conscientious personality traits 

prefer for instance trusted brands, which inherit trustful, reliable, and preserving characteristics, whereas 

extrovert and open individuals tend to use sociable brands, which incorporate a friendly, outgoing, and 

creative personality. Both supports the self-congruity theory (Mulyanegara, Tsarenko & Anderson, 2009). 

Oppositely, also individuals showing high scores in neuroticism show preferences for trusted brands, 

which supports the theory of a brand’s function to extend the own self. Consumers use brands in order 

to retrieve an added value from its consumption. This added value is derived by stories, spirituality or a 

sense of community (Napoli, Dickinson, Beverland & Farrelly, 2014). Those dimensions are especially 

relevant to brands with symbolic value helping reinforce the own gender, such as for instance personal 

care and fragrance brands (Grohmann, 2009).  

However, the in literature often positively highlighted influence of brands on purchase decisions has to 

be evaluated critically. Especially during the last decades, movements towards anti-brand-morals 

implicate a contradictive brand influence on purchase decisions (Holt, 2002). If consumers feel 

manipulated by a brand’s communication offer and fear to lose their cognitive autonomy of decision, 

consumers react with reluctance, which can result in a marketing-communication related boomerang 

effect. This means, consumers not only reject the persuasive brand messages, but furthermore develop 

an attitude-construct against brands in general (Tropp, 2014). Holt (2002) refers to such consumers as 

resistant consumer, who show resistance to the culturally constituted world of brands by creating their 

alternative meanings from commodities. In his study, he found two reasons for this behavior: first, 

consumers do not want to be perceived as victims of brand dictates. Second, consumers simply don’t 

show brand interest, as they live a lifestyle detached from any commercial goods or lifestyles, both 

resulting from a dissatisfaction with the culturally engineered depictions of good life. However, 

postmodern branding also runs danger to lose its efficacy. As main problem, Holt (2002) highlights the 

loss of the brand façade, which exposes the underlying contradictions between a brand’s espoused brand 

ideals and the real actions companies profit from. This might lead to an inauthentic brand appearance. 

Conclusively, consumer demand the revelation of a corporation’s true interest for public scrutiny. 

According to Holt (2002), an all-encompassing brand identity is not enough to satisfy consumer needs, as 

they react with cynicism to the strategic logic of creating encapsulated identities, resulting in the before 

defined boomerang effect again. Brands will only be trusted to serve as cultural material, if they are linked 

by obligation to the company, shouldering civic responsibilities (Holt, 2002). 
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4.2 GENDER-SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FEMALE PURCHASE DECISIONS 

Due to the research question and defined investigation group of young female consumers, the segment 

of women within the consumer groups has to be investigated in more detail. Gender relates to hormones, 

which are distinct in the female or male body, and are said to affect cognitive and affective brain functions 

differently (du Plessis, 2011). As summarized in Table 1, research findings show a tendency towards the 

existence of gender specific divergences in purchase driving factors. 

Dimension Characteristic  Source 

Product Design Women are influenced by symbolic-emotional criteria, such as esthetics of a 

product, and are more responsive to ex. an appealing product packaging. 

Furthermore, women appreciate sensory enhancement, such as a products haptic. 

Barletta (2006), 

Halfmann (2014) 

Pricing Women show relatively lower willingness to pay higher prices, whereas men are 

more influenced by brands and show a higher price elasticity. 
Halfmann (2014) 

Information 
Search  

For women, the purchase process itself represents an experience and is often, 

depending on the product, linked to an intensive information search prior to the 

actual purchase. On the other hand, women are more likely to engage in impulsive 

buys, which can be less observed at male purchase behaviors. 

Halfmann (2014) 

Reference 
Groups 

Women pay higher importance to the opinion of reference groups and use the point 

of sale (POS) in a higher degree as part of the information search. They appreciate 

the direct communication with sales persons as information source. 

Mulyanegara, 

Tsarenko & 

Anderson (2009) 

POS An appealing appearance of the POS plays a key role in the purchase process. If 

women are not satisfied with the purchase results they show compared to men 

higher tendencies for negative word-of mouth and direct complaints. 

Halfmann (2014) 

Brand 
Communication 

Women show a preference for communication messages, which present the 

product in a realistic setting, displaying the product’s basic functional benefits. A 

balance between rational and emotional product and brand aspects is highly 

appreciated. Humor in commercials is by tendency well cherished. 

Halfmann (2014), 

Kessel (2011), 

Jordan (2012) 

Color and 
Design 

Gender specific variations in visual and spatial abilities between males and females 

lead to different aesthetic preferences. Compared to men, women show tendencies 

of preferring warmer colors (ex. pink and red) over colder colors (ex. blue) and 

rounder over sharp forms. 

Moss, Hamilton & 

Neave (2007) 

Advertising Women put a stronger focus on people in ads than men, which rather focus on the 

object. Women appreciate a sense of belongingness and people/models they can 

relate to. 

Jordan (2012), 

Barletta (2006) 

Environmental 
Impact 

Environmental impact, security and functionality are dominant drivers within 

female purchase decisions, in comparison to males. Environmental friendly 

packaging also influences female purchase decisions stronger than men. 

Barletta (2006), 

Halfmann (2014) 

 
Table 1: Gender Specific Purchase Behaviors of Female Consumers. 
Source: Own illustration, based on Barletta (2006), Halfmann (2014, Jordan (2012), Kessel (2011) and Mulyanegara, 
Tsarenko & Anderson (2009). 
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The product categories of skin and personal care are defined as product categories with high symbolic 

value (Aaker, 1997; Grohmann, 2009). Based on the theory of self-congruity, women scoring high in 

conscientiousness purchase trusted brands to demonstrate their attitude orientation, whereas the 

motivation to purchase trusted brands for male consumers is based on a high personality score in 

neuroticism and the attempt to reduce anxiety. Furthermore, empirics indicate that women are less self-

expressive in brand preferences than men (Mulyanegara, Tsarenko & Anderson, 2009). Some purchase 

driving factors, such as a product’s environmental impact, can be ascribed to the belongingness of certain 

demographic roles, as for example being in a role of caring for others, such as being a mother (Halfmann, 

2014). However, those societal roles do not necessarily have to be attached to a certain gender and might 

vary among different cultures. This fact can be transferred to a critical evaluation, as the scientific 

differences regarding gender specific purchase decisions also experience limitations. As the general 

process of consumer decisions is influenced by a variety of factors, the differences between male and 

female purchase decisions are individually evident to a varying degree, but influence all levels of the 

marketing mix. Naturally, the purchase decisions vary depending on the product’s branch and, within a 

gender group, also on the situational living conditions (Halfmann, 2014).  Therefore, it has to be clarified 

that afore defined female purchase characteristics can be derived from a large variance, which clusters 

appear cumulative comparatively often (Halfmann, 2014). Even though some of the defined specifics in 

female purchase behaviors are based on the female biology, concentrating generally on women as overall 

target segment is not translatable into reality. Segmentation can be defined as “the process of dividing a 

potential market into distinct subsets of consumers with a common need or characteristic and selecting 

one or more segments to target with a specially designed marketing mix” (Schiffman, Hansen & Kanuk, 

2008, p. 44). This indicates that a targeted segment needs to consist of individuals with, for instance, 

similar needs. The sole gender belongingness is not enough to base clear decision processes and 

marketing tools as well as branding strategies upon it. Rather, sub-segments of women with homogenous 

interests or needs have to be identified. As derivable from the findings of the previous brand personality 

investigation, the basis of brand preferences is the interaction of brand values and the individual’s value 

system. The latter is divergent from woman to woman. Hence, pure gender related purchase and brand 

preference patterns are no empiric foundation for the explanation of the brand preference building and 

brand choice process.  
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5 BRAND CREDIBILITY 

5.1 THE BRAND CREDIBILITY CONSTRUCT 

The concept of credibility functions in terms of insufficient objective evidences as information surrogate 

and is especially in communication processes of importance. Credibility can be defined as inherent 

attribute of a communicator and describes the credibility intent of a communicated information. Frame 

object of credibility is the communication between information communicator and recipient, whereas the 

communication source serves as reference object. From a communication recipient perspective, 

credibility is an attribute the recipient ascribes the communicator through a subjective impression 

(Schallehn, 2012). Deriving from the definition of credibility, Herbig and Milewicz (1993) define brand 

credibility as a dynamic construct and “the believability of an entity’s intention at a particular time” (p.19). 

This includes whether consumers can trust that a company or brand acts according to their intent (Herbig 

& Milewicz, 1993). Brand credibility is the consumer’s perception that information offered by a brand is 

trustworthy (Hur, Kim & Woo, 2014). Furthermore, it is the source for an effective information 

transmission, implying that communication about a brand’s position must be perceived as trustworthy, 

confident and dependable by consumers. The company must be sensed as reliably delivering what it 

promised and showing commitment in offering the promised products. In order to generate a satisfactory 

usage and consumption experience, discrepancies between promised and actual product offerings have 

to be eliminated. If the latter is not given, brand credibility might erode (Erdem & Swait, 2002). According 

to Erdem and Swait (1998), brand credibility, as primary determinant of consumer based brand equity 

building and managing, is highly influential (Erdem & Swait, 1998).  

5.2 THE CONSTRUCTION OF BRAND CREDIBILITY 

Brand credibility as a framework is often stressed as main determinant in order to build consumer based 

brand equity (Erdem & Swait, 1998). Therefore, brand credibility is something brand managers intensively 

strive for. However, the degree of achievability depends on a causality of different brand dimensions and 

is thus challenging to control. In order for a brand to be credible, many small cogs need to interlock. 

Brands use brand investments in form of different marketing mix elements, such as advertising, pricing, 

packaging, distribution channels, or warranties as product information, which directly function for 

consumers as signals about a brand positioning. As illustrated in Figure 5, a brand will be only perceived 

as credible, if those signals follow a respective implementation (Erdem & Swait, 1998). 
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Figure 5: Brand Credibility Construction. 
Source: own illustration based on Erdem & Swait (1998), Erdem & Swait (2002) and Esch (2014). 

 

Vice versa, brand credibility also directly influences brand signals and is characterized by its clarity and 

consistency. A credible brand signal indicates, whether a market signal conveys information effectively. 

The prerequisite for a credible brand signal is on the one hand the clarity of the signal, which ensures the 

absence of ambiguity associated with past and current marketing activities. On the other hand, the 

consistency of the signaled marketing activities influences bilaterally the signals clarity and dependency. 

If product experiences are satisfactory and consistent with claimed promises, the brand signal’s credibility 

increases. The establishment of brand credibility requires each marketing mix element to reflect the 

intended overall strategy. This also applies for the stability of brand attributes over the long run (Erdem 

& Swait, 1998). 

According to Erdem and Swait (2002), a brand needs to perform on the dimensions of expertise and 

trustworthiness. Expertise affects the ability to deliver what is promised. On the other hand, the 

dimension of trustworthiness refers to a company’s willingness to realize the promised, in order to be 

perceived as credible by consumers (Erdem & Swait, 2002). A consistency between product claims and 

consumer experiences in the long-run is a main determinant in the foundation of brand credibility (Erdem 

& Swait, 1998). In contrast, discrepancies between claimed and actual product promises need to be 

avoided in the process of credibility building. Overall, the brand management needs to be sensitive and 

responsive to consumer reactions on brand signals (Erdem & Swait, 1998). 
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Other terms used in the context of brand credibility are for instance brand reputation, brand trust, brand 

satisfaction or brand authenticity. These concepts are sometimes contributing elements in the origination 

process of brand credibility, but also inherit different and interchangeably used meanings, which need to 

be dissociated from the term brand credibility. 

1) Brand Reputation: Brand reputation can be defined as a company’s willingness to repeatedly perform 

an activity in a similar fashion – influenced by the attitude towards historic transactions. According to 

Herbig and Milewicz (1993), in order to build credibility, a company first needs to establish a 

reputation. This is achieved by the consistency of an outcome and by fulfilling market signals. 

However, reputation and credibility cannot be equalized or used interchangeable: if a company 

continuously performs badly, the resulting reputation might be bad, but still credible (Herbig & 

Milewicz, 1993). Hur, Kim and Woo (2014) also interconnect brand credibility with its reputation, but 

define contrarily brand credibility as the basis for the establishment of corporate or brand reputation 

and brand equity (Hur, Kim & Woo, 2014). 

2) Brand Trust: One key element of a successful brand is to deliver trustworthy brand values (De 

Pelsmacker, Geuens & Van den Bergh, 2010). Generally, trust is strongly related to expected future 

occurrences and facilitates the decision process. This means, the trust donor develops for the trust 

taker and expectation regarding the suitability and quality of certain performances in the future 

(Schallehn, 2012). Esch (2014) considers a high degree of reliability and positive brand experiences as 

basis for brand trust. Spillover effects on brand trust are generated by brand awareness and brand 

image (Esch, 2014). Thus, brand trust is established on the same principles as brand credibility and 

can be set in a causal relationship. If an action is evaluated as credible and traceable to the entity’s 

identity, this positively influences the ascription of brand trust, as future occurrences can be 

anticipated and a person’s interest of having a promise fulfilled can be assumed (Schallehn, 2012). 

3) Brand Authenticity: Brand authenticity can be defined as consumers’ subjective genuineness ascribed 

to a brand. Consumers use a combination of three first order factors – perception of heritage, 

sincerity, and quality – as cues to evaluate and judge a brand’s authenticity (Napoli, Dickinson, 

Beverland & Farrelly, 2014). Grayson and Martinec (2004) connect authenticity with genuineness and 

truth. According to their investigation, a market offering is evaluated as authentic, if it is evaluated as 

indexical in the sense of its originality and realness, or as iconic, which is linked to an objects history 

and physical quality. Those factors are not mutually exclusive and can be applied simultaneously to 

assess an objects authenticity, with differently strong influence (Grayson & Martinec, 2004).  
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Studying the context of brand authenticity, Napoli, Dickinson, Beverland and Farrelly (2014) found a 

strong positive correlation between brand authenticity, brand trust and brand credibility. The 

stronger a brand is perceived as authentic, the more it is likely to be seen as reliable, trustworthy and 

credible and vice versa. Hence, it is important for brands to have clearly defined values without 

deviating substantially from core values. This requires a strong commitment to consistent and sincere 

actions, a focus on continuously delivering high quality and a reflection of the brand’s heritage 

(Napoli, Dickinson, Beverland & Farrelly, 2014). Even though brand authenticity and brand credibility 

are in literature often used interchangeably, the distinction between the two terms has to be 

highlighted. While authentic brands are also perceived as credible by consumers, a credible brand, 

which is related to reliability, trustworthiness and believability, does not necessarily has to be 

authentic (Napoli, Dickinson, Beverland & Farrelly, 2014). One incremental difference between 

authenticity and credibility is the fact that the evaluation of credibility refers to every communication 

situation in which the information recipient is insufficiently informed. The evaluation of authenticity, 

however, is limited to communication situation which is associated with the identity of the 

communicator. Thus, the concept of credibility is rather universal than the concept of authenticity 

(Schallehn, 2012). Notwithstanding, a high correlation between the two concepts cannot be 

challenged. If the information of a person is comprehensibly explicable by its identity and 

consequently evaluated as authentic, this can positively influence the perceived credibility of the 

communicated message. Authenticity can therefore be defined as an identity-oriented credibility 

indicator (Schallehn, 2012). 

5.3 INFLUENCE OF BRAND CREDIBILITY 

If a brand manages to establish credibility, consumers will use the symbolic meaning of a brand as 

recognition and orientation possibility in the decision-making process (Herbig & Milewicz, 1993). Brand 

credibility creates value and brand equity by increasing consumer-expected utility. Especially in imperfect 

markets with asymmetric information, consumers’ needs for credible information sources and brand 

positions arise. Clear and credible brand signals decrease the effort of information gathering, information 

costs and risks of a brand choice. Increased brand equity may result in brand loyalty (Erdem & Swait, 

2002). Furthermore, credible brand signals might create favorable attribute associations and increase the 

perceived product quality (Erdem & Swait, 1998). As a consequence, consumers are less price sensitive 

and therefore more willing to pay price premiums (Erdem & Swait, 2002). Wang and Yang (2010) 

discovered in their study that brand credibility positively correlates with the likelihood of brand purchase 

intentions. This effect is even reinforced, if the brand image is strong and unique (Wang & Yang, 2010). 
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Moreover, companies can benefit from a positive reputation when expanding the product or brand line 

by taking advantage of the halo effect.This theory indicates a positive or negative spill-over effect from 

an established brand image to a new brand or product and increases consumer acceptance (Herbig & 

Milewicz, 1993).  

While the importance of establishing brand credibility has been discussed, the causes and consequences 

of failing to do so shall be further investigated. Repeated, mixed signals, which are adverse to each other, 

decrease a brand’s credibility and can result in a complete lack of credibility (Herbig & Milewicz, 1993; 

Erdem & Swait, 1998). If firms cannot deliver their claimed promises, for instance regarding quality, 

brands will not only lose their brand credibility, but are also endangered in losing the brand reputation 

(Erdem & Swait, 2002). If consumers sense manipulation by inauthenticity, they might become 

circumspect towards the brand (Grayson & Martinec, 2004). Consequently, a loss of credibility can result 

in a decrease of the client base (Herbig & Milewicz, 1993). 

As important brand credibility might be in consumer’s purchase decisions, its role in the decision process 

should be and evaluated rather as a supportive one. Deriving from the former analysis, it can be assumed 

that consumers not only buy brands due to their credibility, but also because of the brand image and 

brand personality associations. 

 

6 BRAND GOVERNANCE – MANAGEMENT OF A BRAND PORTFOLIO  

The central aspect of brand governance and the selection of an appropriate brand portfolio is driven by 

the establishment or securing of competitive advantages (Esch, 2005; Tropp, 2014). When choosing the 

right branding strategy, it can be decided upon different strategic options: 

1) Competitive and Differentiation Strategies – Niche vs. Mainstream Positioning: Kotler and Keller 

(2012) highlight the importance for a brand, to choose a brand positioning between the position as 

market leader, market challenger, market follower, or market niche player. Whereas the market 

leader inherits the largest market shares, mostly leading in new-product introductions and 

distribution coverage, niche players serve contrarily a comparably small market segment, but one, 

which cannot be served by the large market players. The niche-player-strategy avoids to compete 

with large firms by targeting small markets with little or no interest to the dominant market leaders. 

However, more and more niches experience the invasion of large companies, using some of their 

brands to cover lucrative niche markets as expansion strategies (Kotler & Keller, 2012). 
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2) Extension – Growing the Brand: If a new product is planned to be introduced, it has to be decided, 

whether the new brand should be governed under the existing or under a new brand name (see Figure 

6). The introduction of a new product under the same brand name is, for instance, called line 

extension. A line extension describes the extension of a brand within the same or similar product 

categories (Burmann, Halaszovich & Hemmann, 2012). This strategy aims at diversifying the product 

offering, often in adaptation to changing consumer needs, and at improving the competitive position, 

while simultaneously profiting from spillover effects and transferring the brand image from the parent 

brand to the newly established product (De Pelsmacker, Geuens & Van den Bergh, 2010). In that case, 

the brand identity plays an important role. A brand fit between parent and new brand is only given, if 

a congruency between brand image, concept consistency, and non-product related associations exists 

(Grohmann, 2009). However, if the new product does not fit the overall brand positioning, the parent 

brand might be harmed by losing a clear brand meaning and positioning. A brand extension strategy 

is used, if a brand expands to a different product category. The respective benefits and risks can be 

derived from the line extension strategy (De Pelsmacker, Geuens & Van den Bergh, 2010). If a multi-

brand-strategy is applied, several brands are governed within the same product category, but might 

target different consumer segments (Tropp, 2014). 

 

 Existing Product Category New Product Category 

Existing Brand Name Line Extension Brand Extension 

New Brand Name Multi Brands New Brand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Branding Strategies. 
Source: own illustration based on De Pelsmacker, Geuens & Van den Bergh (2010), Esch (2014), Tropp (2014),        
S. 388. 
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As soon as a brand expands and has a portfolio of more than one brand to govern, it has to take a decision 

on how to label the products. Generally the new brand can be introduced under the existing brand name 

or a new brand name. Kotler and Keller (2012) name three different brand name strategies marketers can 

decide upon: a mono-brand, a family brand, or a corporate umbrella brand strategy (Kotler & Keller, 2012; 

Tropp, 2014). In reality, those strategies are often applied in combined brand strategies (Tropp, 2014). 

Brands governed under the same brand or corporate name can carry the advantage of extending the 

knowledge of the parent brand to the new product. By this, depending on the existing brand knowledge, 

not only expectations towards the new product are formed. Furthermore, if the established expectations 

are positive, the perceived risk is reduced (Kotler & Keller, 2012; Tropp, 2014). Multiproduct companies 

often take advantage by their, for instance, established reputation for brand credibility or product quality 

by using the same brand name for a new product line (Erdem & Swait, 1998). In contrast, if the new 

product is sensed as inappropriate and not associated with the parent brand’s image and benefits, new 

products labeled under the same name might cause a brand dilution. This not only harms the new, but 

also the parent brand (Kotler & Keller, 2012). Important for the decision upon the right branding strategy 

is the compatibility of the target groups, the strength and recognition of the brand’s image, the functional 

fit of the new and established products (especially the case for expansions to new categories) and the 

transferability of current market symbols (Tropp, 2014). 

Especially when new market trends occur, such as the increasing consumer demand for sustainable 

products and brands, brands use different extension strategies to cover the resulting market 

opportunities. If the new brand operates within the same product category as the existing brand, 

mainstream brands have three options: To establish a sustainable brand line in terms of a line extension 

governed under the same brand name, a new brand name governed under the corporate brand name, or 

to enter the market with a new brand detached from the appearance of the corporate brand. No matter 

what strategy brands choose, the integration of sustainable brand values presents a specific challenge for 

any mainstream brand, which aims to access new market potentials by entering niche markets. 
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7 SUSTAINABLE BRANDING 

7.1 THE TERM SUSTAINABILITY 

Sustainability is a term, which has become firmly established in almost every corporate responsibility 

portfolio nowadays and is a pillar a lot of consumer good promotion is built upon. As diverse as the fields 

of sustainable activities are, as ambiguously is the definition and description of the concept. When 

attempting to define the term "sustainability" precisely, the variety of interpretations in literature is 

conspicuous. A lot of authors limit sustainability to an ecological dimension. According to Kenning (2014), 

this dimension corresponds to the original terminological use of the word and focuses on a resource-

saving and efficient approach to the natural environment (Kenning 2014). Nowadays, the term 

sustainability embodies a way deeper meaning than saving the rainforest. It symbolizes an umbrella term, 

which incorporates “green” aspects, indicating a lighter impact on the planet than “non-green” 

alternatives, but additionally adds a social dimension to a product, such as fair trade. Embracing 

sustainability implicates dealing with resources in a way that guarantees future generations the 

availability of those resources, such as ex. raw materials, by caring for nature and respectively the whole 

planet (Ottman, 2011). Corsten and Roth (2012) associate sustainability with appreciation and justice 

towards current and upcoming generations, but also with creating an economic compensation and 

equation between industrialized countries and emerging nations. By obtaining the capital stock of natural 

resources, the life quality of upcoming generations shall be ensured. This indicates that a sustainable 

dealing with the environment not only considers the wealth of the environment itself, but is also 

important in regard to society (Corsten & Roth, 2012). Also Stuart (2011) defines sustainability as the 

combination of concerns for the environment and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), addressing 

environmental problems caused by modern economic development (Stuart, 2011). Concluding, 

sustainability is built upon three coequal pillars (Kenning, 2014; Corsten & Roth, 2012): 

3) Ecological sustainability, which functioned for many years as the core meaning of every discussion 

about sustainability, focusing on a resource-oriented perspective. It refers to the rejection of an over-

exploitive sourcing of natural resources and promotes a way of sourcing which supports the 

regeneration of natural resources.  

4) Economic sustainability highlights the environmental- and sociopolitical dimension, indicating a 

society’s responsibility for future generations and a coherent lifestyle, which isn’t lived beyond its 

means, but contrarily allows an economic framework, which can be operated permanently.  

5) Social sustainability integrates the humans in the concept of sustainability, implicating social justice 

and conflict reduction. 
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On an operative level, sustainability can be considered along the whole value chain and hence within 

production stages such as the Research & Development, production or logistics. Examples of ecologically 

sustainable acting would be for instance the usage of reusable energies and recycling, a low intensity of 

CO² emission within the production or transportation of goods, or the definition of social, environmental, 

and safety-standards within the supply-processes (Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010). Sustainable claims are 

also often related to the product packaging: biodegradability and composability of the packaging is often 

associated with sustainable engagement (Sharma & Garrison, 2014). Translated on a more specific 

product level, the sustainable dealing with resources often leads to the use of materials that do not collide 

with the wellbeing of nature. In this context, sustainability is often referred to as “natural” or “organic” 

within product descriptions, particularly in the food, fashion and cosmetics industry. Whereas natural 

refers to the usage of natural ingredients, a product, which claims to be organic (in German referred to as 

“Bio”) needs to comply with the regulatory requirements of the EU legislation. Those requirements aim 

at the production of food while respecting natural-life-cycles as well as minimizing the human impact on 

the environment. By imposing a sustainable way of dealing with nature and animals, the whole origination 

process of biological products becomes affected (European Commission, 2014).1 The social pillar of 

sustainability centers the human interaction and the way people consider the needs of others in their 

actions and thoughts. In a corporate context, this refers to offering employees satisfactory working 

conditions with monetary results covering expenses for all basic needs (Corsten & Roth, 2012).  

Due to the increasing importance of sustainability, different concepts dealing with sustainability or pillars 

of it exist in management practice nowadays. Frequently named in the context of sustainability are terms 

such as CSR, business ethics or green marketing. 

1) CSR: CSR is located in the context of brand governance and forms a link between business and social 

responsibility. It includes the interaction between a company and society and the engagement in 

activities requiring to behave in accordance with moral rules (Fan, 2005). CSR refers to corporate 

policies, which show ethically justified behavior and the engagement in business responsibilities for 

societal welfare. This indicates that CSR is a mediator between external and internal stakeholders for 

the sake of relationship improvement (Hur, Kim & Woo, 2014). By this, CSR rather focuses on the 

economic and social sustainability dimension and can be interpreted as “moral obligation”. 

                                                           
1 Those regulations only apply for food. Organic or natural product claims for non-food goods, such as cosmetics or 
fashion, are not regulated by the EU. The regulations for cosmetics and coherent requirements for natural or organic 
claims are evaluated in Chapter 9.1.  
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2) Business Ethics: Business ethics is about incorporating moral principles in corporate policies. 

Marketing ethics as subcategory of business ethics deals with issues such as morality within the 

marketing disciplines of product, price, place and promotion (Fan, 2005). Depending on the three 

sustainability pillars, business ethics integrates the social and economic sustainability component, 

however, does not necessarily incorporate an ecologically sustainable facet. 

3) Green Marketing: McDaniel and Rylander (1993) define green marketing as addressing 

environmental concerns and recognizing a product’s environmental implications, and the attempt to 

target the “environmental consumer”. It can be defined as a concept, which integrates all elementary 

marketing activities developed to “stimulate and sustain consumers’ environmental friendly attitudes 

and behaviors” (McDaniel & Rylander, 1993, p. 308). The generation of a green brand image is a set 

of brand consumer perceptions linked to environmental commitments and concerns” (Chen, 2010, p. 

309). Green marketing focuses on the ecological pillar of sustainability, but rather incorporates 

environmental concerns as response to consumer demands than due to altruistic motivations. 

7.2 DRIVERS FOR SUSTAINABLE ENGAGEMENT 

A sustainable development within companies, and for brands, is often driven by stakeholders’ or altruistic 

concerns, as well as supply chain imperatives or a gain of competitive advantage. Those drivers can be 

divided by their external or internal nature.  

1) Externally oriented drivers: A main external motivator is the changing value system of consumers. 

Due to environmental issues, such as global warming, environmental concerns emerge as common 

interest for a lot of consumer groups and more consumers emphasize the purchase of 

environmentally friendly products (Chen, 2010). McDaniel and Rylander (1993) highlight as external 

driver for sustainable engagement the attempt to target these “environmental consumer”. According 

to them, sustainable engagement functions as extrinsic motivated strategy of adapting market 

positions towards changing consumer attitudes or targeting lucrative consumer segments and hence 

expanding a brand into new segments (McDaniel & Rylander, 1993). Also, social sustainability can 

improve the relationship with stakeholders and the attractiveness of a company as potential employer 

(Hur, Kim & Woo, 2014). Other incentives include the chance to benefit from consumers’ willingness 

to reward environmentalism by paying higher prices, to obtain competitive advantage, to improve 

the brand image, to expand to new markets and to increase the product value (Chen, 2010). Those 

drivers are mainly utilitarian and function as instrument to increase performance (Stuart, 2011; Olsen 

& Peretz, 2011). 
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2) Internally oriented drivers: Internally driven motivators are in contrast inspired by self-motivation 

and the normative belief that companies have the duty to engage in a sustainable behavior. Often, 

companies implement sustainability by focusing on peripheral issues, such as recycling, using 

sustainable materials, and saving energy (Stuart, 2011). If managers see for example CSR as end in 

itself and not as a means to increase profits, solely altruistic motives are the basis for sustainable 

engagement. By this, brands aim at having a significantly positive societal impact rather than profit 

aims (Olsen & Peretz, 2011). According to Stuart (2011), a normative, self-motivated approach to 

sustainable branding is required, in order to successfully implement sustainability in the long-term, 

and to create an emotionally charged, authentic, and behaviorally based brand identity (Stuart, 2011).  

In order to distinguish brands with intrinsic motives from brands incorporating sustainability 

instrumentally, four characteristics for truly sustainable CSR activities are distinctive: altruistic motives, 

long-term CSR commitment, a significant percentage of investment of the brand’s total profits, and the 

significant impact of those activities on stakeholders as main characteristics (Olsen & Peretz, 2011). 

7.3 ESTABLISHING A SUSTAINABLE BRAND 

7.3.1 CONCEPT 

A sustainable corporate brand can be defined as “a corporate brand whose promise or covenant has 

sustainability as a core value”, indicating that those values are integrated in the core identity system of a 

brand, creating a consistent sustainable brand promise and an ensuing respective signaling and 

communication (Stuart, 2011, p. 139). As defined in Chapter 3, a brand value can be described as the 

belief a company, brand and employees rely upon (Burmann, Halaszovich & Hemmann, 2012). In the 

context of sustainable brand values, a sustainable corporate brand puts an emphasis on ethical supplier 

relationships, working standards, and sourcing of materials, which can be traced back to the importance 

of developing a sustainable supply chain. Furthermore, if a brand claims to be sustainable, it is also in the 

need of developing sustainable and ecologically responsible products and services. This includes creating 

design solutions, which offer consumers the possibility to live a sustainable lifestyle in a relevant and 

appealing way (Stuart, 2011). The concept of an efficient sustainability management of brands comprises 

the range of all economic, ecological and social efforts a company engages in voluntarily. It can be defined 

in the framework of an identity based branding approach. As a concept, sustainable branding functions 

as reference for the whole corporate brand and expands the sustainable claim of the brand on all 

corporate activities (Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010).  
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7.3.2 INTEGRATION OF SUSTAINABLE BRAND VALUES 

The anchoring of sustainable values is reflected in a brand’s identity as strategic concept including, 

sustainable aspects as benefits, which are perceptible and relevant for both consumers and stakeholders. 

The integration of sustainable values happens on basis of an identity-based branding approach and its 

perspective on image- and identity processes. The integration of sustainability can be reflected in different 

components of a brand identity. Hence, sustainable branding can show many different facets of 

embodiment (Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010). Based on Aaker’s (1996) brand identity model (Ringel & 

Hermanns, 2006), in order to successfully implement sustainable brand aspects, brands have two options 

to express sustainable brand values: first as timeless core values in the brand’s core identity and essence, 

or second, as peripheral brand values in an extended brand identity dimension. In comparison to an 

integration on a core level, the peripheral strategy offers brands the advantage to adapt these extended 

identity values according to market trends. However, those brands are also often likely to experience a 

lack of credibility and authenticity and are threatened by the accusation of green-washing (Meffert, Rauch 

& Lepp, 2010). Frequently, the selection of the respective strategy can be decided between niche players, 

which only own small market shares, and mainstream companies inheriting comparably larger market 

shares but smaller systematic commitment to sustainability (Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010). According to 

Stuart (2011), brands can only endorse a sustainable image, if sustainability is integrated in the core of an 

identity with normative commitment and not as peripheral strategy. The ideal corporate sustainable 

brand identity helps to optimize sustainability in a business context (Stuart, 2011). On a marketing level, 

McDaniel and Rylander (1993) distinguish between a defensive and an assertive approach. Whereas the 

defensive approach incorporates minimum efforts to avoid negative consequences, an assertive strategy 

integration aims at establishing a sustainable competitive advantage by doing more than required and 

expected from consumers. The latter might be incorporated by companies with altruistic values, however, 

McDaniel and Rylander also highlight this strategy’s profitability from a business perspective (McDaniel & 

Rylander, 1993). According to Grant (2006), establishing a successful sustainable brand is either connected 

to alternative technologies or a company which “runs on green principles” (p.25). Even though “green” or 

“sustainable” is a brand value like “modern” or “cool”, conscientious brand claims are subject to a factual 

evaluation and judged in accordance with their credibility. It is not only important to make sustainable 

principles more visible, but also to set new standards and to change the industry (Grant, 2006). No matter 

whether a brand incorporates sustainable values due to altruistic motives and follows this principle with 

the integration as core values, or in a less consequent way as peripheral values, the right measure of 

communicated engagement and actual effort are not allowed to be established antithetically. 
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7.3.3 SUSTAINABLE BRAND COMMUNICATION 

If the prerequisites of a brand’s sincere sustainable engagement and activities are established and 

sustainability is integrated as brand value, the ensuing brand communication exploits a differentiation 

potential for a brand. A transparent communication and a fit between the actual and the communicated 

engagement is the fundament of a credible brand building process. The communicated brand values lead 

to brand expectations, as illustrated in Figure 7, which result through positive or negative brand 

experiences in the brand’s image (Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Integration of Sustainable Brand Values.  
Source: own illustration Meffert, Rauch & Lepp. (2010), Aaker (1996). 

 

For authentic communication efforts, it is mandatory to additionally demonstrate the sustainability claims 

(Stuart, 2011). Besides promoting a sustainable brand strategy alone, it is important that, for instance, 

green engagement also follows on all marketing levels (Chen, 2010). If brands communicate sustainability 

dominantly but integrate the values only as peripheral brand values, a brand runs danger to be accused 

of greenwashing and might face a loss of reputation. Also, if brands incorporate sustainability dominantly 

in its core brand values, but communicate this only peripheral, market potential might not be realized. An 

optimal balance for sustainable brand communication is either a peripheral communication, if 

sustainability is only integrated peripherally, or deriving a dominant communication strategy, if 

sustainability is established in a brand’s core values (Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010).   

For the internal brand communication, it is important to ensure the employees’ commitment and 

identification with the sustainable orientation in order to generate an overall organizational behavior 

consistent with the sustainable corporate brand image (Stuart, 2011). 
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The external communication requires a structuring according to the stakeholders power and interest. Low 

power and low interest stakeholders are best served with mass-communication, such as information 

provided on a website. Meetings and newsletters providing a feedback and hence two-way 

communication fit, however, as communication strategy for stakeholders with rather low power, but a 

high sustainable interest, such as local communities. Regardless the interest level, all stakeholder groups 

with high power provide a good chance for collaborations (Stuart, 2011). 

Furthermore, the extent of communication effort is influenced by the relevance of sustainability to the 

brand’s main target group. For a successful implementation of sustainable values, it is important to 

integrate sustainability according to the perceived relevance for the target group and to communicate 

them respectively. If a high relevance exists and a brand has emphasized sustainability in its brand 

promise, sustainability communication is a mandatory for the brand. If sustainability is only seen as 

medium relevant, a sustainable brand promise only needs to be considered with average importance and 

functions as “nice-to-have” (Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010). As benchmark for sustainable branding, a 

coordination of the brand substance and its performance profile as well as its brand communication and 

communication profile can be defined. The brand communication must follow the brand’s substance. 

Thus, an emotional activation is closely linked with a proof of sustainable performance (Meffert, Rauch & 

Lepp, 2010).  

Signaling is a main success driver for sustainable brand communication. This includes providing 

unobservable information beyond the activity itself. However, the source must be credible. For 

consumers, a source of credibility is often eco-labelling by third-party organizations as verification of 

sustainable engagement. In order to benefit from this trust-source, this can be integrated when designing 

a sustainable package design. If a gap divides the sustainable intention from the actual behavior, 

reputational damage and a loss credibility can be caused (Stuart, 2011). The credibility of sustainable 

branding depends to a very high degree on a brand’s transparency and the willingness to proof its 

sustainable engagement and performance. The consumers’ expectation towards a sustainably governed 

brand is generated by a brand’s marketing communication and its sustainable image created by direct and 

indirect brand experiences. Discrepancies between a brand’s actual engagement and its brand promise 

can lead to a loss of brand confidence (Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010). If a brand cannot proof its 

sustainable brand promise, it may be accused of greenwashing as well as being primarily driven by profit 

related motives rather than a sincere interest in the common weal (Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010).  
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7.3.4 IMPACT ON CONSUMER DECISIONS 

For consumers, a company’s ethical behavior can be an important consideration during the purchase 

decision. Fan (2005) states that an engagement in ethical activities leads to the consumers’ willingness to 

pay higher prices. If brand satisfaction is generated by the consumption of green products, Chen (2010) 

refers to the term of “green satisfaction”, which describes a pleasurable consumption-related state due 

to the fulfillment of a consumer’s “environmental desires, sustainable expectations, and green needs” 

(Chen, 2010, p. 309). Lai, Chiu, Yang and Pai (2010) have furthermore shown a positive correlation 

between the perception of a company’s CSR engagement and the company’s overall reputation (Lai, Chiu, 

Yang & Pai, 2010). This refers to the mediating role of brand credibility, which is based on consumers’ 

trust and links credible CSR perception and intangible assets, such as corporate reputation and brand 

equity  (Hur, Kim & Woo, 2014) If consumers perceive corporate CSR activities as credible, an increase in 

brand awareness and brand association can be generated (Lai, Chiu, Yang & Pai, 2010). In turn, consumers 

tend to reject companies with insincere or incomplete environmental actions plans (McDaniel & Rylander, 

1993). Consumers’ purchase intentions are triggered by functional and emotional benefits. These 

purchase intentions can emerge from a coherence between brand values and the individual’s value 

system or from the consumers’ attempt to salve the conscience by purchasing brands with sustainable 

identity aspects (Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010). 

If consumers value sustainability and integrate it within the own consumption style, this not only has 

influence on the brand choice and respective sustainable brand values, but also on their own consumption 

behavior. Sustainable consumption has the effect of consumers purchasing less products, but using them 

longer and in shared communities. This implicates a more conscious consumption and a decreasing need 

to satisfy immaterial needs with the consumption of goods (Corsten & Roth, 2012). Also expressed in a 

consumption style, consumers do not jeopardize life- and consumption possibilities of others and of future 

generations. This indicates a renunciation of egoistic consumption motives. However, this consumption 

behavior is only observed, if the individual encompasses personal values, which embody the protection 

of other humans and the environment as well as the consciousness and obligation to consume ethically, 

morally and fair (Balderjahn & Peyer, 2012). 

Deriving, the success of sustainable branding is not solely positively correlated to a high level of 

sustainable engagement and sustainable branding values, it is even more influenced by the subjective 

relevance of sustainability for the target group. Often, sustainable effects only influence consumers 

indirectly. Most often, sustainable product components represent an added benefit and hardly function 

as core benefit (Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010).   
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In contrast, if sustainability as added value impairs a product’s core value or is not perceived as relevant 

by the target consumers, sustainable brand values tend to rather harm than benefit a brand’s image 

(Meffert, Rauch & Lepp, 2010). Empirics show that consumers place great importance on sustainability, 

especially on environmental protection. However, the concrete actions do not result in a compatible 

dealing with this priority assessment, indicating that a gap between consciousness and concrete consumer 

behaviors exist (Corsten & Roth, 2012). While many consumers claim to be environmentally responsible, 

for most it is not a priority in purchase decisions. Many people incorporate small environmental actions 

into their everyday behavior, such as taking a reusable bag for shopping. However, few place it as core 

value in their lifestyle and over factors like financial constraints and logistical/convenience issues 

(Euromonitor, 2015a). In order to afford environmental- and socially compatible products, consumers 

need to increase their willingness to pay higher prices (Corsten & Roth, 2012). Consumers today hardly 

show long-term oriented sustainable consumption patterns, but often rather short-term oriented 

behaviors, which are based on self-interest and do not take future generations into account (Corsten & 

Roth, 2012). When deciding to consume sustainable products, consumers often face two dilemmas: first, 

an incentive dilemma, which is caused due to higher individual costs when purchasing ecological products, 

even if those costs go in hand with a collective benefit. Second, an information dilemma, which can be 

ascribed to transparency and credibility problems. This is the case, if knowledge about the ecological 

impact and the complexity of ecological issues is deficient, or if an information asymmetry between good 

producer and consumer exist (Corsten & Roth, 2012). 

However, sustainable activities do not affect all consumers positively. Some consumers are not impacted 

by ethical business practices at all or even avoid products from ethical companies (Fan, 2005). Consumers 

are only willing to pay higher prices for sustainable engagement, if it offers an observable benefit and 

relative advantage, which is in the case of sustainable products often hard to demonstrate (Stuart, 2011). 

As consumer trust can influence the purchase decisions, misleading, exaggerated or wrong environmental 

claims can promote the damage of trust, customer loyalty and hence brand purchase (Chen, 2010, p. 309). 
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C. SUSTAINABILITY AS BRAND VALUE IN THE GERMAN SKIN CARE BRAND MARKET 
 

8 THE OVERALL GERMAN SKIN CARE MARKET 

8.1 STATUS QUO  

In 2014, Germany had amongst all European countries the highest market volume in the cosmetics and 

personal care industry. It was valued approximately 13.01 billion euros, followed by France with 10.58 

billion euros and Great Britain ranked third with 10.40 billion euro (Statista, URL4). Overall, the personal 

care market includes products, which groom, protect or clean the human skin, hair, nails or lips. As 

illustrated in Figure 8, the personal care market can be divided into three product categories: Body care, 

cosmetics and fragrances.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Product Categories within the Personal Care Market. 
Source: Own illustration, based on KPMG & VKE (2014). 
 

 

Sales of personal care products grew from 2013 to 2014 by 1.7 percent (Statista, ULR2). With different 

development tendencies, the body care market shows in 2013 with a compound annual growth rate 

(CAGR) of 1.1 percent the smallest growth rate, compared to 1.6 percent growth rate for cosmetics and 

1.8 percent for fragrances (KPMG & VKE, 2014). As a consequence of the small growth dynamics, average 

unit prices and the competitive intensity also show slight increases. In 2013, the German skin care market 

experienced a moderate growth of 1 percent in terms of value (Euromonitor, 2014). Within the wide range 

of personal care products, in 2014, facial care ranked highest with 15 percent of overall personal care 

sales, followed by decorative cosmetics (12.1 percent) and haircare (11.7 percent) (Statisa, URL1).  
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With 1.903 billion euros, facial care also generated the highest sales value of all personal care products 

within the German market, followed by cosmetics with 1.536 billion euros and haircare with 1.48 billion 

euros (see Figure 9) (Statista, URL5).  

 

 

 
Figure 9: Sales Value of Personal Care Products in Germany 2013/2014 by Category (in billion Euros). 
Source: Statista (2015e). 

 

The most important target group of skin care products are female consumers, even if male consumers are 

on the increase during the last years. 75 to 80 percent of female consumers use facial creams on a daily 

basis (Statista, URL3) and spend more than 30 minutes for daily care (KPMG & VKE, 2014). Consumers 

show a high brand affinity (64 percent) and comparably low price sensitivity (36 percent) within the facial 

skin care segment. In comparison, within the body care segment only half of the consumers (53 percent) 

show a brand affinity, but a higher price sensitivity (47 percent). This suggests that women are more 

conscious about products they apply on their face than on their body. Generally, the product category of 

facial care and cosmetics is in literature defined as product category with high symbolic value (Aaker, 

1997; Grohmann, 2009). It is strongly associated with a high brand affinity, quality orientation and 

emotions (KPMG & VKE, 2014). When purchasing facial skin care, brand loyalty is relatively distinct 

amongst female German consumers (Statista, URL3). Mostly, they have a relevant set of brands they 

consider, when deciding which facial skin care product to purchase (KPMG & VKE, 2014). 
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8.2 COMPETITIVE STRUCTURE 

The competitive landscape of the German skin care market is highly fragmented and dominated by mass 

products and brands. Market leader is the “Beiersdorf AG”, which generated in 2013 17 percent of all 

sales values. Those were mainly driven by its flagship brand “Nivea”, enjoying a high brand recognition 

and trust amongst German consumers. The main competitor of the “Beiersdorf AG” is “L’Oreal”, which 

offers a brand portfolio varying from mass to premium skin care products. The strongest source of 

competition for mass product producers emerges from within the market. The increasing advance of 

private label producers competing for sales value and market shares characterizes the German skin care 

market. In order to satisfy changing consumer demands and to follow market trends, numerous line 

extensions, brand launches and new product developments are the consequence. Product portfolios of 

own label brands are recognized by German consumers as regular brands and are widely accepted. 

Especially when it comes to organic product ranges, such as the German drug store chain “dm’s” natural 

skin care brand “Alverde”, German consumers value the combination of natural or less harmful 

ingredients and less expensive prices. This acceptance is reinforced if brands are tested and 

recommended by independent product tests or consumer protection agencies (Euromonitor, 2014). The 

continuously growing mass product portfolios keep the sales of premium skin care brands comparably 

small. Niche brands are limited in availability and address different consumer groups by offering benefits 

in care and ingredients. However, among the mass consumers, consumers encounter the attitude of being 

unable or unwilling to afford the niche brands’ higher prices (Euromonitor, 2014). 

8.3 TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS 

Within the overall German population, the need for a flawless, healthy and cared-for appearance gains 

more and more significance. However, as lifestyles become more fast-paced, trends towards time-saving 

or multi-feature products intensify, which function as driver for innovation, but also competition within 

the market. Besides the changing demographical age distribution, technical innovations, economic 

conjuncture, and changing value systems, one of the main influencing factors on market growth is the 

increasing demand for sustainable products in the natural skin care market (Euromonitor, 2014). 

However, general growth rates showed tendencies to slow down, due to price pressures and increasing 

market maturity. In order to sustain the market growth, companies will continue to develop product 

innovations and increase differentiation by micro-segmentation and targeting specific consumer groups 

(Euromonitor, 2015b). This indicates that the classical distinction between mass market, mainstream 

brands and the selective niche markets is, due to the booming natural cosmetic segment, in a dynamic 

movement. Breeding ground for this development is a change in the overall consumption habits. German 
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consumers show high education levels regarding skin damaging factors and how to avoid them 

(Euromonitor, 2014). The increasing interest in information for personal care products outlines a general 

change of thinking (KPMG & VKE, 2014). One resulting consequence is the increasing caution and 

skepticisms in respect of harmful ingredients. The majority of German consumers are interested in the 

topic of sustainability – a value, which is well established in the broad population. A coherent, observable 

trend is the increasingly growing demand for ecologically and socially sustainable products, which boosts 

the demand for organic and natural brands. For brand manufacturers and private labels, this trend offers 

inspiration for entirely new products or brands and potential for further market growths. However, 

growing competition will also pressure prices, especially in the mass skin care market (Euromonitor, 

2014). The value change of consumers and the resulting demand for conscientious brands also influenced 

the market’s distribution systems. While drug stores, perfumeries and retail markets are still important 

distribution channels, pharmacies and health food shops were able to increase their distribution shares 

significantly due to the growing demand for natural or nature related cosmetics. Pharmacies and health 

food stores are primarily connected with trust and health and show especially within the facial skin care 

segment competences and further growth potentials. This predicted positive trend needs to be evaluated 

with respect to the product segment as consumers do not perceive pharmacies and health food shops as 

competent within the decorative cosmetics segment. Negative growth rates of discounters as distribution 

channel are forecasted for the future. Generally, all future market developments are influenced by the 

consumers’ value system with regard to brands, individualization, sustainability, and health consciousness 

(KPMG & VKE, 2014). Consumers will continue to mix natural or organic skin care products with standard 

products. Moreover, consumers are expected to augment their education level in terms of beauty and 

personal care products and about respective product offerings, ingredients and choice options 

(Euromonitor, 2015b). 

It can be summarizes that mainstream brands formerly providing standard products use micro-

segmentations into the natural cosmetic market in order to increase their growth potential. On the other 

hand, niche marketer of natural skin care brands continue to advance in the relevant set of the average 

consumers and hence in distribution channels, which used to be characteristic for mainstream brands. As 

illustrated in Figure 10, this leads to a symbiosis of the markets. 
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Figure 10: Market development of the Facial Skin Care Market. 
Source: Own illustration. 

 

The strong performance of natural cosmetics can be interpreted as market response to the changing 

consumer needs, but also to a saturated market structure and the search for diversification options. 

Increasing demands for sustainable skin care products are positively related to the growth of the natural 

skin care segment and animates by implication the perpetual emergence of new natural or natural-related 

skin care products and brands.  

 

9 THE NATURAL SKIN CARE MARKET 

9.1 STATUS QUO 

Natural or organic facial care products have become ubiquitous and stand no longer out from competitive 

products. While some products position themselves as organic, others are positioned as natural with 

natural ingredients, with others focusing only on functionality and technology (Euromonitor, 2015b). For 

all skin care brands positioning themselves in the specified natural cosmetic segment, a distinction 

between natural and nature-related cosmetics can be drawn (KPMG & VKE, 2014). Natural cosmetic refers 

to all products, which are certified by independent institutes (ex. “Weleda”), whereas nature-related 

cosmetics use mainly plant-based ingredients and reject ingredients such as parabens (ex. “Nivea Natural 

Balance”, “The Body Shop”) (Dambacher, 2011). 
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Compared to natural cosmetic, the frame formulation of nature-related cosmetic does not fulfill all 

required standards (Dambacher, 2011). They hardly utilize synthetic additives and resources, however, 

they are not ecological enough to be certified with the seal of unions (KPMG & VKE, 2014). The field of 

regular cosmetic includes all other products within the market. If a product within the regular cosmetic 

segment only contains certain organic ingredients such as “minerals” or “organic pomegranate”, the 

product is still ascribed to the segment of regular cosmetic (ex. “Nivea”, “Garnier”, “Vichy”, etc.) 

(Dambacher, 2011). As mentioned in Chapter 7.1, organic and natural claims for cosmetic products are 

not regulated legislatively by the EU. The EU Cosmetics Regulation requires the declaration of product 

composition and labelling, assesses the product safety and prohibits animal testing, but does not cover 

natural or organic claims. Independent initiatives, such as “Natrue”, aim to structure definitions in order 

to increase the transparency for consumers (Sanders, 2013).  

Regardless of the commodity group, strong growth trends within the nature-related and natural cosmetics 

can be observed. Between the year 2000 and 2012, natural cosmetics experienced with 8 percent a 

stronger growth than nature-related cosmetics with 6.3 percent. This trend reversed in the four-year 

period from 2008 to 2012, when natural-related cosmetics grew with 8.4 percent, whilst natural cosmetic 

recorded a CAGR of 6.3 percent. Overall, the segment of natural cosmetics has with 806 million euros a 

revenue share of 6.7 percent of the personal care market in 2012, and exceeds the share of fair trade and 

biological products within the groceries market. Pricewise, most natural cosmetic brands are positioned 

on market price average, but show tendencies of price positioning towards the premium segment (KPGM 

& VKE, 2014).  

According to Sharma and Garrison (2014), organic promises of natural ingredients as product features are 

not satisfying enough for consumers, instead, they rather support the product’s primary benefit (Sharma 

& Garrison, 2014). Most German consumers hardly base their purchasing decisions merely on whether a 

product is natural/organic or not. In a first order, the product has to fulfill functional requirements and 

quality expectations (Euromonitor, 2015b). This indicates that the fulfillment of own interests is for most 

consumers more important than the consideration of future generations. Cutaneous tolerance can be 

identified as main purchase driver for natural skin care. For regular consumers, the first consumption of 

natural skin care brands mainly occurs through the purchase of trade brands. If satisfied, a change to more 

expensive quality brands might occur (Dambacher, 2011). 

Overall, the penetration of mainstream brands within the natural cosmetic market and the dilution of 

sustainable brand promises leads to the consequence of hardly communicable brand differentiations 

(Dambacher, 2011). 
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9.2 ANALYSIS OF SKIN CARE BRANDS WITH SUSTAINABLE BRAND VALUES 

Due to the before analyzed growing demand for natural or organic skin care products, more mainstream 

brands try to enter this niche market. An analogue trend in the reversed direction is observable for niche 

brands becoming increasingly mainstream. Due to the increasing consumer demand for sustainable 

products and especially natural or non-harmful ingredients, natural niche brands approach increasingly in 

the focus of the broad populace. The increasing consumer interest in sustainable products also shifts 

natural cosmetic brands, which used to be clearly defined niche players, to the center of attention. The 

market consequence is a continuously growing variety of natural skin care brands, operated by niche 

players or larger mainstream companies. The brand profile illustrated in Table 2 gives an overview of some 

brands operating in the natural skin care segment: 

 

Brand Description 

 

Brand Information 

- Claim: Natural Cosmetics for the care of body and soul 

- Anthroposophical conviction to manufacture natural pharmaceuticals without conserving alcohol 

and chemical-synthetic emulsifiers with sustainability as inseparable part of the brand’s values 

Sustainable Engagement 

- Social: regards natural plant rhythms, all ingredients are from biologically controlled farming, uses 

material cycles and recyclable packaging materials, composes plant waste, refuses animal testing 
- Environmental: uses 100% ecological energy, heat recovery, and earth temperature for air-

conditioning, as well as business bicycles, ingredients from preferably biological-dynamic or 

controlled biological farming without chemical fertilizer, which encourage the fecundity of the 

soil, and regards the natural equilibrium of the soil. Some plants are sourced from the company’s 

own Demeter- and healing-plant gardens. The company furthermore supports sustainable 

farming methods and initiates biological cultivation methods worldwide.  

- Economic: the company is registered as foundation; all profits are reinvested in the foundation or 

declared to employees 

- Mix: Encourages ecological and social partnerships by sourcing plants from biological certified 

areas in order to offer in farmers an alternative to opium plantation; a car-sharing platform for 

employees, and the payment of employees’ public transportation tickets 

“Dr. Hauschka” clearly highlights the importance of sustainability within its corporate strategy and 

states the anchoring of this value its basis – long before a sustainability trend was observable. A main 

brand belief is to respect the nature and work with it according to its own rhythms. Hence, 

sustainability can be defined as core brand value, which is deeply rooted in the company philosophy 

and which was furthermore reason for the founders to establish the brand. 

 

. 
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Brand Information 

- Claim: Natural Cosmetics 

- natural skin care line of the “dm” drug store chain’s brand portfolio, first German trade brand 

launched in Germany in the natural cosmetic segment 

- “dm” company follows a CSR strategy, which incorporates sustainability in economic, ecological, 

social, and cultural dimensions, whereas the latter enjoys according to the company the highest 

attention, in form of education 

- Brand philosophy: sustainable thinking and acting has according to “dm” highest priority, which 

includes the manufacture or products without synthetic colorants, fragrances and preservatives 

for natural care as well as resource-friendly research- and production processes. Resources are 

preferentially sourced from controlled, biological cultivation. Some products carry a vegan seal, 

proofing the waiver of containing animal ingredients. 

Sustainable Engagement 

- Social: civic support within local kindergartens, sponsoring of communal activities, or the support 

of delivery nurses 

- Environmental: heating without fossil fuels, or the possibility for customers to recycle old lamps 

at the stores, completely recyclable folding boxes as packaging, which contain to 80 percent 

recycled materials, no animal testing, usage of resource-saving production processes, natural 

ingredients 

The “Alverde Naturkosmetik” brand promotes products without synthetic ingredients and recyclable a 

packaging at low prices. In regard of the brand’s position within the “dm” brand portfolio, those 

sustainable values can be declared to be of peripheral nature functioning as market extension to the 

market of natural skin care products. The “dm” brand engages in the frame of its CSR strategy in social 

and sustainable activities, however, they do not follow a truly sustainable conviction, but rather follow 

ethical responsibilities companies should engage in. 

 

Brand Information 

- Mother brand: Nivea, governed as line extension; Claim: Nivea. With Heart and Soul; got 

awarded 14 times in a row as “most trusted brand” in the category of skin care brands in 

Germany   

- Nivea Natural Balance: subline, claim: „skin care inspired by nature”; products free of parabens, 

silicones, mineral oils and synthetic colorants; combines as brand philosophy natural ingredients 

such as biological argan-oil or chamomile sourced from controlled biological farming and optimal 

skin care 

Sustainable Engagement 

- Social: project in cooperation with “DLRG” to teach children swimming 

- Environmental: decreasing the brand’s impact on the environment within the scope of the “we 

care – our commitment to sustainability” strategy, support of sustainable farming methods of, for 

instance palm, oil and the aim to be able by 2015 to only source palm oil from sustainable farming 

suppliers. So far, the products include emulsifiers and surfactants on the basis of mineral or plant 

oils, such as coconut, rape or palm oil. Also, no animal testing for all cosmetic products, or a 

decrease of waste by improving the products’ and using recyclable packaging are part of the 

strategy 

 “Nivea” offers skin care and a feeling of being cared about. The brand follows CSR-activities, which 

promote the commonweal, but are less connected to deeply rooted sustainable values on all three 

dimensions. “Nivea Natural Balance” is visually closely linked to its mother brand and hence to its 

values of care. It intensively highlights the aspect of natural ingredients, however, less due to a 

sustainable conviction, as rather to support the main brand promise of caring sensitive skin. The main 

brand value is the aspect of care. Sustainability can be defined as peripheral brand value. 
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Brand Information 

- Claim: Weleda. In Harmony with Human and Nature. 
- Brand Values: ethical sustainability, such as the holistic view of human, society and the respect 

for nature, ecofriendly production process along the sourcing chain or with employee policies.  

- Built upon the principles of anthroposophy, brand roots are deeply grounded in the idea of a 

biological dynamic farming which is the basis of its natural skin care products, certified by 

“Natrue” 

Sustainable Engagement 

- Social: ethical economy, supporting social projects, balancing job and family, encouraging cultural 

diversity and cooperative relationship with partners, paying fair salaries worldwide 

- Environmental: Ingredients: sourced from plants at the head quarter in “Schwäbisch Gmünd” and 

from partners all around the world. No animal testing, no synthetic colorants and fragrances, 

silicones, paraffines or mineral oil and other synthetic fats, resource-saving sourcing, the 

reduction of greenhouse gas emission, the reduction of waste, the brand highlights the scarcity of 

natural resources and the need for their protection 

- Economic: economic sustainable engagement  

- Mix: Fair treatment of suppliers, customers, and partners by transparent communication in order 

to create a sustainable collaboration. The company’s founding principle of bringing the human 

with the “Weleda” products in accordance with their personal development and the support of 

the preservation and promotion of health is the basis for all company goals 
 

“Weleda” refers within every company action to its respect and dignity towards nature and refers to 

the planet as “vivid, with the cosmos connected organism”. As main responsibility, the company states 

its respectful dealing with nature in order to create natural products delivering highest effect and 

quality standards for customers.  Sustainability in form of farming, ingredients and employee 

leadership is the focus and basis for all company actions and can be defined as core brand value. 

 
Brand Information 

- Claim: Beautiful. Full of Life Energy. 

- Brand Vision: to connect the consciousness for an ecological and social framework 

- Brand Values: ecological preservation, a responsible dealing with energy, emissions and waste, 

regard of resources, the social togetherness is focus of its economic activity by paying attention 

to the welfare, safety and the rights of each employee 

- founded 1928 as anthroposophical soap producer and is now governed as small family business 

Sustainable Engagement 

- Social: Suppliers are selected by their adherences to fair trade and regionality,  

- Environmental: all products contain exclusively the celtic spikenard plant (German: Speick) as 

basic ingredient and healing plant. The celtic spikenard-harvest is hand-picked by alp-farmers in 

Kärnten, Southern Germany. “Speick” not only encourages the use of the healing plant, but also 

engages itself in the active protection of its controlled biological harvesting, all resources and 

packaging are sourced mainly in Germany and all products are manufactured in the German 

company headquarters 

- Mix: Ingredients, besides the celtic spikenard plant, such as leaves and fruits of the baobab tree 

are for instance sourced from a fair-trade women-project in Burkina Faso 

“Speick” highly emphasizes sustainable ingredients and sourcing for its products. A strong focus is put 

on the celtic spikenard plant, which almost every sustainable engagement centers around. This very 

specific focus serves as characterization for a niche brand, and symbolizes the brand’s USP. Brand 

communication about diversified sustainable engagement (animal testing, packaging, etc.) is, however, 

kept peripheral, even though the engagement exist. As consequence, the brand awareness level is 

quite low, which furthermore characterizes “Speick” as sustainable niche brand 
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 Brand Information 

- Claim: Beautiful with Heart 

- Brand values: animal protection, ethical and fair trade, self-respect, human rights, and 

environment protection 

Sustainable Engagement 

- Social: activities supporting and increasing the well-being and self-confidence of women by only 

using pictures in commercials, which do not play with the insecurity of women, supports with paid 

voluntary work of employees charity organizations such as women’s centers or worldwide 

children’s rights organizations; campaigns against domestic violence, HIV, or the fight against 

human trafficking, in order to raise public attention and to support and increase human rights 

- Environmental: Advocates for an active prohibition of animal testing within the cosmetic industry, 

follows this credo in its own production processes, tries to reduce the shops’, offices’, and 

distribution centers’ impact on the environment by reducing the CO2-emission by 50% through 

the decrease of gas, gasoline and electricity consumption, by reducing waste by 50% with 

recyclable packaging material and less paper use within the offices, and by reducing water 

consumption by 25% until 2020 

- Mix: Initiated a fair trading program, in order to make customers and local producers profit from 

the products 

 “The Body Shop’s” brand values, as indicated by the brand claim, focus on doing good and acting “with 

the heart”. In the center of attention, the overall “doing-right” and engaging in social affairs is rather 

important than sustainable engagement, as for instance by putting a focus on respect for nature on 

the planet or on solely natural ingredients. Thus, sustainability is a core brand value, but rather as part 

of a network of overall social responsibility. 

 

 

Brand Information 

- Claim: Lavera. Natural. Effective. Beautiful. 

- Brand Principles: Innovation, Quality, Sustainability 

- Founded 1988 in Göttingen, Germany  

Sustainable Engagement 

- Social: members of the worldwide organic network, carefully examine whether trading partners 
are compatible with the company philosophy  

- Environmental: no animal testing, no chemicals, silicones or petroleum-based oils or derivatives, 

no aluminum salts, and no micro-plastics. Organic ingredients, sustainably sourced raw-

materials, eco-friendly power supply for climate protection in its choice of power utility and web 

hosting provider 

Lavera integrates sustainable values in its brand, but also uses cutaneous tolerance as dominant 

driver for natural ingredients and the rejection of synthetic ingredients. Due to a comparably low 

level of brand communication over the last years, the brand awareness level is quite low, which 

characterizes “Lavera” rather as sustainable niche brand. However, in 2014 the first TV commercial 

was radiated. Thus, an increasing level of brand awareness might be achieved in future. 

  

Table 2: Analysis of Brands with Sustainable Brand Values. 

Source: Own illustration, based on Dr. Hauschka (URL1, URL2, URL3) Weleda (URL1, URL2, URL3, URL4), The Body 

Shop (URL1, URL2, URL3, URL4, URL5), dm (URL1, URL2), Alverde (URL1, URL2), Nivea (URL1, URL2, URL3), Speick 

(URL1), Lavera (URL1, URL2). 
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The increasing market offerings also influence the consumers purchase decision. Due to the growing 

brand variety not only the decision process intensifies, but also the adjusting brand promises dilute clear 

brand differentiations. Sustainable brand promises, such as the resource-saving dealing with the 

environment, use of natural ingredients and the incorporation of fair-trade programs, can be identified 

as principles of almost every natural skin care brand. For consumers, this makes the distinction based on 

the sustainable claims increasingly difficult. Also the brands face the challenge of losing one of the brands 

basic functions: differentiating products from other products designed for similar needs (see Chapter2). 

Figure 11 illustrates the positions of the investigated brands within the natural skin care market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Analysis of Brands with Sustainable Brand Values. 

Source: Own Illustration, based on the before defined brand analysis; Brand awareness levels and an indicator for 
the perceived brand position delivered the conducted interviews. 

 

As investigated in Chapter 6, mainstream brands can enter the natural skin care market by introducing 

line extensions governed under the parent or umbrella brand or introducing a new brand detached from 

the established brand image. The latter option is chosen, if the umbrella brand image is not sufficiently 

congruent with a sustainable brand engagement (see Figure 12).  
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Figure 12: Brand Expansion Possibilities of Mainstream Brand into the Natural Skin Care Segment. 

Source: Own Illustration. 

 

9.3 INTERIM SUMMARY 

The developments of the German skin care market, which are a response to changing consumer needs, 

show strong changes within the segment of natural products. The analysis showed that a strict division 

between niche player and mainstream brand becomes increasingly difficult. Clear lines between altruistic 

oriented sustainable engagement and peripherally incorporated sustainable brand values become blurry, 

as brand promises and unique selling propositions assimilate increasingly. The lack of clearly defined 

legislations makes it even more difficult to distinguish between the different brand promises, product 

compositions and multitudes of certificates. This not only strengthens the competitive level within the 

natural skin care market, but influences the credibility of the sustainable brand value. Mainstream brands 

and niche players not only compete for market shares, but also for brand awareness and a credible and 

appealing brand identity. As a brand’s promises of sustainable engagement and natural ingredients do 

not function as sole differentiation factor amongst other brands anymore, the brand appeal and brand 

image becomes increasingly important for the consumers purchase decisions.  

The upcoming analysis shall investigate how mainstream brands can compete in terms of brand credibility 

with altruistic motives of niche players. What are the market giant’s specific sources of credibility or what 

might trigger a perceived lack of credibility? However, even if those huge brands might not be evaluated 

as credible as the niche players, there must be a reason why consumers accept them in the market and 

what makes those brands appealing to them.  
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D. METHODOLOGY 
 

10 RESEARCH APPROACH 

10.1 EXPLORATIVE METHOD 

The methodological approach of explorative studies is qualitatively oriented. It indicates the 

comprehensive and profound analysis of small investigation groups and focuses on face-to-face 

conversations. Typically, explorative research methods help to structure new and complex research topics 

and aim at generating first insights (Altobelli, 2007). The purpose of qualitative interviews is the collection 

of unbiased and not predetermined information related to the topic of study. One main characteristic is 

the individuals’ reality construction in interaction with their social worlds (Merriam, 2009), studying the 

natural, social life of the participants (Saldana & Leavy, 2011).  

Explorative procedures gather consumer insights on the basis of qualitative face-to-face interviews, which 

can be differentiated into individual interviews and interviews of small groups, also referred to as focus 

groups. These interview types aim at the investigation of psychological and sociological phenomena 

(Altobelli, 2007). In the context of this study both, individual interviews and focus groups, were conducted. 

By this, a profound understanding of consumers as well as consumer insights in regard to the perception 

of sustainable brand values of mainstream and niche brands were generated. In the following, both 

techniques and their corresponding approaches will be explained in detail. 

10.2 DATA COLLECTION 

As previously mentioned, the aim of this study is to find out how mainstream brands might manage to 

integrate sustainable values credible and/or appealing within their brand identity. Niche brands serve as 

comparative benchmark. To investigate this study area, the natural skin care market was selected as field 

of investigation. As the market analysis showed, natural skin care brands are not only characterized by 

the use of natural ingredients and environmentally friendly production processes, but brands within the 

market often center their whole business and respective brand promises on altruistic motives. 

Furthermore, these niche brands also incorporate sustainable engagement in regard of social policies in 

order to create economic business models, which respect current and future generations. As the natural 

skin care market is defined by an increasing conglomeration of truly altruistic brands and mainstream 

brands adapting sustainable peripheral brand values, clear brand positions diminish.  
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The sustainable promise of some mainstream brands might be sensed as more credible than the promises 

of others. Supplementary, some sustainable mainstream brands might be even seen as more appealing 

than truly conscientious brands. In order to conclude findings within this field of research, a profound 

amount of data needed to be gathered. This occurred by conducting individual interviews and focus 

groups. Young, female, German consumers between the age of 21 and 27 served as investigated consumer 

segment. 

In order to generate a significant data basis, nine individual interviews and two focus groups consisting of 

four participants each were conducted. A focus group can be defined as “a research technique that 

collects data through group interaction on a topic determined by the researcher” (Morgan, 1997, p. 6). In 

comparison to individual interviews, focus groups are applied in order to profit from the effects of group 

dynamics, such as reducing inhibitions to talk openly and encouraging spontaneous reactions and 

associations (Altobelli, 2007). This paper applies the method of psychodynamic groups, which, opposing 

to dependent groups, avoids direct and confrontational questions, and thus eliminates the isolation of 

the moderator. It assumes that there is no universal truth, all members are equally involved, and have the 

right to agree or disagree with each other (Gordon, 1999). 

Generally, within this study, explorative interviews were applied. This interview type is characterized by 

open, less-standardized questions leading to a dialogue, which can be co-created by the interviewed 

person and allows to explore the consumer world. The moderator overtakes the role of an interested 

listener (Altobelli, 2007). Planned prompts were used to focus on specific details about interesting issues 

the interviewees mentioned. Furthermore, leading and over-complex questions during the interviews 

were avoided. However, depending on the participant’s eloquence, the interviewer was differently 

challenged in order to keep the dialogue alive. All interviews were based on the same question catalogue. 

Depending on the course of conversation, the raised questions could vary. As illustrated in Figure 13, the 

interview structure was built upon a funnel method, which starts out with free discussions and gradually 

narrows down to more detailed questions, focusing on the defined field of research, in this case the 

discussion about brands operating within the natural skin care segment (Morgan, 1997).  
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Figure 13: Interview Approach of all conducted Interviews. 
Source: own illustration. 
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1) Participant Acquisition 

The participant acquisition started eight weeks before the start of the interviews and focus groups. As the 

attitudes of the participants were highly relevant for the field of research, participants were casted within 

the circle of friends, acquaintances, colleagues and relatives or acquaintances of the previous mentioned. 

However, none of the participants was informed about the research topic prior to the inquiry. By this, a 

biased opinion and course of conversation was avoided. For the nine individual interviews, it was 

important that the interviewees show different attitudes towards sustainable brand values and the use 

of natural skin care. However, the prerequisite for all interviewees was to ascribe importance to skin care 

and not to be highly price sensitive. In order to generate a dynamic discussion within the focus group, the 

participants were selected due to different mindsets in regard of the use of skin care brands. Whilst all 

participants put an emphasis on skin care and are not price sensitive, some participants stronger focus on 

the sustainable aspect of products than others. Each focus group had at least one member, who highly 

emphasizes the importance of sustainable brand values and a respective responsible engagement. By this, 

a dynamic group discussion was intended. Table 3 shows the profiles of the study participants.  

Participant Age Occupation Study 

Jellina 21 Student Individual Interview 

Lisa N. 24 Student Individual Interview 

Angelique 24 Graduate Student Individual Interview 

Mareike 27 Student Individual Interview 

Charlotte 25 Consultant Individual Interview 

Patricia 21 Student Individual Interview 

Katharina 27 Graduate Student Individual Interview 

Janina 26 Sales Manager Individual Interview 

Dara 22 Real Estate Manager Individual Interview 

Mina 26 Graduate Student Focus Group 1 

Caro 25 Advertising Strategist Focus Group 1 

Ann-Kathrin 25 Sales Manager Focus Group 1 

Elena 26 Jewelry Designer Focus Group 1 

Lisa V. 24 Student Focus Group 2 

Lea 23 Photographer Focus Group 2 

Carmen 22 Student Focus Group 2 

Xenia 24 Administrative Employee Focus Group 2 

 

Table 3: Profiles of Participants in the Study. 
Source: own illustration. 
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2) Before the Interview 

For the individual interviews, the participants were asked to fill out a diary about themselves, which 

helped to create a bigger picture of the participants and gave a first impression about general beliefs or 

character traits (see Appendix F for the “Participants’ Individual Diaries”). The questionnaire was 

distributed several days before the interview and returned before the actual face-to-face interview. At 

the beginning of the personal interview, the diary served as support of the interviewee’s introduction and 

familiarized with the interview situation by talking freely about personal interests. Participants of the 

focus groups had no task prior to the interview to solve. 

As the physical environment and location comfort of the interview has a strong influence on its execution 

(King & Horrocks, 2010), a strict face-to-face setting was avoided, as it could create a feeling of formality, 

which inhibits the participant to talk freely. The choice of location was influenced by the desires of each 

participant. It could be chosen between having the interview executed at the interviewee’s or at the 

interviewer’s home. In order to guarantee a proper recording and to avoid the danger of unplanned 

interruptions (King & Horrocks, 2010), a quiet and private surrounding was mandatory for each interview. 

3) Interview Introduction 

Each interview and focus group started out by shortly introducing the topic in a broad frame. By this, the 

participant was informed that the interview covers topics such as the cosmetic industry, consumption 

habits and brands within the industry.2 In a next step, formalities like the approximate interview duration, 

the fact that all questions should be answered sincere, as there are no right or wrong answers, and the 

recording for transcription purposes of the interview were explained. In order to guarantee the recording 

of the interview without the evocation of a feeling of suspicion, a mobile phone was placed for the 

recording purpose in a discreet position. Besides the negative feeling of hostility, recordings can have 

positive effects on the suspected seriousness of the interview and might increase the effort of participants 

(King & Horrocks, 2010). Additionally, the focus groups were educated about group specifics (Gordon, 

1999), such as addressing and discussing questions to and with the other participants and not to the 

interviewer. Furthermore, an emphasis was put on highlighting group respect in form of listening to each 

other and not interrupting someone who speaks. 

                                                           
2 In order to not bias the interviewees leading them to focus on the topic of sustainability, the broad field of 
cosmetics, respective brands and general cosmetic consumption was introduced as investigation area. Sustainability 
as field of interest was not mentioned at any point, only in a subsequent course of the interview or if mentioned by 
the participant. 
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After the introductory party, the individual interviews started out with short introduction of the 

participants. Ensuing, the personal diary was presented and discussed.  

Analogue to the structure of individual interviews, also the focus group started with an introduction part 

of each group member. However, contrarily to the individual interviews, the introduction stage in a focus 

group incorporates a slightly different and more sensitive function. For the success and acquaintance of 

the participants’ interactions, the moderator and introduction style needs to be considered carefully. Due 

to the fact that a focus group consists of several participants, the beginning of each focus group represents 

at the same time the forming process of the group (Gordon, 1999). An individual introduction of each 

participant was avoided actively, as this approach follows a dependent group structure. Alternatively, the 

participants were grouped into pairs of two and asked to share information about each other, such as 

demographics, hobbies or whatever they perceived as relevant. Afterwards, they introduced one another 

to the rest of the group. This method helps to reduce the fear of speaking in front of the group, energizes 

the group and leads to a successful group formation (Gordon, 1999). As the broad topic of the research 

was already known at this point, the focus group participants were asked in a second step to discuss what 

product groups they ascribe to the cosmetic segment. The results were captured in a map. This small task 

not only gave a first impression of the participants’ product group perception, but also helped to diminish 

inhibitions within the group.  

4) Interview Approach 

The interview continued with asking grand tour questions. In order to disguise the purpose of the 

questions and to encourage the truthfulness of information, indirect inquiries were used in form of 

projective and associative techniques (Altobelli, 2007). First, the interviewee or focus group was asked to 

name spontaneously associations connected to the term “cosmetics”, followed by the request to describe 

the product category only with adjectives and feelings. Afterwards, the more directed term of “facial skin 

care” was inquired in the same associative way. By this, the interviewee offers insights in structures of the 

investigated topic and reveals with the given associative connections relevant interconnected dimensions 

of the investigated topic (Altobelli, 2007). Ensuing, the participant of the individual interview described 

her product and cosmetic brand journey and talked freely about usage habits, purchase drivers and 

evolutions in behavior, attitudes or consumption patterns. Instead of having each participant of the focus 

group to talk about own habits individually, which could have harmed the character of a group discussion, 

the group discussed together developments within the cosmetics and skin care industry and predicted 

possible trends and future developments for the product categories of cosmetics.  
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Afterwards, a progressive focus was put on the field of skin care brands. Eleven logos of facial skin care 

brands were presented to the participants (see Figure 14). Ensuing, the interviewee or focus group was  

asked to group them as it seemed logical and to give each group a headline or descriptive name (see 

Appendix A for the “Interviewees’ Brand Mappings”).3  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Facial skin Care Brand Logos presented to the Interviewee. 
Source: Logos retrieved from respective Company Homepage. 

 

The represented brands ranged from mainstream brands with no obvious sustainable appeal and no 

connection to the natural skin care segment (ex. “L’Oreal”, “Garnier”, “Balea”) over pharmaceutical skin 

care (ex. La Roche-Posay) and mainstream brands with a sustainable line or brand (ex. “Nivea Natural 

Balance”, “Alverde”) to sustainable niche brands becoming mainstream (ex. “Weleda”) and sustainable 

niche brands (ex. “Speick”). After the participants named the topic of sustainability by themselves, the 

topic and exemplary questions regarding the meaning and importance of the general sustainability 

concept was investigated in detail and in addition to the question guide.4 

In order to understand the underlying motives of the ascription of appeal to certain brands, a projective 

technique was applied in the ensuing course of investigation. In form of a brand personification, the 

interviewee or focus group was asked to imagine four to five selected brands as persons (Altobelli, 2007) 

and to describe them by, for instance, demographics or hobbies (see Appendix B for “Brand Personality 

Descriptions”). With this playful component, the interviewee or focus group was on the one hand 

motivated, but at the same time deflected from the initial purpose of the question.  

                                                           
3 The supplement of “natural cosmetic” in some brand names was removed in order to not direct the grouping of 
the logos and to create a topic bias. 
4 When describing the different brands, brand groups and what makes those brands “special” or distinct, the 
participants hardly used the term sustainable. Rather descriptive terminologies such as healthy, ecological, green or 
natural were mentioned. For the ensuing approach of the interview, always the prompted words of the participants 
were used. 
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After the description of the brands as person, the brands were set in a social context. The interviewee and 

focus group was asked to imagine the brands as guest at a party, to describe their behavior and to evaluate 

with whom they would prefer to spend time at the party. By this, inferences could be drawn on the 

perceived brand personality and respective brand values and attributes. 

Subsequently, pictures of product packaging of natural skin care brands were presented (see Figure 15). 

All products were daily facial creams and hence fulfill the same functional purpose. The interviewees were 

asked to talk about their feelings towards each packaging, about preferences or aversions, and the 

underlying rationales. 

        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Brand Packaging of sustainable Skin Care Brands presented to the Interviewee. 
Source: Packaging retrieved from respective company homepage. 

 

As a completing task, the participants had to discuss five print advertisements of natural skin care brands, 

what their feelings towards each advertisement were, which one they found appealing, which one not 

and what the reasons for their sentiments were (see Appendix C for the “Presented Brand Commercials” 

and Appendix D for the “Commercial Descriptions”). 

The interview was finished by giving the participants the chance to ask questions, to discuss some points, 

which they still wanted to talk about, or to draw a personal conclusion. 
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10.3 DATA ANALYSIS 

As qualitative interviews produce rather soft data, the coherent data analysis occurred, due to its socio-

psychological investigation background, on an interpretive basis and not on quantitative evaluation 

methods (Altobelli, 2007). As mandatory groundwork for the content analysis, the gathered audio-data of 

each interview and focus group was transcribed based on the recordings. Only irrelevant content, such as 

discussions, which went off topic, were revised (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The data analysis started with a 

case-by-case assessment of the transcribed interview material (Altobelli, 2007). As customary for 

explorative gathered data, the interpretation occurred on an inductive approach, whose underlying 

cognitive process moves from comprehending, over synthesizing to theorizing and re-contextualizing the 

data (Mayan, 2009). Within the initial process of comprehending, each interview and focus group 

transcription was re-read and commented several times. Following, important text passages were 

highlighted (see Appendix G for the (highlighted) “Transcriptions”). In an ensuing step, a latent content 

analysis occurred (Mayan, 2009). In this course, each transcription was analyzed, the texts were coded, 

and meanings of the coded passages were examined and paraphrased. After that, appropriate categories 

were determined (see Appendix E for the “Code Book”). By coding the transcribed interviews, first 

comparisons between the different interview contents could be drawn (Mayan, 2009). Findings of the 

case-by-case-assessment and category formation provide the basis for the ensuing generalizing analysis. 

In this stage of theorizing, similarities or differences between the individual interview cases are identified. 

Both, common and divergent statements offered approaches to interpret and explain opinions and 

behaviors (Altobelli, 2007). By this, it was reflected about interdependencies between the individual 

results, which lead to summarizing, interpretive explanations. Within the last stage of re-conceptualizing, 

the findings were connected to existing literature and set in relationship with theoretical concepts 

(Mayan, 2009).  

The last phase of the data analysis was the final control phase. During this phase, the findings were 

counter-checked for contradictions between the original data material and the interpretations in order to 

secure the respective objectivity of the findings (Altobelli, 2007). 
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E. RESULTS 

11 FINDINGS 

11.1 PRODUCT GROUP ASSOCIATIONS AND PERCEPTIONS 

In order to understand the meaning of brands and sustainability in the context of natural skin care, it is 

essential to understand the consumers’ perception of the product categories themselves.5 All participants 

divided the category of cosmetics into two main parts: decorative cosmetics, including products such as 

make-up, concealer, mascara, etc., and care cosmetics. For some participants, care cosmetics are reduced 

to facial applications, for others this segment includes all products for the purpose of body care, such as 

body lotion, shampoo, shower gel or similar hygienic products.6 When assessing the two product 

categories, different emotions and meanings are ascribed to the two categories:  

1) Decorative Cosmetics 

Drivers for the consumption of decorative cosmetics can be internally or externally oriented. The usage 

of decorative cosmetics is connected to looking pretty, beautifying oneself and to express one’s 

personality with make-up. On a deeper level, this leads to an increase of feeling comfortable and more 

beautiful and helps to improve one’s self-esteem. Furthermore, young women sense applying decorative 

cosmetics as possibility to enhance their femininity and/or maturity. 

- “So, if…, when women apply make-up and you see for instance before-and-after pictures, you can see very 

clearly that women simply feel more beautiful and more self-confident. They have a complete different 

charisma. […] To push the self-confidence a bit and to get a better charisma and to feel better.” (Lisa N.) 

-  “[…] because it [decorative cosmetics] makes you more feminine. […] I use it a lot to simply look a bit more like 

my age, because I look younger than I am, […], to present yourself differently in front of others. More feminine, 

more mature.” (Jellina) 

Make-up offers women scope within their consumption patterns. The kind of make-up applied can be 

adapted to the occasion, such as daily-make-up or evening make-up, and can be adjusted to the 

consumer’s mood. Hence, it also function as possibility to express one’s emotions. In the case of a bad 

mood or low-self-esteem, make-up is a possibility to build up the latter, again. 

                                                           
5 The presented findings are based on the gathered and interpreted data from the qualitative interviews. 
6 In the context of this study and the analyzed brands, for the care cosmetics, only the product category of facial 
skin care is regarded. Other hygienic product categories such as shampoo, toothpaste or similar are neglected. 
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- “[…] Make-up is for instance for the weekend, for going out or something. […] Actually, I do use decorative 

cosmetics daily, too. But way more, when I go out or something.” (Katharina) 

- “You can also express your mood. With make-up you can reveal how you feel. So, when I am confident and 

happy, I wear by tendency way less make-up, compared to when I feel not so good.” (Caro) 

Depending on how make-up is applied, it can emphasize a women’s individuality, if, for instance, certain 

techniques, such as a special eyeliner or always wearing red lipstick, are applied. Opposing, wearing make-

up is also referred to a loss of individuality by adapting to the masses.  

- “But somehow…I would say…it’s [make-up] almost individual, becomes everyone wears make-up differently, 

but actually you are not individual at all anymore, when you apply make-up.” (Mina) 

Wearing make-up is not only associated with losing individuality, but furthermore with a loss of natural 

beauty. In that context, make-up is compared to wearing a mask. However, this mask helps to be more 

confident and to perceive oneself differently. Not wearing make-up is connected to feeling naked. This 

leads to the assumption that make-up not only increase self-esteem, but is furthermore a psychological 

shelter, which helps women to express, free or support parts of their personality by wearing make-up. 

- “Actually you are…you’re putting on a mask in that sense, for instance, when you highlight your eyes or anything. 

You are…you are actually not natural anymore. […] “This is why I said confident at the beginning, because, I, for 

instance, if I don’t wear make-up, I realize I behave differently. I perceive myself differently, actually I…yes, I feel 

naked.” (Mina) 

Some women have highly emotional feelings towards decorative cosmetics and connect it with fun, 

pleasure, creativity, spending time with friends and even define it as kind of hobby.  

- “For me, it is a hobby. I like to do it [make-up]. I mean, it is fun, yes. Or applying make-up at friends faces. […] I 

sometimes also check You-Tube videos, if I want to try out something new.” (Carmen) 

- “It [decorative cosmetic] is a sort of creativity. […] as a woman you have the advantage that you can do a lot, 

you can conceal and anything. I also can express myself.” (Ann-Kathrin) 

What all women share is the fact that they mainly use cosmetics in a social surrounding and rarely when 

being by themselves. This indicates a close linkage to an external motivation driver. Decorative cosmetics 

can be connected to the wish of being perceived as pretty by others, which is by implication a source for 

increasing the own self-esteem. This highlights the strong linkage to the external influence. Whereas some 

participants mentioned the fun-factor as reason why they apply make-up when being by themselves, no 

one stated to apply make-up when being alone in order to feel pretty. However, the societal effect is not 

only interpreted positively.  
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It can also be experienced as pressure coming from outside and the urge to fulfill societal expectations 

and to be sensed as attractive by others. This leads to a sense of feeling uncomfortable when not wearing 

make-up in public. However, pressure is not only coming from society but also from the cosmetic industry. 

By illustrating pretty models in commercials, women feel pressured to emulate these high-set standards. 

- “[…] Because I simply want to have a flawless skin and simply want to affect others in a better way by wearing 

make-up, or for me…feeling better externally […] I think make-up, that’s what you do for the social surrounding, 

to match a certain societal picture.” (Elena) 

-  “[The cosmetic industry] tries to canvas people. […] You always see in print advertisements those always so 

super styled and super insanely good looking women, who…you don’t see at a first glance that they wear make-

up, but all others, the rest of the world, tries to look like them. This is possible with cosmetics, and eh, yes, if 

you don’t have a strong personality, okay, I don’t want to be that harsh, but if they let themselves being captured 

by this, than it is like that.” (Jellina) 

 

2) Facial Skin Care 

Facial skin care is applied by all participants on a daily basis and is a strong component of daily routines. 

It fulfills a functional purpose and is seen as a “daily must” in order to, for instance, reduce skin blemishes. 

Whereas decorative cosmetics offer consumers the chance to adapt the consumption to certain events 

or their mood, the consumption pattern of facial skin care is connected to consistent routines. 

-  “First of all, I think about skin blemishes, which I really try to keep out of my face. […] It belongs to everyday 

life. You do it daily, you simply apply cream on your face every day.” (Dara) 

Furthermore, facial skin care is associated with responsibility towards oneself, which indicates a rational 

product category perception. The care aspect is not only connected to an improved outer appearance, 

but is also seen as an improvement and preservation of health. This indicates that skin care products have 

to primarily fulfill functional expectations.  

- “[…] it [skin care] is something, which is really promoting the health.” (Lisa N.) 

- “I think cosmetics in the sense of care is somehow also a responsibility for oneself. That you really care for your 

skin staying in the best possible state, so to say.” (Mina) 

Nevertheless, associations such as cleanness, freshness, purity, natural beauty and health are sensed as 

highly emotional and elementary. 
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- “So you really feel comfortable. It is definitely cleanness. Simply being well-cared and also purity and being neat 

with skin cream and skin care. Er, also a form a freshness and…something pleasant, something…like an eternal 

companion.” (Lisa N.) 

Another emotional dimension facial skin care represents is the possibility to treat oneself and to feel as a 

consequence comfortable in one’s skin without being pressured from outside. The feeling of caring for 

the own body and doing something good is more than a rational motivation and a means to an end. Facial 

skin care serves as possibility to relax and to spoil oneself. It can be interpreted as more real in comparison 

to decorative cosmetics and something you only do for yourself and not for others.  

-  “With care I always think about something very pleasant and relaxing. With decorative cosmetics I only think 

this should lead to anything. I mean, you want to look good, because you want to be perceived pretty by others. 

So it is a bit more aggressive or anything. You want to push yourself, you aim to put yourself on another level 

and with skin care, it is more like…you do something good for yourself, because you want to relax.” (Patricia) 

- “So, you could actually say cosmetics is some sort of…spoiling. But I mean with cosmetics creams and stuff, I 

spoil myself in some kind of way. Well, I do something good for myself.” (Ann-Kathrin) 

However, the aspect of having a cared-for appearance is also connected to societal expectations and 

compliments. Nevertheless, the social pressure is not sensed as intense as for the product category of 

decorative cosmetics. 

- “[…] and somehow some…, well the society does not really expect it, but you…it is somehow expected that you 

care for yourself.” (Jellina) 

- “Body care is also something you extravert and especially as woman you get compliments for it, like […] “you 

have such a great skin.”” (Elena) 

In comparison, the importance of facial skin care and decorative cosmetics is weighted differently. With 

an increasing age, the importance of skin care increases and the one of decorative cosmetics decreases 

for most participants. Ingredients become more relevant and a conscious product selection is growing.  

- “In the past, I didn’t really think about what I smeared in my face. Okay, this might sound stupid, but I think back 

then you just had anything and used it. […] There weren’t a lot of thoughts behind the usage. Nowadays, I 

definitely think about it more intensely. […] Back then, it [skin care] was not so important to me, when you 

rather used make-up and stuff and now at an advanced age [laughs], okay advanced age sounds stupid, but the 

older you get, the more you think about what care products you use, of course also what make-up, but care 

products are simply more important to me. It has to be something good.” (Janina) 

The aspect of healthy ingredients and the sacrifice of artificial additives experience a higher importance 

for facial skin care products than for other body care products, such as shampoo or body lotion.  
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Whereas most participants appreciate natural ingredients within facial skin care products, this is not 

expected for shampoos or body lotions, as the facial skin is often considered as more demanding and 

sensitive. The product category of decorative cosmetics is rather sensed to conceal something, such as 

skin blemishes. However, facial skin care fights the problem and is sensed to deliver solutions. Thus, it is 

evaluated as more efficient. It is seen as a sustainable investment and the possibility to keep the natural 

beauty alive as long as possible. 

- “[The natural aspect] is rather important for creams, which are absorbed by the body. […] Shower gel is kind of 

like, you use it under the shower like jab jab and a cream, it really has an effect on your skin and you kind of 

have expectations that your skin is not as dry anymore, or anything.” (Charlotte) 

- “Concerning skin care I really pay attention to ingredients. […] I simply check what’s inside, because I don’t want 

to apply just anything on my skin. The skin is renowned as the largest organ and we really absorb a lot over it, 

that’s why I check that ingredients are as natural as possible.” (Elena) 

This responsibility towards the own skin is also associated with pure functionality and rather sensed as 

rational obligatory. In comparison, decorative cosmetic products are stronger connected to fun, pleasure 

and appeal. Consumers are indeed aware about the necessity of skin care, but are less attracted by it. 

- “Because now, you remove your make-up and you still think…you can still look at yourself in the mirror in the 

evening [laughs] […], however, you also have to think in the long term and in that case skin care is extremely 

important, but now when you are young […], in the store, I feel more attracted by a nice glittery lip-gloss or a 

new Chanel powder or a new nail polish. That’s what attracts me, instead of getting an anti-ageing cream, where 

I think I actually don’t need it so far. But both [decorative cosmetics and skin care] is very important to me. The 

one to always look good in every-day life and to go out and the other of course in order to maintain this 

inner…this natural beauty.” (Angelique) 

- “As long as I am still satisfied and not realize that I have to do something for my skin, I mean it does play a role. 

Actually I think I should already start with anti-aging, but somehow…I don’t know.” (Caro) 

Facial skin care is perceived as something essential of everyday life. It is associated with doing something 

good for yourself and not for others. Decorative cosmetics are rather important in a social surrounding. 

Therefore, most women prioritize the value skin care over decorative cosmetics.  

- “I think, skin care is more important to me, as it is more essential. Make-up is not necessarily mandatory. Sure, 

if you have a meeting, you should look…better. But this is for more rather something unnatural and care…I mean 

facial creams, they are for me really, er, constant and natural.” (Lisa N.) 

- “[…] Creams and lotions, they are more essential to me, because I want to have a well-cared look of my skin. If 

I don’t have that, I feel bad…or simply not good and then I have to use make-up again, in order to look better 

again.” (Jellina) 
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-  “It [facial care] is something I do every day. So, I do not wear make-up every day, but washing my face, applying 

cream and so on, that belongs to my every day routines. […] Make-up I use, er, like actually always when I go 

out. Occasions such as partying of course, but also actually, when I go to University, but then actually very 

decent, only skin and a bit mascara on my eyes.” (Mareike) 

The positive association with skin care and the feeling of being cared-about find their sources within the 

initial consumption experiences. Skin care usage mainly started out with being cared for as a child by the 

mother. Hence, most participants still associate with skin care a familial feeling. 

- “Skin care I use since forever. This is something my mom taught me over and over. Er, every morning getting up 

together and then getting ready together in the bathroom and then she always took some cream and dappled 

it on my nose and spread it afterwards all over my face. […] It was imprinted by my parents. ” (Lisa N.) 

Contrarily, the initial consumption of decorative cosmetics was rather influenced by class mates, friends 

or older sisters and shows the phenomenon of a referential group ascription as driver for the initial 

consumption. This indicates a stronger connection to external motivators and a stronger sense of (an 

intended) group belongingness, which is still a main driver for the consumers’ consumption nowadays.   

- “I think, the others [classmates] started out to use it [decorative cosmetics] and if you are shopping with your 

mom or if you go shopping with your friends and they look for something [cosmetics], you are compelled to 

deal with the topic somehow or to start to develop an interest for it, too.” (Katharina)  

-  “Make-up, I would say, I started using with 12, 13 […] and I think via friends. Back then, well you were shopping 

a lot with friends, then some when you got something. But really starting out with make-up was trough my older 

sister, probably […]. She used stuff I also wanted to try out.” (Janina) 

On the one hand, facial skin care represents for women a possibility to treat oneself and is seen as product 

category, but also follows a functional purpose. On the other hand, decorative cosmetics rather occupy a 

social standing. This is influenced by extrinsic motivators, such as the pressure coming from society and 

brands, but also the intrinsic possibility for one self to positively influence the outer appearance by 

eliminating flaws, to increase self-esteem and hence to feel more secure. Furthermore, the product 

category of decorative cosmetics finds its application also in planned social surroundings with friends (ex. 

when applying together or purchasing make-up). The application of skin care products only occurs in 

moments without social contact and is rather a ritual of the individual. 

In comparison to skin care, decorative cosmetics can be interpreted as rather superficial and depended 

on the societal context. The effects of decorative cosmetics only function in a social setting, as others 

determine the individual’s feelings of being perceived as pretty and by this effects on the self-esteem.  
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11.2 THE PERCEPTION OF SUSTAINABILITY AND NATURAL SKIN CARE BRANDS 

When assessing the sustainability dimensions of natural skin care brands, most consumers connect them 

to the environmental dimension and respectively to the use of natural ingredients. Consumers mainly 

care about the functionality and the positive influence on their body. Only in a second step, some 

participants mention altruistic motives, such as fair trade, sustainable working and production conditions 

as well as societal engagement.  

- “I think you really have to distinguish what “natural” means to the consumer. I think a lot of people primarily 

associate it with natural ingredients and something healthier for their skin, than thinking about something really 

sustainable or healthy for the environment. […] So, that they rather see it in connection to themselves.” (Mina) 
- “Definitely a sustainable production [natural skin care brands], which is not as damaging for the environment 

as the production of other brands. And rejecting pollutants, I mean for the human and the environment, because 

for instance shampoo goes back to the water and not everything can be filtered out. Maybe that they care more 

for that and that they care for the employees working conditions, that they produce in a European country and 

not…just anywhere abroad.” (Lea) 

Within the group of participants, the regular consumer appreciates sustainable brand values and a 

respective engagement is indeed an important brand value, but rather as additional brand benefit to the 

product’s elementary functionality. 

- “If this [natural ingredients] does not cause a deterioration of the product, than it is important” (Mareike) 

Generally, the natural niche brands are rather imagined as small family governed companies. This 

perception gives ground for the brand’s ascribed credibility, but is also the source of higher sustainable 

expectations towards the realization of the claimed brand promises. 

- “If I think about, for instance, Dr. Hauschka, I would expect that it’s a company which is somehow a bit more 

familiar and which pays attention to where the products come from. That’s what I would expect. […] Especially 

from Weleda, Dr. Hauschka and La Roche, I would expect that they are not only natural and so on, but that there 

is also more behind. […] Where they source their stuff from, for example. […] And I would be disappointed if I 

found out about animal testing.” (Janina) 

However, participants not only have clear imaginations in regard of the brand purpose of natural skin care 

brands. Also in terms of product distribution, brand campaigns and product packaging, consumers have a 

clear idea of what the segment of natural niche brands represent. These imaginations can be perceived 

as simple or appealing segment characteristic or as unattractive criteria of the niche market. 
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1) Distribution Channels 

Especially natural skin care products, which are sold at pharmacies or health food shops are seen as 

natural, healthy, and as products, which integrate the brand value of sustainability credibly. Contrarily, 

drugstores are perceived to rather focus on products appealing to the masses and not to focus on the 

natural or health factor. Furthermore, the natural skin care section within drugstores is often little 

appealing as natural skin care brands most often do not cherish design aspects in regard of the point of 

sale or the packaging as much as mainstream brands. 

- “So, I do not trust drugstores. Because I always have the feeling they are brand-directed. […] I think, if a product 

is sold in a pharmacy, then it somehow has to be something for your health and can’t be the biggest trash.” 

(Jellina) 

-  “If I saw those [eco-brands] in the store shelves, I wouldn’t buy them. […] They are somehow always in different 

rows. You know, dm [drugstore] has different rows and those [natural skin care] are always at the eco-section, 

with the strange ones.” (Patricia) 

 

2) Advertising 

The creation of an advertisement, which is can be the source of a credible and appealing in its natural 

brand promise, can be defined as balancing act. On the one hand, natural brands are expected to choose 

a modern, clean, subtle and natural tonality within their communication. The natural aspect can be 

conveyed by the integration of ingredients or the illustrated model. The model should appear as natural 

beauty and shouldn’t look too styled, otherwise the credibility of the brand promise is endangered. On 

the other hand, a model, who looks too natural, too ecological or too old is not seen as appealing to the 

young participant group. This engenders that they cannot relate to the brand and thus do not perceived 

it as appealing. Even if natural skin care is strongly connected to functional product aspects, a visual 

relation to the beauty claim of the superordinate category of cosmetics is expected. 

- “Modest design. Not as much…er, yes, I mean they [natural skin care brands] do not get as crazy in regard of 

their commercials. [They are] rather subtle, clean and there is hardly any advertising poster and, er, yes, simply 

simple and reduced to the bare essentials.” (Jellina) 

- “They [Weleda] really made the break-through from eco to true cosmetics. How you see cosmetics. You 

somehow want something pretty, something pure and nothing outdated and nothing artificial. Somehow 

something real, but with still represents beauty.” (Elena) 

- “It is especially the woman, because she is not as…er, she simply appears differently than the others, because 

she is styled very nice and hence is not as eco.” (Patricia) 
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Furthermore, consumers see advertisements of natural skin care brands as education channel. Especially 

consumers, who are interested in purchasing brands with sustainable brand values, but are not highly 

involved in the topic, appreciate if commercials and advertisements communicate natural benefits or 

sustainable activities. 

- “Communication channels, such as commercials and advertisements, lead to an education of the consumers. 

How should we know otherwise about the “no aluminum” and “no silicone” stuff?” (Mina) 

The modest advertising effort of sustainable niche skin care brands is interpreted ambiguously. On the 

one hand, consumers think the products speak for themselves. Creating brand awareness with 

commercials is not needed. On the other hand, any brand, which offers beneficial brand values, is 

expected to communicate it. Otherwise, consumers, who are not actively gathering product information, 

are not aware of the sustainable activities. This opinion can be connected to the general perception of 

commercials as education channels. 

- “[…] they [Lavera and Alverde] do not even try to communicate so much. I think, they simply convince with their 

brands, they don’t have to make their mark by saying “hey, I do this and that.” In that sense, I think, they can 

convince the strongest with their products and are also with sustainability very…firm.” (Lisa N.) 

- “It’s the fact that they advertise with it [sustainability]. I mean, if the others [brands] had it, they would at least 

advertise that they contain it.” (Mareike) 

 

3) Packaging 

Compared to the expectations towards commercials of natural skin care brands, an appealing packaging 

design is evaluated differently. Similar to the advertising styles, participants also describe a certain 

simplicity in association with the packaging design. This is interpreted to illustrate the product’s 

functionality by not distracting with colorful packaging designs. However, the female consumers generally 

value appealing packaging designs. This deviation from the evaluation of the advertising communication 

style can be interpreted by the reason as commercials do not directly become part of the consumers’ 

world. They are observed passively. Contrarily, a product packaging is a good with a symbolic meaning, 

which can be transferred to the consumer world by being visibly placed in the bathroom. If someone 

wants to be perceived as an esthete, a fashionable packaging can contribute to this self-extension.  

- “So, esthetics at the POS is something, which influences someone. Simply if…simply the colors. Here, the mint-

green and red [Speick], this simply doesn’t appear to me as a cream I want to have in my cabinet. This influences 

someone. An exclusive packaging really does something.” (Angelique) 
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Neutrality in design terms often gives natural skin care packaging a medical, clinical and not very appealing 

touch. The simplicity and rather non-fancy design is also associated with an older target segment. Only 

some consumers, who mainly focus on the product functionality and not on esthetics and design claims, 

prefer the subtle and clean packaging. For them, it represents health and does not lead to the impression 

that the packaging has to distract from a lower product quality. The product simply speaks for itself. 

-  “Dr. Hauschka looks, er, neutral, simple. Doesn’t appeal to me. It somehow looks a bit too clinical.” (Mina) 

- “I think a simple design points to that fact that the product content is what counts.” (Xenia) 

- “I like it [Dr. Hauschka’s simple design], because I have the feeling it is healthy.” (Elena) 
- “So, if you see something rather staid, I mean something not-fancy, you trust it more.” (Patricia) 
-  “What is not appealing at all to me are Weleda, Speick, Lavera and Dr. Hauschka. The products…they kind of 

look old due to their packaging, as if it was for mature women.” (Dara) 

Especially the ones who are not attracted by the neat design expect natural skin care brands to integrate 

a design-linkage to nature, giving the packaging a natural appeal. 

- Yes, here [Nivea Natural Balance] I like the green more, like nature and the blue like water. Yes, I like that.” 

(Jellina) 

- “This has nothing to do with nature, to me, but is only a nice packaging [the Body Shop], I try to market 

something nice, but it’s not that I would say “hey, there is something green, there is anything colored, which 

reminds me on nature.” (Lisa N.) 

Detached from the aspect of design, another important driver for a credible perception of natural skin 

care brands and their packaging is the usage of recyclable materials. 

- “[I prefer] recyclable packaging, which is reusable.” (Ann-Kathrin) 

Furthermore, analogue to the education purpose of commercials, the participants see the product 

packaging of natural skin care brands as source for information about ingredients and product benefits.  

- “If it [product] is the same and one has better ingredients, then they [brands] really have to make me aware 

about it. It must be written on the front of the product packaging. It doesn’t happen very often that I read what’s 

written on the backside. […] Otherwise I probably react on an appealing product design.” (Mareike) 

 

4) Reflection 

The reflection dimension of the brand identity refers to the stereotypical brand users. In the context of 

natural skin care, the participants associate with niche brands on the one hand very conscious and highly 

involved people, who are actively gathering information about ingredients and sustainable engagements. 
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On the other hand, the sustainable niche brands are expected to appeal to an older consumer segment. 

One, young participants find it difficult to relate to. 

- “Weleda rather attracts the older generation, with anti-wrinkle creams and stuff, hand cream for mature skin 

and Alverde is really for the younger generation. […] Weleda is also good, but less young.” (Lea) 

- “It is also a different consumer group. This is more for people at an advanced age, who do not purchase fancy 

stuff anymore, but rather the stable stuff. […] I wouldn’t go to a shelf where grandmas are standing around.” 

(Patricia) 

- “For those two [Weleda and Dr. Hauschka], it is definitely the fact that people, who really care purchase it. So 

this is…Dr. Hauschka and Weleda is definitely purchased by consumers who pay attention. They exactly want 

this and care about ingredients.” (Lea) 

Conclusively it can be summarized that the participants perceive niche brands within the natural skin care 

segment as very functional and healthy. The brands rather appeal to mature consumer groups, a 

consumer segment especially the younger participants do not associate themselves with. From an image 

perspective, some participants even go so far to claim that an ecological brand image and a fancy, stylish 

brand image are mutually exclusive.  

- “I have to say, if I wanted to purchase a bio-product or a natural product, then I would orientate myself towards 

those brands [Weleda, Dr. Hauschka, Speick] and I would probably go for Weleda, because this one doesn’t feel 

as eco as for instance Dr. Hauschka. So, Dr. Hauschka and Speick, they…yes, they feel like a bit old and I think 

Weleda is a very pleasant brand.” (Caro) 

-  “Fancy is not eco and the other way round.” (Patricia) 

- “Nivea and Body Shop, they simply have a younger image than, at least to me, than Weleda and Dr. Hauschka 

and Speick.” (Katharina) 

Consumers attribute to truly sustainable skin care brands personality traits and demographics such as old, 

or traditional. This indicates that consumers perceive the product category of natural skin care as product 

group, which appeals to a rather older segment. Even though, brands such as “Weleda”, “Speick” and “Dr. 

Hauschka” are seen as totally credible within their sustainable promise and consumers cherish this 

engagement, the participants often feel too young to connect to those brands on a personal level. The 

brand personality description of mainstream brands contrarily show that these brands are attributed with 

personality traits such as young, hip, or fancy (see Appendix B). Especially the “light” sustainable 

consumers often feel not attracted by truly natural niche brands. This is due to the general brand image 

of being perceived as traditional, functional, and old as well as the associated stereotypical users they 

cannot associate with.  
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11.3 THE MARKET CONFLATION OF MAINSTREAM AND NICHE BRANDS  

The general market transition and the changing consumer demands is something the participants are well 

aware of. Not only the increasing self-awareness is an observable trend amongst consumers’ transforming 

consumption patterns, also the own expectations towards a sustainable responsibility of all brands is 

emerging. A respective reaction from a brand side is thus expected. 

- “People pay more and more attention on what they use. Yes, with… or without artificial additives or stuff. […] 

People simply became more aware.” (Charlotte) 

- “I think, society really influences the industry. I mean it is like that. They [industry] produce what the consumers 

want an if every consumer thinks like that [sustainable], then there would be probably more reusable stuff.” 

(Ann-Kathrin) 
- “There are those certain [brands], which, for instance, don’t do animal testing and pay attention to producing 

regionally or also growing certain ingredients […] and supporting people in Africa and stuff.” (Xenia) 
- “The whole industry becomes more environmental oriented. […] Because it goes more in the direction of 

addressing the consumers’ consciousness. I mean, to change their minds positively. […] For instance if a peeling 

contains those small plastic beads, because they are super bad for the environment and I think people will pay 

more attention to that in future, because the environment…it suffers more and more and so people might start 

to think twice.” (Lea) 

This is why the conflation of natural niche brands becoming mainstream and mainstream brands entering 

the natural skin care market is perceived very ambiguously and evaluated critically among the female 

consumers. The increasing popularity of sustainable brands implicates that natural skin care brands 

approach in the broad masses’ center of attention. Consumers see this trend as neutral or positive. For 

the participants, the increasing popularity of natural niche brands not only leads to a more convenient 

brand distribution and brand availability for already existing consumers, but also increases the brand 

awareness of current non-clients. Furthermore, former natural niche brands being available in the 

mainstream distribution channels bring the topic of sustainable engagement in the focus of the broad 

consumer masses. By this, awareness for the importance of sustainable activates is generated.   

- “I think it’s good, if, er, brands such as Weleda and Dr. Hauschka are available at Müller [drugstore chain] or 

something, because then I would also try such stuff more often, or have a closer look at it, if I see them next to 

products I would purchase, if I am there anyway, instead of going to a pharmacy, being the only customer there 

and having already a pharmacist waiting at the counter for me to decide what I want.” (Katharina) 

- “It [natural brands in regular drugstores] also generates a greater consciousness. I mean, because by this, 

consumers see that bio-products actually exist, there are natural products besides the classical Garnier or the 

classical Nivea and stuff.” (Ann-Kathrin) 
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Though, consumers expect that natural niche brands stick to their altruistic motives and brand positioning, 

despite an increasing popularity and coherently growing sales quantities. One doubt of consumers is that 

the increasing demand for natural niche brands could cause changes within production processes in order 

to satisfy the market needs. This might challenge the respective actions to sustainable claims of small 

niche brands and could cause a dilution of the brand credibility. 

- “Because they are paying attention to their ecological footprint and if they distributed worldwide, then they 

have to…it would be distributed globally. They do care for it, otherwise they wouldn’t have that image.” (Xenia) 

For commercial purposes, a stronger marketing engagement of niche brands is rather associated with an 

education possibility than as loss of authenticity.  Some consumers perceive this effect as even stronger, 

if mainstream brands communicate their sustainable engagement. In that case mainstream brands are 

not necessarily seen to enter a niche market, but to bring an important and not very well known topic 

amongst many consumer segments to the public. Brands and consumers are set in a reciprocal process of 

encouraging the increasing demand for sustainability. As mainstream brands have a larger reach of 

consumers, mainstream brands integrating sustainable brand values serve as stronger channels to 

educate society about the need for a stronger sustainable engagement and hence a rethinking amongst 

consumers. 

- “I do think that the commercial brands can do it [become natural], because they address a wide range of 

consumers and can really attract attention that there is a tendency towards natural and stuff.” (Mina) 

However, it has to be highlighted that the advance of mainstream brands into the natural skin care 

segment is rather evaluated bipolar. Often, mainstream brands offering a natural skin care line or brand 

are not perceived as credible in regard of their offerings. They are evaluated as hypocritical by replying 

strategically to changing consumer demands, instead of representing and engaging in truly social, 

environmental and economic sustainable values. Consumers expect a company-wide integration of the 

claimed values, otherwise the sustainable brand claim is seen as fraud. In that case, the assumed 

incredibility can influence to the same degree the image of the parent brand badly. 

- “I think the emphasis on natural in the name [Natural Balance]…natural is like, now you know there are also un-

natural products. It is pure idiocy.” (Lisa) 

- “To me it [mainstream brands with natural claims] is not credible and also not appealing. I think, they simply 

realized there is an increasing basis for eco- and alternative brands emerging and I think they want…I also think, 

people who purchase pharmacy brands now sometime used to shop at the drugstore, too and then some when 

switch […] and with such brands Nivea then tries to keep those customers, those who are just about to switch.” 

(Katharina) 
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- “I think it has to be a company attitude. They have to say “we change it all”.” (Lisa) 

- “To me, this seems like they [Nivea] try to jump on that natural bandwagon, which just left the station and they 

thought “cool, we have to go along with it and put some natural balance on our product.” (Elena) 

Irrespective of the positive or negative evaluation of the natural skin care market symbiosis, the dilution 

of mainstream and niche brands leads to an increasing insecurity and disorientation among consumers. 

The brand’s initial purpose of functioning as orientation possibility blurs, as consumers experience 

difficulties in differentiating the credibility among all natural skin care market offerings. 

- “I think it is hard to distinguish the brands according to a natural aspect or something, because L’Oreal probably 

also has such a line, no? […] don’t they have it alibi-like?” (Lisa) 

11.4 BRAND CREDIBILITY OF MAINSTREAM BRANDS 

Consumers clearly distinguish between the credibility ascriptions of sustainable claims among the 

different brand providers within the natural skin care market. Natural mainstream brands can emerge 

from two different sources, which are decisive for the brand credibility ascription: former niche brands, 

which became due to the increasing popularity more mainstream (ex. “Weleda”) or natural skin care 

brands of regular mainstream skin care manufacturer.7 As the first mentioned grew within their field of 

competence, the sustainable brand promise is credible to all participants. For the latter, this absolute trust 

is not given. Whereas a potential natural skin care line of “L’Oreal” or “Garnier” would not be perceived 

as credible, mainstream brand extensions such as “Nivea Natural Balance” or “Alverde” are rather 

evaluated as credible and trustworthy in regard of their coherent sustainable brand promises. 

- “So I think health for Garnier…they rather focus on beauty, so I would never ever subscribe that Garnier…that 

they really have super healthy stuff.” (Jellina) 

- “L’Oreal wouldn’t be credible to me, because…I read something about animal testing. So, they would be 

immediately dismissed.” (Mareike) 
- “I think if Nivea has a natural line, it is more credible, because they already have, er, experiences in this…I think 

Nivea is a bit more care products and L’Oreal is rather aggressive. […] This always has a strange connotation, 

because you always think that doesn’t fit.” (Patricia) 
- “So those, Lavera and Weleda, they have their competences within the natural segment. So, of course I believe 

them, if they become a bit more commercial, because that’s where they are coming from.” (Caro) 

                                                           
7 In the following, unless otherwise stated, mainstream brands refer to natural brands governed by mainstream 
brand operators. 
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This perception is derived from the parent brand’s general brand image. As described before, mainstream 

brands have the option between entering the natural skin care market as line extension or as new brand.  

“L’Oreal”, a brand which is seen by the consumers as detached from sustainable concerns at all, governs 

“The Body Shop” as mono-brand. However, if consumers find out about the brand affiliation, the 

accompanied loss in credibility is harmful for the perceived brand credibility of both brands. 

- “So, when you see it [The Body Shop], you could think the aim is natural cosmetics or something and for the 

alternative consumer and stuff, but when you know that it belongs to L’Oreal, than this always implicates a 

higher aim somehow.” (Katharina) 

Decisive for the success of a credible implementation of sustainable brand values is thus the brand image 

of the parent brand, which decides about a credible fit of the market expansion. “Nivea” and “Alverde”, 

consciously connect the new brand visually to the parent brand in order to deliberately profit from a 

positive, bilateral image transfer. As indicated in Chapter 7.1, sustainability is built upon the three pillars 

of social, environmental and economic sustainable engagement. For instance, mainstream brands with a 

social brand image can compete on the societal dimension in terms of credibility with natural niche 

brands. Whereas natural skin care is mainly reduced to environmental sustainability by using natural 

ingredients and a responsible sourcing, the societal effects not communicated as dominantly. “Nivea”, 

whose brand personality (see Appendix B) is described with terms like caring, down-to-earth and natural, 

already experiences a high level of basic brand trust. Also “Alverde” as brand of the “dm” drugstore chain 

profits from the sustainable attitude of the company’s founder. Thus, mainstream brands can compete in 

terms of brand credibility, if brand claims focus on sustainability dimensions the brand inherits already 

basic competences in.  

- “So, Alverde is a dm product, but the thing is that Mr. Werner, the founder of dm, definitely has this attitude 

[sustainable attitude]. That’s why [it is credible].” (Lea) 

- “[To me, Nivea is] caring, family, togetherness […] and all this “skin-on-skin”…in bed people cuddling together 

and babies…to me, it is family.” (Caro) 

The ascription of brand credibility is also dependent on the claimed brand promise. Even if mainstream 

brands might not be proficient in competing on truly altruistic brand promises and a sustainable 

conviction on all cooperate levels, lighter versions of sustainable brand values can be indeed perceived as 

credible. For instance, “Nivea Natural Balance” does not claim to operate due to truly altruistic motives, 

but manages for many participants a credible integration of its sustainability claims in regard of the social 

and environmental dimension by engaging in local societal projects or containing natural ingredients.  
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Even if the latter might backfire image-vise negatively on the parent brand by implicating that those 

ingredients are all chemical, the promise itself is evaluated as credible. Generally, consumers do not 

expect the same sustainable engagement from mainstream brands as in comparison from truly altruistic 

brands. The sustainable claim of “Nivea” can still be perceived as credible. As consumers set other 

standards for mainstream brands than for niche players, they can both be seen as credible in regard to 

their brand positioning.  

- “Nivea does not really promise that they are super healthy and that’s what Weleda does. I mean, they don’t say 

it, but you don’t expect it [Nivea Natural Balance] to be insanely [healthy]. For Weleda I do expect that.” (Jellina) 

- “Natural Balance does not mean that it is a natural product. It could be anything. It could mean a pH-value of 

5.5 or it could simply be a less aggressive product, which is compatible for different skin types. It could mean 

anything. Probably something light, I would say, which is not aggressive.”  (Mareike) 

- “Natural Balance means to me, I don’t supply my body with chemical or synthetic substances instead of not 

polluting the groundwater.” (Mina) 

As discussed in Chapter 5, the credibility of a brand’s sustainable claim is depended on the transmitted 

communication and the company’s perceived intent to realize the claimed promises. The evaluation basis 

for credibility is the communicated message, which are in a branding context marketing activities, such as 

advertising, pricing, packaging or distribution channels and the degree to which promises are realized. In 

order to be sensed as truly credible in regard to claimed sustainable brand values, consumers not only 

have clear expectations towards the design of the communication channel, such as advertising, packaging 

or distribution channel. What is even more important is the message sender’s ascribed trustworthiness 

and the consumers’ perception of being able to rely on the promised claims. Thus, in order to establish 

brand credibility, mainstream brands primarily need to have a brand image and basic brand competences, 

which are connected to any of the three sustainability dimensions. If the communicator is not perceived 

as trustworthy, no communicated message can be evaluated as credible. However, even if a mainstream 

brand’s sustainable brand values are credible to consumers, this is not the only determinant, which is 

decisive for a successful market integration.  

11.5 BRAND APPEAL OF MAINSTREAM BRANDS 

As analyzed in Chapter 4.1, the usage of brands and a brand’s appeal can have different reasons. No 

matter whether consumers’ brand appeal is driven by the motivation of reference groups, the purpose of 

self-extension or self-expression, all those motives are influenced and guided by the individual’s 

perception of a brand’s identity and its brand personality dimension. Consumers use brands in order to 

express their own value and belief system.  
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Hence, the brand identity’s different dimensions, based on Kapferer’s brand prism (Chapter 3.2), 

represent the source of mainstream brand’s appeal within the natural niche market of skin care products. 

1) Physique 

As described in Chapter 4.2, female consumers are by tendency drawn towards a nice product packaging, 

appreciating the esthetic appeal of a product design. This was also evident form this investigation. 

Participants state that they appreciate an esthetic appeal of the products and prefer to have “pretty stuff” 

in their bathrooms. This perception can be linked to the product category and the possibility to drawn 

meaning from the products packaging as cultural good. As part of the cosmetic industry, skin care 

functions as purpose to create and maintain a well-cared-for appearance. Even though most participants 

hold the view that functionality is the main purchase driver, they are still influenced by nice product 

designs, even if this often occurs rather unconsciously.  

- “I like it when the stuff standing around in my bathroom looks pretty and fresh.” (Jellina) 

- “Speick is a big mystery. I mean, if nothing was on the packaging, it would look to me like a paint tube. Like acryl color. I 

don’t like that. I wouldn’t buy that.” (Lisa N.) 

Also in regard of commercials, mainstream brands have some brand appeal advantages in comparison to 

truly sustainable, natural skin care brands. Mostly, mainstream brands rather fulfill expectations about a 

beauty appeal of commercials than the natural skin care brands, which often focus on the product 

functionality. Amongst the presented campaigns, “Weleda”, which is the natural skin care brand strongly 

advancing in the mainstream segment, and “Nivea Natural Balance” were perceived as the most 

appealing. Both illustrate a beautiful and natural woman the consumers can relate to. The design of the 

commercials is clean, not too aggressive and associated with esthetics. By illustrating the products or 

aspects of nature and models with little or no make-up, the commercial appearances reflects the 

sustainable brand values.  

If mainstream brands communicate sustainable values dominantly, but integrated them only peripheral, 

consumers sense an attempt of manipulation. Though, if mainstream brands illustrate the natural aspect 

too conspicuously, the attempt of illustrating sustainable engagement in terms of, for instance, natural 

ingredients can results in a negative boomerang effect in regard to the brand image and credibility.  

- “To me this [Nivea Natural Balance commercial] is totally “we are the commercial group and we need to 

convince the stupid people, who are not thinking about anything and we are awesome, but actually we are not, 

but we are illustrating a pretty woman, who smiles and is lying in the grass and feels good and pretty and 

whatever.”” (Elena) 
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2) Relationship 

The relationship dimension of the brand identity represents the kind of relationship consumers have with 

a brand. It can be assumed that this relationship is strongly influenced by a brand’s credibility in terms of 

the relationships trust and sincerity dimension and by the brands appeal in terms of the relationship’s fun 

level. Natural niche brands are expected to have a very honest communication and trustworthy 

relationship with their consumers. It’s a relationship consumers feel to be able to rely on. On the other 

hand the relationship with mainstream brands is less characterized by trustworthiness, but rather 

dominated by a fun and entertaining companionship (see Appendix B for the description of the “Brands 

as Person” and the “Brands at a Party”). 

- “[…] With whom do I have more fun? Of course with those [mainstream brands] when being at a party, but for 

my health, and that’s why they are not on a party, these [natural niche brands] are better.” (Angelique) 

- “[…]. While…and [natural niche brands] are more honest with the topic than the others [mainstream brands]. 

(Mareike) 

- “The Body Shop goes in a natural direction. Difficult. Because they are super lifestyle, it is like an image- and 

lifestyle brand and that’s what those [natural niche brands] are not. They are rather trustworthy.” (Caro) 
 

3) Reflection 

As the participants’ description of niche brands within the natural skin care segment shows, they rather 

associate an either mature or a very ecologically, alternative oriented consumer group as stereotypical 

consumer segment with truly sustainable skin care brands. On the other hand, mainstream brands like 

“Nivea”, “Balea” or “Garnier” are connected to a younger consumer type. In the context of brand 

consumption purposes, such as the extension of the self or the ascription to certain reference groups, the 

stereotypical consumer groups of mainstream brands are perceived as more appealing, 

- “Er, what is sold the most, I would say is Nivea, Balea, Garnier and Alverde, these seem to be purchased by a 

large group, I mean they attract younger people […], also The Body Shop and L’Oreal. […] Weleda and Hauschka 

are products I rather find at old people’s places.” (Lisa N.) 

 

4) Culture 

As the culture of the brand identity represents the inner value system of a brand, the different mainstream 

brands cannot be equalized. Natural niche brands, whether still operating in the niche segment or 

approaching into the mainstream segment, are perceived to base their sustainable culture and value 

systems on altruistic motives.  
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It has to be highlighted that the culture is also strongly influenced by the brands’ product category 

ascription. As apparent form the different product group associations of decorative cosmetics and skin 

care, brands which are active in both segments are seen differently than brands only operating in the skin 

care segment. The brand cultures of, for instance, “L’Oreal” and “Garnier”, which offer products within 

the decorative cosmetic segment, are stronger connected to beautifying the world than to sustainability. 

The value system of “Nivea” is connected to caring about people and doing something good for society. 

Even if “Nivea” is not associated with altruistic or anthropological motives, values such as care, 

appreciating family, and togetherness characterize the brand as no other brand in the skin care segment. 

- “And Nivea is to me really a product, I mean they exist for 125 years or something, […] which give society 

something back. Er, this wouldn’t give the impression of them aiming at profits, but rather really wanting to do 

something for society.” (Lisa N.) 

 

5) Self-Image 

When using natural niche brands, consumers see themselves as alternative and eco. This perception is 

rather evaluated as negative. However, this self-perception is also connected to a positive feeling of 

supporting a sustainable dealing with resources, being responsible, well-informed, and to some extent 

more educated. This is accompanied with the perception of being smarter than the industry, as these 

consumers see themselves as not letting themselves be fooled by brand claims. Opposing, this self-

perception is mirrored in the evaluation of people not using truly sustainable brands. These consumers 

are perceived as naïve and not caring about the environment, which can be interpreted as ignorant. 

Participants who use mainstream skin care brands, however, don’t necessarily see themselves as ignorant, 

but rather as maintaining a “cooler” lifestyle as “eco” people. When purchasing for instance “Nivea” or 

“Balea”, they see themselves as being modern, young and an esthete-lover. 

- “This is like…that’s where the girls, who have no clue, purchase. That’s how it seems to me. They do not really 

deal with what they purchase but rather want to beautify themselves and trap into the scam. That’s how it 

seems to me.” (Elena) 

- “…those are women [natural cosmetic], who are actively deal with the products, who have a high involvement, 

which means they are really interested in the ingredients, which are really interested in the care cosmetics itself 

and those [consumer goods] are rather women…they live from women who let it wash over them.” (Angelique) 

- “Concerning skin care I really pay attention to ingredients. […] I almost entirely use bio-products and pharmacy-

products. […] I simply check what’s inside, because I don’t want to apply just anything on my skin. The skin is 

renowned as the largest organ and we really absorb a lot over it, that’s why I check that ingredients are as 

natural as possible.” (Elena) 
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Generally, the basis of the self-image is strongly connected to the concept of the actual self-image and 

the usage of brands due to self-expression purposes, or to the intended self-image, which relates the 

brand consumption to the concept of self-extension. Both consumption principles are strongly related to 

a brand’s personality ascription. 

 

6) Brand Personality 

Compared to the natural niche brand, which are often seen as old, traditional and almost too eco, the 

brand personality of mainstream brands is rather described as young, hip and fancy (see Appendix B). 

Even if the, for instance, the brand “Speick” is not known by all participants, they already guess the brand 

from its name to be old, serious, and unattractive. 

- “Er, Speick, maybe something rather serious, I don’t know. It is such an unattractive name and could be related 

to a family.” (Jellina) 

- “[…] Alverde, even though I don’t know it, but it sounds somehow eco to me, and Speick […].” (Katharina)  

- “It [Speick] is, er, that logo does not appeal to me at all. It is, I don’t know, if I only saw the logo, I wouldn’t even 

think it is cosmetics. I probably thought it is some grocery brand.” (Lisa N.) 

- “Weleda is also something natural […], those are those traditional companies.” (Jellina) 

If a brand is only perceived as appealing, but not very credible, the brand runs danger of an image dilution. 

This is the case for “The Body Shop”. The participants are struggling to decide about what “The Body Shop” 

stands for. This uncertainty causes a distanced relationship with the brand. Some sense it as too hip to be 

eco, others would only purchase gifts there, as the packaging is appealing. However, consumers don’t see 

a real functional benefit. For most participants it is something in-between pure commercialism and 

sustainable engagement. This stuck-in-the-middle positioning is the reason, why most participants cannot 

refer to the brand as its brand personality is not really distinct. As evident from the brand personality 

description task, most participants experienced issues to describe “The Body Shop” as a person. 

- “The Body Shop, you could think it is eco, because they always have a lot…like hemp-lip-care and stuff and 

herbal ingredients. But they became already pretty fancy. They are simply too hip” (Patricia) 

- “I am a bit indecisive where Body Shop belongs to. I think they try with the packaging to, er, being between the 

two (truly natural and imitating natural). So, the packaging looks really appealing, but I could not for certain that 

they are not indeed going in the direction of L’Oreal, Garnier and Balea.” (Lisa N.) 
-  “The Body Shop I am not really sure [positioning], because it is a brand, which rather claims to be healthy. 

Claims! […] They are not as…healthy. I am well informed [laughs]. I mean…no. They care about ingredients, but 

they still put some perfumes in their products, which are not really good for the skin.” (Janina) 
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- “[For gifts], I would rather go to Body Shop, as the packaging is more appealing, but I couldn’t say, whether their 

ingredients are top or natural or artificial.” (Lisa N.) 

Especially the mainstream brand’s personality is source for the stronger appeal, if compared to natural 

niche brands. Nevertheless, even if the young female consumers appreciate an appealing packaging 

design and nice commercials, the main competence of offering sustainable, credible and functional 

products must be dominating. Otherwise, the brand might be perceived as visually nice, but does not 

appear to fulfill any functional needs, which is, as analyzed in the product category perception, very 

important for the product category of facial skin care. In turn, this might cause a lack a credibility again.  

 

12 CONCLUSION 

 
The integration of sustainable brand values represents for mainstream brands a balancing act between a 

successful implementation of a credible and appealing brand image and the total loss of credibility and a 

radiating damage to the image of the parent brand. Generally, it is challenging for mainstream brands to 

expand in the niche segment of natural skin care and to compete with truly altruistic natural skin care 

brands in terms of sustainable brand values and expectations towards the sincerity of the respective 

sustainable engagement. Nevertheless, mainstream brands can compete in terms of credibility. This is 

dependent on two factors: The brand image of the parent brand and the extent of the promised 

sustainable brand values. Mainstream brands, which have built up a brand image connected to social, 

economic or environmental attributes can make the final leap into a credible implementation of 

sustainable brand values. Contrarily, if the brand image of the parent brand is not connected to any 

sustainability dimension, the credibility of a sustainable brand (line) is hard to achieve. The other 

dimension for the perceived credibility is the extent of the brand value promises. Consumers do not 

expect mainstream brands to be as anthropological or sustainable as truly altruistic brands. 

Notwithstanding, the expectations towards an honest implication of the promised brand claims are the 

same. Besides the mandatory environmental dimension of offering natural ingredients, mainstream 

brands should concentrate on sustainable brand competences the brand already inherits, even if 

peripheral. Trying to cover too divers dimensions should be avoided as the brand might not be able to 

perform the promised credibly. By focusing on specific sustainable brand values the brand is not only 

perceived as credible, but also might manage to establish a unique selling proposition (USP). In the market 

of natural skin care brands and assimilating brand values this is essential for the differentiation from other 

brands. 
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In comparison the natural nich brands, mainstream brands have one advantage: The appeal of the brand 

image. Whereas natural niche brands in the facial skin care segment are rather perceived as functional, 

old, traditional and targeting an older consumer segment, the brand personality of mainstream brands is 

often described as young, fashionable, and appealing. The latter is especially influenced by the 

mainstream brands’ product packaging and commercial design, which are sensed as more attractive. As 

brand personalities represent an option for self-extension, the young female investigation group within 

this study often felt rather drawn to the mainstream brand image than to the image of truly natural skin 

care brands, even if the latter are seen as more functional. 

As not all consumers using natural skin care brands are truly ecologists, mainstream brands with an 

appealing brand image represent a welcomed diversion to the truly natural skin care brands for young 

females. Whereas the truly natural skin care brands are often perceived as unappealing in regard to their 

brand personality, mainstream brands with an appealing brand image offer in terms of self-extension 

more attractive brand personalities and brand offers. Mainstream brands entering the natural skin care 

segment have the chance to hit the ravages of time by offering newly emerging consumer groups 

appealing sustainable brand offers. As dynamic as the trend of sustainability is, as dynamic is the evolution 

of new consumer segments. Thus, mainstream brands should not focus on competing with natural niche 

players in terms of their brand promise, claiming the same sustainable brand values, but rather focus on 

their competences and the targeting of the right consumer segment. Only for truly sustainable consumers 

mainstream brands extending into the natural skin care segment have the appeal of a fraud following 

pure financial motivators. Even if all promised claims are fulfilled, the brand will never be perceived as 

credible as the higher moral motives are not given. 

 

13 MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 

 
When integrating sustainable brand values, as evident from the findings, a basic fit between the image of 

the parent brand and the associations and dimensions of sustainability is mandatory. Crucial for a 

successful and credible market positioning is the mainstream brands promise extent. Mainstream brands 

with an obvious origin in the mainstream segment should avoid to compete with sustainable niche brands 

in terms of the sustainable brand value extent and respective engagement. This will probably results in a 

perception of brand inauthenticity and will cause not only damage to the brand credibility, but also to the 

whole brand image. Instead, sticking to the brand competences is recommended. Brands need to find out 

within which sustainability dimension the brand inherits the largest competence.  
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If identified, a focus on the expansion of this sustainable dimension and the coherent perception should 

be focused, instead of trying to cover with brand values all three sustainability dimension in an unfocused 

manner. By this, mainstream brands can establish a mandatory USP within the segment, which, in the 

case of the natural skin care segment, most niche operators do not possess. Furthermore, the integrated 

sustainable brand values do not only have to fit with the parent brand image, but also with the 

expectations and needs of the respective product category. As evident from the analysis of the skin care 

segment, sustainable brand values highlighting the environmental dimension are prioritized by the 

consumers. This is due to the fact that consumers first focus on their own benefits. Mostly, a sustainable 

engagement is rather perceived as a nice and responsible additive to the mandatory functionality. In the 

food and personal care industry, consumers expect healthy or less harmful ingredients. However, for 

instance service brands might face different prerequisites for a successful implementation of sustainable 

brand values. As in this case a close contact with the client exist, a higher importance of the social 

sustainability dimension could be expected. 

It is also advisable for mainstream brands to attentively observe current market trends. As changing 

consumer demands are in a dynamic movement, market gaps mainstream brands can occupy appear. For 

the younger consumer group, the image of truly sustainable brands is often a bit outdated. In that case, 

if the mainstream brand consists of an appealing brand personality and attractive outer appearance, they 

can offer alternatives addressing especially the segment of light users of sustainable brands.  

 

14 LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
 

Some limitations in terms of the chosen methodological qualitative approach are given. As the findings 

were derived on the basis of a data interpretation, they are, despite the researcher’s counter-check, still 

subjectively influenced. As this study was conducted individually, an objective counter-check by another 

researcher was not given. Furthermore, the study generated a huge amount of data, whose extent could 

not be considered totally within the scope of this master thesis. By this, interesting topics in the context 

of branding were mentioned, which could not be analyzed, but form the basis for further researches, such 

as the influence of pricing on the perceived product functionality of natural skin care brands, which offers 

the foundation for further investigations. 

Also, some limitations in terms of generalizability have to be mentioned. First, this study focused on the 

German skin care market and was conducted among German consumers.  
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An application of the findings on other cultural contexts cannot occur. Not only the importance of 

sustainability and the respective consumption patterns vary from country to country, also the brand 

personalities of the tested brands might be perceived differently in another cultural context. In order to 

expand the findings on other countries or cultural surroundings, further research has to be conducted in 

that field. 

Second, the findings cannot be generalized among different consumer segments within the same cultural 

context, in this case Germany, and only apply for young female consumers being around the same age as 

the participants of the investigation group. Depending on, for instance, consumers’ age, the brand 

personality perception can deviate. For more mature target segments, a stronger fit between the brand 

personality of natural niche skin care brands and the individual personality might be given. This might lead 

to a stronger perceived inauthenticity and a lack of appeal and credibility of the tested mainstream 

brands. Conclusively, this could be a field of investigation for further researches.  
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Appendix A: Interviewees’ Brand Mapping. 
Source: own illustration, based on undertaken individual interviews and focus groups. 
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APPENDIX B: BRAND PERSONALITY DESCRIPTIONS 
BRAND AS PERSON 
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Appendix B: Brand Personality Descriptions. 
Source: own illustration, based on undertaken individual interviews and focus groups. 
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APPENDIX C: PRESENTED BRAND COMMERCIALS 
 
 

         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix C: Presented Brand Commercials. 
Source: retrieved from:  
- Weleda (URL5). Retrieved April, 16, 2015 from http://www.ulrici-apotheke.de/aktive-regeneration-fur-die-haut-ab-40/. 
- Speick (URL2). Retrieved April 16, 2015 from http://www.horizont.net/kampagnen/print/Speick-Thermalwasser-

Verwoehnprogramm-Walter-Rau-774261 
- Nivea (URL4). Retrieved April 14, 2015 from http://www.horizont.net/marketing/nachrichten/-Nivea-trommelt-fuer-neue-

Pflegeserie-Pure--Natural-97295 
- Lavera (URL3).Retrieved April 14, 2015 from http://www.horizont.net/kampagnen/print/Lavera-Naturkosmetik-

Tagespflege-Laverana-117402 
- Dr. Hauschka (URL4). Retrieved April 16, 2015 from http://www.horizont.net/kampagnen/print/Dr.-Hauschka-Wala-

Heilmittel-791529 
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APPENDIX D: COMMERCIAL DESCRIPTIONS 
 
 Weleda Speick Nivea Natural 

Balance 

Lavera Dr. Hauschka 

Jellina High quality, 
Harmonious, Clean, 

Like high-quality spa, 

Nice shiny skin, 

Fresh & natural with 
the pomegranate, 

Ranked 1st  

Outmoded, Old-
fashioned, doesn’t fit 
(model, background, 
products), 

Ranked 5th  

Same tonality as 
packaging (green, 
blue), appealing 
colors, not clear, 
why woman lies 
in grass, 

Ranked 2nd  

Too much 
content, not 
clean, not 
consistent 

Ranked 3rd  

Cannot relate to 
model (too eco, 
not fresh, not up-
to-date), 

Ranked 4th  

Katharina Youngest and freshest, 
most appealing 

No commercial in a 
glossy magazine, 
rather in a pharmacy 
magazine, targeting 
older people 

Youngest and 
freshest, most 
appealing 

No commercial in 
a glossy 
magazine, rather 
in a pharmacy 
magazine, way 
too much on it 

No commercial in 
a glossy 
magazine, rather 
in a pharmacy 
magazine, 
targeting older 
people 

Lisa N. Pretty campaign, 
Model: Hair is tied 
back, face is visible, 
eyes have great 
charisma, reserved but 
friendly, attractive; 

Nice, relaxing vibes, 
most appealing 
commercial and model 

Cute, logo is 
deterrent, red is very 
aggressive, strong 
colors make it not 
very relaxing, more 
like a warning signal 

Typical Nivea ad 
for daily life, 
chilled 

Very old person, 
looks friendly but 
strict, without 
smile, she would 
look stuffy, not 
very appealing 

Campaign has 
fashion appeal, 
very nice, nice 
picture; 
commercial does 
not fit the 
product  no 
fashion product 

Angelique Looks high-grade, 
attractive model; 
Model a bit too old, not 
as easy to relate to as 
with Nivea; Integration 
of pomegranate is 
positive 

Ranked 2nd 

Model looks lame, 

not cared for, boring, 

not appealing at all 

Laughing woman, 
fresh, light colors, 
attractive model, 

Ranked 1st 

neutral Boring, cannot 
relate to 

Patricia High quality, model is 
very pretty, middle 
aged, nice make-up, 
even face, not as eco as 
Speick, Lavera and Dr. 
Hauschka, look of 
model makes campaign 
less eco 

Model too 
natural/undone 

Blond surfer girl, 
typical girl mid-
20, 

casual, playful 

Ranked 1st 

Model too old, 
natural claim is 
too aggressive, 

too much 
information 

Awful, model 
looks too 
natural/undone 

 

Charlotte 

 

Appealing but neutral Not appealing 

Model looks boring 

Ranked last 

Appealing 

Young woman 

Natural appeal 

Ranked 1st  

Not so appealing 

Model too old 

Appealing 

Simple design 

Somehow 
medical, but 
impression of 
being good 

Mareike 

 

 

Appealing, natural and 
pure face and skin, very 
natural and cared for 
appearance, looks like 

Too natural, 
unprofessional 
picture, too much 
hair in her face 

Appealing, nice 
background, 

Model looks too 
styled, hair is too 
made, too much 

Appealing picture, 
very natural, 
model is normal; 
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 model is in a bathroom, 
authentic look, fresh 

nice smile, blue 
sky, friendly, very 
natural 

make-up, doesn’t 
fit 

no connection to 
product 

 Weleda Speick Nivea Natural 

Balance 

Lavera Dr. Hauschka 

Janina Model doesn’t look 
very natural, too much 
make-up 

Boring, not appealing 
at all, very natural  

Most appealing, 
natural and pretty 
appearance, nice 
smile, represents 
fun, seems nice 

Ranked 1st  

No fit between 
model and 
“purely natural”, 
too much make-
up, hair is too 
done, not natural 
at all 

Not appealing at 
all, old-school, 
very natural 

Dara Model too mature, 
can’t relate to her, 
model wears too much 
make-up for a natural 
product 

Model too mature, 
can’t relate to her, 
model looks very/too 
natural 

Appealing, 
laughing, looks 
young, model 
looks natural and 
nice 

Model too 
mature, can’t 
relate to her, 
model wears too 
much make-up 
for a natural 
product, “purely 
natural” does not 
fit with model 

Model too 
mature, can’t 
relate to her, 
model looks 
very/too natural 

Focus 

Group 1 
Appealing, made the 
break-through from eco 
to true cosmetic, nice 
colors, clean, to the 
point, pure skin, 
natural, ingredients 
well presented with 
pomegranate, less is 
more, commercial 
design represents 
product 

Not appealing, 
unprofessional, not 
harmonious 

Youthful, vitality; 

Model is not too 
young not too 
old; 

Nice picture, no 
product-relation, 
rather for 
involved people, 
seems to try too 
hard to be natural 

Too much content Not modern, 
looks like 
pharmacy-
commercial, 
natural model, 
very pretty, no 
nice coloring 

Focus 

Group 2 
Clear skin, nice gesture, 
nice light, reduced, 
pretty model, nice 
connection to 
ingredients, high-
quality appearance 

Too many products, 
don’t understand 
connection (woman 
touches hair) 
touching hair?, model 
has wrinkles, doesn’t 
look fresh 

For younger 
people, natural, 
nice 

 

Model looks old, 
looks very 
mature, too much 
content, too loud 

Model is not 
logical, no 
connection to 
product 

 
 
Appendix D: Commercial Descriptions. 
Source: own illustration, based on undertaken individual interviews and focus groups. 
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APPENDIX E: CODEBOOK 
 

Interviewee Quote Paraphrase  Category 

Patricia “I think, it can be a plus, if the model appears 
natural. But I am not attracted by that.” 

Model appearance is important 
for brand appeal 

Brand 
Campaign 

Angelique “It is a woman around 40. So far, I cannot identify 
with it.” 

Relation with model is important 
for brand appeal 

Brand 
Campaign 

Patricia “It is especially the woman, because she is not 
as…er, she simply appears differently than the 
others, because she is styled very nice and hence 
is not as eco.” 

Model appearance is important 
for brand image 

Brand 
Campaign 

Patricia “It’s the commercial! They [Mainstream brands] 
always have those pretty models walking on the 
runway with nice mascara and stuff.” 

Mainstream brands have pretty 
models, which is appealing to 
consumers 

Brand 
Campaign 

Charlotte “I have the feeling every brand tries to establish 
something like that, such a natural line or 
anything. […] I could imagine, and dependent on 
how the marketing is, it could be definitely 
credible.” 

Marketing the natural aspect is 
source of credibility 

Brand 
Campaign 

Charlotte “I am a Marketing victim. That’s why. If Marketing 
is well done, it can really influence the credibility. 
If you get background information and stuff.” 

Commercials are source of 
information, generally perceived 
as credible; influences credibility 

Brand 
Campaign 

Mareike “Those are, er, brands, which are actually natural 
products, I would say and they also promote that 
they are produced on a natural basis.” 

Promotion of natural brand 
aspect supports credibility 

Brand 
Campaign 

Mareike “It’s the fact that they advertise with it 
[sustainability]. I mean, if the others [brands] had 
it, they would at least advertise that they contain 
it.” 

Campaigns as information 
channel; source for credibility 
and trust 

Brand 
Campaign 

Janina “If you see commercials of Garnier, they are very 
loud and colorful. When I think about it, they are 
rather loud, colorful, trendy and that’s why I a 
natural brand of Garnier would feel strange for 
me.” 

Commercial is a transmitter for 
brand image and the credibility 
source for a line extension 
governed under the same brand 
name 

Brand 
Campaign 

Elena “They [Weleda] really made the break-through 
from eco to true cosmetics. How you see 
cosmetics. You somehow want something pretty, 
something pure and nothing outdated and 
nothing artificial. Somehow something real, but 
with still represents beauty.” 

Advertising as source of brand 
image 

Brand 
Campaign 

Elena “To me this [Nivea Natural Balance commercial] is 
totally “we are the commercial group and we 
need to convince the stupid people, who are not 
thinking about anything and we are awesome, but 
actually we are not, but we are illustrating a 
pretty woman, who smiles and is lying in the grass 
and feels good and pretty and whatever.”” 

Nivea Natural Balance is 
perceived as response to the 
trend; commercial is too boldly 
sustainable; consumer feel 
manipulated 

Brand 
Campaign 

Mina “I have the impression that those, what we 
labeled as commercial mass products, are way 
more present. I especially know their TV spots. For 
Weleda, I might know some print advertisements. 
They are way more subtle, not as aggressive, what 
might be due to the company size or maybe due 
to…because they don’t have the means to afford 
it.” 

Mainstream brands are way 
more active in regard of 
commercials; niche brands are 
more subtle and less aggressive 

Brand 
Campaign 
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Mina “Communication channels, such as commercials 
and advertisements, lead to an education of the 
consumers. How should we know otherwise about 
the “no aluminum” and “no silicone” stuff?” 

Advertising is generally perceived 
as channel to educate people 

Brand 
Campaign 

Lisa N. “[…] They [Lavera and Alverde] do not even try to 
communicate so much. I think, they simply 
convince with their brands, they don’t have to 
make their mark by saying “hey, I do this and 
that.” In that sense, I think, they can convince the 
strongest with their products and are also with 
sustainability very…firm.”  

Sustainable brands do not need 
to communicate as much, 
products stand for themselves 

Brand 
Campaign 

Angelique “The older I get…they [natural skin care] are 
biologically better for my health and that’s the 
question. With whom do I have more fun? Of 
course with those [mainstream brands] when 
being at a party, but for my health, and that’s why 
they are not on a party, these [natural niche 
brands] are better.” 

Brand Image of mainstream 
brands is connected to fun, 
appealing right now; Natural skin 
care brands are connected to 
health and responsibility, which 
becomes with increasing age 
more important 

Brand 
Campaign 

Jellina “Modest design. Not as much…er, yes, I mean 
they do not get as crazy in regard of their 
commercials. [They are] rather subtle, clean and 
there is hardly any advertising poster and, er, yes, 
simply simple and reduced to the bare essentials.” 

Natural skin care brands rather 
have a subtle communication 
style; reduced to the essential; 
not as loud as some mainstream 
brands 

Brand 
Campaign 

Lisa N. “Nivea is a really well established brand, […] that’s 
why it really has a unique status to me.”  

Brand Image of Nivea stands 
brand from other brands out 

Brand Image 

Lisa N. “It [Speick] is, er, that logo does not appeal to me 
at all. It is, I don’t know, if I only saw the logo, I 
wouldn’t even think it is cosmetics. I probably 
thought it is some grocery brand.” 

Speick logo is not appealing to 
participant, does not connect to 
cosmetics 

Brand Image 

Lisa N. “L’Oreal is a very famous and popular brand. 
However, I think they were extremely in the news 
for animal testing. I talked to a friend and she said 
“Lisa, whatever you do, don’t purchase L’Oreal!”.” 

L’Oreal is on the one hand 
famous and popular, but 
polarizes with its allegations of 
animal testing 

Brand Image 

Lisa N. “I am a bit in decisive where Body Shop belongs 
to. I think they try with the packaging to, er, being 
between the two (truly natural and imitating 
natural). So, the packaging looks really appealing, 
but I could not for certain that they are not 
indeed going in the direction of L’Oreal, Garnier 
and Balea.”  

Body Shop is somehow stuck in 
the middle; appears somehow 
natural, but could be also only 
imitate the image 

Brand Image 

Lisa N. “[For gifts], I would rather go to Body Shop, as the 
packaging is more appealing, but I couldn’t say, 
whether their ingredients are top or natural or 
artificial.” 

Appealing packaging of The Body 
Shop, however stuck in the 
middle position. 

Brand Image 

Lisa N. “And Nivea is to me really a product, I mean they 
exist for 125 years or something, […] which give 
society something back. Er, this wouldn’t give the 
impression of them aiming at profits, but rather 
really wanting to do something for society.” 

Due to its brand heritage, Nivea 
is expected to be socially 
engaged 

Brand Image 

Lisa N. “Nivea simply has the advantage, because they 
exist for so long and it was somehow passed on 
from family to family again and again.” 

Nivea has a strong brand heritage 
and image for familiarity 

Brand Image 

Angelique “Here [L’Oreal], they make more commercials 
with young girls coming home from the disco 
removing the make-up. You would never see such 
a campaign by La Roche, for instance. They do 
commercials about their ingredients and product 
specifics and what it does biologically to your skin. 

Some brands focus on fun and 
younger people in their 
commercials, mainly the regular 
skin care brands; the natural or 
pharmaceutical ones rather focus 
on the pure product function; not 
so appealing commercials 

Brand Image 
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There, you rather see a large cell illustrated 
[laughs].” 

Patricia “At the Body Shop, I actually only purchase gifts.” Appeal of Brand; Shopping 
Experience at The Body Shop 

Brand Image 

Patricia “They [eco-brands] could be quite good, I am 
pretty sure. But…I prefer those fancy brands. I 
always go straight to the shelves of Garnier, 
Nivea, Balea and stuff and the other brands are 
somewhere else.” 

Eco brands are rather solid than 
fancy or anything 

Brand Image 

Patricia “With an increasing age, I would also purchase 
those [eco-brands].” 

Natural brands are connected to 
an older brand image 

Brand Image  

Patricia “Fancy is not eco and the other way round.”  Brand Image 

Patricia “The Body Shop, you could think it is eco, because 
they always have a lot…like hemp-lip-care and 
stuff and herbal ingredients. But they became 
already pretty fancy. They are simply too hip” 

The Body Shop is not really eco, 
because they are too hip; Eco is 
not related to hip and vice versa 

Brand Image 

Patricia “It [Nivea Natural Balance] is a nice try […], but 
they can never really compete with the eco-stuff. 
[…] As soon Nivea is written on the product, it is 
the standard product for me.” 

Brand Image of Nivea will never 
be truly natural/eco 

Brand Image 

Patricia “So, if I got on that eco-trip, then I would select 
amongst the ecos the most fancy, the cool brands, 
because I would trust on that fact that what’s 
cool, what everyone has, must be good, you 
know.” 

If natural skin care would be 
appealing, the most fancy brands 
would be bought 

Brand Image 

Charlotte “But of course, also the external effect. How the 
brand sells itself. […] The Body Shop for instance is 
really like…with no artificial supplements. So, a 
store, which really promotes itself like that. This is 
kind of transmitted, it reached me as a customer 
and I connect it with that.” 

The Body Shop is perceived as 
truly natural as they promote it. 
Communication is channel for 
trust; if a brand does not 
promote that they are natural, 
they cannot be credible as you 
are not informed about it 

Brand Image 

Mareike “Those [Nivea and Speick], they are to me kind of 
traditional brands. They exist since forever and 
they were kind of the first. […] I mean, Nivea is 
like the cream, which was used over the last 50 
years.” 

Traditional brand image of Nivea 
and Speick 

Brand Image 

Mareike “And [credibility] for Weleda maybe that you 
imagine them as somehow small, I mean, it is not 
so far away from here. This, er, probably 
supports…I mean that they have their head 
quarter in Germany. You kind of imagine a small 
family company.” 

Regionality of brand supports 
credible appeal of sustainable 
engagement. 

Brand Image 

Mareike “And for The Body Shop, I’ve once seen the 
founder somewhere in an interview. She was 
really likeable. I mean, since she is gone, you don’t 
know how things are going. Okay, actually you 
didn’t know beforehand, too, but at least she 
seemed trustworthy with what she aimed to 
reach. […] It is more credible if it is communicated 
by a person.” 

Brand Founder as source of 
credibility and trust; brand gets a 
face 

Brand Image 

Mareike “Nivea is something my grandma uses, for years 
and it is, of course, a great cream, which always 
cares very well, but…yes, in order to improve my 
skin I wouldn’t think about it.” 

Nivea known for caring image Brand Image 

Janina “The Body Shop I am not really sure [positioning], 
because it is a brand, which rather claims to be 
healthy. Claims! […] They are not as…healthy. I am 
well informed [laughs]. I mean…no. They care 

Stuck in the middle positioning of 
The Body Shop; appear healthy 
but contain ingredients such as 

Brand Image 
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about ingredients, but they still put some 
perfumes in their products, which are not really 
good for the skin.” 

perfumes, which some people 
not react well on 

Janina “If I think about, for instance, Dr. Hauschka, I 
would expect that it’s a company which is 
somehow a bit more familiar and which pays 
attention to where the products come from. 
That’s what I would expect. […] Especially from 
Weleda, Dr. Hauschka and La Roche, I would 
expect that they are not only natural and so on, 
but that there is also more behind. […] Where 
they source their stuff from, for example. […] And 
I would be disappointed if I found out about 
animal testing.” 

Natural skin care brands are not 
only expected to have natural 
ingredients, but to have a fair 
sourcing, no animal testing and a 
company philosophy, which is 
behind all that 

Brand Image 

Janina “Nivea is somehow a childhood product to me. 
[…] I don’t know, it has something very pleasant 
to me from earlier days. Because Nivea is simply a 
childhood memory and you kind of grew up with.” 

Nivea is connected to childhood; 
has a very pleasant and firm 
brand image 

Brand Image 

Ann-Kathrin “I don’t’ really care about the brand. Of course, 
you go by tendency to the brands as they are 
nicely arranged, have a nice packaging and all the 
image around.” 

Brands are in general more 
appealing as they value design, 
packaging which also influences 
the image 

Brand Image 

Caro “The Body Shop is so… a bit lifestylish.” Body Shop represents a lifestyle Brand Image 

Mina “They [The Body Shop] produce natural stuff. 
Maybe natural stuff for the masses. […] and they 
are known for fair trade.” 

Body shop is natural but not 
niche and for the masses 

Brand Image 

Ann-Kathrin “It is not the classical Nivea but Natural Balance. 
So I think it goes into the direction of natural, 
too.” 

Natural Balance indicates a 
natural product compared to 
mother brand 

Brand Image 

Caro “The Body Shop goes in a natural direction. 
Difficult. Because they are super lifestyle, it is like 
an image- and lifestyle brand and that’s what 
those [natural brands] are not. They are rather 
trustworthy.” 

True natural brand image is 
trustworthy but not stylish. As 
The Body Shop is perceived as 
stylish, it does not appear really 
natural anymore 

Brand Image 

Ann-Kathrin “I still think the consumer, if s/he reads Natural 
Balance, s/he thinks “ah, that is even better or 
more natural and I do something good for nature, 
compared to using the classical Nivea.” 

Nivea Natural Balance is 
perceived [for the normal 
consumer] as better version of 
the classical brand 

Brand Image 

Elena “To me, this seems like they [Nivea] try to jump 
on that natural bandwagon, which just left the 
station and they thought “cool, we have to go 
along with it and put some natural balance on our 
product.” 

Natural line seems like an 
adaptation to trends and is not 
really credible 

Brand Image 

Ann-Kathrin “If I had the choice between the regular Nivea and 
Nivea Natural Balance, I would purchase the 
Natural Balance product.” 

Natural line of Nivea is appealing, 
seems to add the benefit of 
helping nature 

Brand Image 

Mina “Natural Balance means to me, I don’t supply my 
body with chemical or synthetic substances 
instead of not polluting the groundwater.” 

Nivea Natural Balance is not 
associated with truly sustainable 
engagement 

Brand Image 

Caro “Ok, but what does it mean for Nivea’s other 
products, when thinking about the brand? To me, 
this would mean, Natural Balance contains better 
ingredients, natural ones. So, this brand would 
kind of any other Nivea product… […] this actually 
means they only produced shit and this is 
revelation now.” 

Nivea’s line extension with 
natural ingredients represents 
mother line as chemical; 
cannibalization between the two 
brands might occur 

Brand Image 

Caro “[To me, Nivea is] caring, family, togetherness […] 
and all this “skin-on-skin”…in bed people cuddling 
together and babies…to me, it is family.” 

Nivea represents brand image of 
caring, family, togetherness 

Brand Image 
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Mina “Because you know it [Nivea] from your 
childhood, it is a…like a heritage, it’s a tradition, 
simply…it’s a brand I know for a very long time 
and I think that’s what makes the brand strong to 
me.” 

Nivea is connected with 
childhood experiences and 
tradition; anchors brand 
emotionally very strong in the 
consumers’ minds 

Brand Image 

Elena “It [The Body Shop] is something completely 
separate, but in regard of their products they 
offer, they have those natural products and this 
touch of fair-trade, so maybe it is a mixture 
between the two groups.” 

Difficult to position The Body 
Shop; appears natural and 
incorporates fair trade; on the 
other hand targets at the masses 
and is a lifestyle-brand 

Brand Image 

Ann-Kathrin “It is a bit of a lifestyle-product, but somehow a 
natural lifestyle-product.” 

The Body Shop referred to a 
“natural lifestyle-product” 

Brand Image 

Elena “What’s really bad, in my opinion, is Garnier. […] 
It’s the devil of the cosmetics industry. […] They 
do commercials, catch customers, and trick 
people by putting in their mind that they do 
something good for themselves, when they put it 
[cream] on their skins. I think they also do animal 
testing and such stuff, er, and I think there’s 
happening a lot and I don’t want to support them 
and don’t trust them.” 

Garnier is not perceived as a 
brand to trust; does animal 
testing; is rather perceived as a 
brand, which tries to catch 
people with wrong promises 

Brand Image 

Caro “I have to say, if I wanted to purchase a bio-
product or a natural product, then I would 
orientate myself towards those brands [Weleda, 
Dr. Hauschka, Speick] and I would probably go for 
Weleda, because this one doesn’t feel as eco as 
for instance Dr. Hauschka. So, Dr. Hauschka and 
Speick, they…yes, they feel like a bit old and I 
think Weleda is a very pleasant brand.” 

Some natural brands are 
perceived as too eco; too eco is 
coherently connected with too 
old; no brand image the 
participant can refer to 

Brand Image 

Lea “But simply the “without” [Nivea Natural 
Balance], this says already that all other Nivea 
products contain this stuff and are not good, if…I 
man saying this is good because it is without 
anything is non-sense.” 

Nivea Natural Balance 
cannibalizes the mother brand 

Brand Image 

Lisa “But you are immediately familiar with the name 
[Nivea].” 

Purchas reason for Nivea Natural 
Balance is the familiarity with the 
mother brand 

Brand Image 

Xenia “They [consumers] are loyal to the brand [Nivea], 
that’s what I would say. […] Because they grew up 
with it.” 

Purchas reason for Nivea Natural 
Balance is brand loyalty and 
childhood memory 

Brand Image 

Carmen “I mean, Nivea didn’t proof itself for so long for no 
reason. So I think it can’t be solely bad.” 

Positive brand image of Nivea is 
transferred on line extension 

Brand Image 

Janina “Garnier is a brand to me, they don’t give a shit 
[sustainability]. […] The main point is a good smell 
and that’s why I would believe them even less 
than Nivea. Because Nivea…I don’t know. I like 
Nivea, because I know it from being a child.” 

Nivea’s brand image is connected 
to childhood memories; Garnier 
not seems to be very into 
sustainability, has no sustainable 
appeal 

Brand Image 

Xenia “Because they are paying attention to their 
ecological footprint and if they distributed 
worldwide, then they have to…it would be 
distributed globally. They do care for it, otherwise 
they wouldn’t have that image.” 

Natural niche brands don’t want 
to be too well known; otherwise, 
an increased popularity and 
distribution has consequences 
the brands actively want to avoid 
(shipping product around 
globally) 

Brand Image 

Lea “Nivea doesn’t represent it [natural] at all. It’s like 
at least having one natural product in the market 
so that they can catch the consumers who are 
into natural stuff.” 

Natural line of Nivea is not 
perceived as credible, rather as 
attempt to target special 
consumer segment 

Brand Image 
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Lisa “If you have such a big brand [Nivea] and have 
one single natural line, why are the other lines not 
natural? If they have to highlight that this special 
line is natural. I mean, Dr. Hauschka only has 
natural products and Nivea has only one single 
product, but the rest is not or why are they 
highlighting the natural is this one line so much?” 

Only having one single line as 
natural makes Nivea less 
credible; Dr. Hauschka, where all 
products are natural is perceived 
as more credible 

Brand Image 

Lea “I think it is good that Alverde is on the market, 
too, because it is a rather younger brand, 
compared to Weleda, because Weleda exists for 
ages […] and Alverde is a fresh brand, which has a 
lot to offer.” 

Alverde’s brand image is younger 
than Weleda; Weleda is 
perceived as very traditional 
brand 

Brand Image 

Carmen “What I like for instance is The Body Shop, I think 
it is pretty good. I don’t know, I like the store 
appearance.” 

Body Shop offers appealing 
stores and shopping experiences  

Brand Image 

Lisa “I think the emphasis on natural in the name 
[Natural Balance]…natural is like, now you know 
there are also un-natural products. It is pure 
idiocy.” 

Emphasis on natural in “Natural 
Balance” is perceived as hint that 
all other products are not natural 
and can be interpreted as 
harmful 

Brand Image 

Lea “It’s a brand [Nivea], which exists for 100 years. 
You simply know it.” 

Nivea is very well known, high 
brand awareness 

Brand Image 

Carmen “I think it is classic you have at home [Nivea]. […] 
The blue jar. It shows what it got and it proofed 
itself. I don’t use it every day, but every once in I 
while, when I have a really dry spot on my skin. 
And I really don’t care, whether it is ecologically 
good or whatever, or with chemical substances. It 
has proofed to be good, already when being a 
child.” 

Nivea is a classical product 
everyone has at home. It is a well 
trusted brand, proofed itself 
without being ecological; 
childhood memory 

Brand Image 

Katharina “Nivea and Body Shop, they simply have a 
younger image than, at least to me, than Weleda 
and Dr. Hauschka and Speick.” 

Brand Image of Nivea and The 
Body Shop is younger than the 
one of Weleda and Dr. Hauschka 

Brand Image 

Katharina “Maybe they [consumers] think it is [Nivea 
Natural Balance] already not commercial. […] Or 
maybe they simply like the brand.” 

Consumers might not feel that 
Nivea Natural Balance is 
mainstream; like brand 

Brand Image 

Katharina “So, when you see it [The Body Shop], you could 
that the aim is natural cosmetics or something 
and for the alternative consumer and so, but 
when you know that it belongs to L’Oreal, than 
this always implicates a higher aim somehow.” 

The Body Shop might appear 
natural, but as soon as you know 
that it belongs to L’Oreal it 
doesn’t appear altruistic anymore 

Brand Image 

Katharina “[…] Alverde, even though I don’t know it, but it 
sounds somehow eco to me, and Speick […].” 

Alverde is associated with eco, 
due to the name 

Brand Image 

Jellina “This [The Body Shop] is for me consumption as 
its best, with this, I do not really anything that is 
beneficial for your body.  […] I don’t think it serves 
the purpose you aim to achieve with care 
products.” 

The Body Shop is associated with 
consumption but nothing healthy 
for the body 

Brand Image 

Jellina “It is a basic product [Nivea], which always have 
been good” 

Nivea is perceived as good, solid 
product 

Brand Image 

Jellina “[Nivea] is so to say presented in a museum. Er, 
that’s why I think, due to their heritage, they do 
emphasize it [sustainable aspect] and have to 
emphasize it, otherwise they would ignore what 
characterizes them.” 

Nivea is perceived as very 
traditional brand with a high 
heritage; brand credibility is 
already given due to the brand 
image 

Brand Image 

Jellina “Nivea does not really promise that they are super 
healthy and that’s what Weleda does. I mean, 
they don’t say it, but you don’t expect it [Nivea 

Credibility of Natural Balance 
depends on what is claimed; have 
different expectations towards 
brands  

Brand Image 
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Natural Balance] to be insanely [healthy]. For 
Weleda I do expect that.” 

Jellina “So I think health for Garnier…they rather focus 
on beauty, so I would never ever subscribe that 
Garnier…that they really have super healthy 
stuff.” 

Transfer of mother brand image 
to natural line is hard to image; 
not an image for healthy 
products 

Brand Image 

Jellina “Er, Speick, maybe something rather serious, I 
don’t know. It is such an unattractive name and 
could be related to a family.” 

Brand name of Speick indicates 
to be a serious brand; 
unattractive appeal 

Brand Image 

Jellina “Weleda is also something natural […], those are 
those traditional companies.” 

Weleda appears to be a 
traditional company 

Brand Image 

Patricia “It also a different consumer group. This is more 
for people at an advanced age, who do not 
purchase fancy stuff anymore, but rather the 
stable stuff. […] I wouldn’t go to a shelf where 
grandmas are standing around.” 

Segment of ecological products is 
associated with old people, not 
appealing to young women 

Consumer 
Groups 

Lisa N. “I don’t think they [Weleda and Dr. Hauschka] are 
really so popular among young people. […] They 
are also sold in separate areas, er, of course also 
in the cosmetic area, but in a separate space. […] 
Those are to me high-value products you can also 
find in a pharmacy.” 

Dr. Hauschka and Weleda do not 
appear to be popular among 
young people; sold in separate 
corner; connection to pharmacy 
emphasizes high quality and 
brand trust 

Consumer 
Groups 

Lisa N. “Er, what is sold the most, I would say is Nivea, 
Balea, Garnier and Alverde, these seem to be 
purchased by a large group, I mean they attract 
younger people […], also The Body Shop and 
L’Oreal. […] Weleda and Hauschka are products I 
rather find at old people’s places.” 

L’Oreal, Garnier, Balea, Nivea and 
Alverde are perceived to attract a 
young consumer group; Weleda 
and Dr. Hauschka are perceived 
to be purchased by old people 

Consumer 
Groups 

Angelique “…those are women [natural cosmetic], who are 
actively deal with the products, who have a high 
involvement, which means they are really 
interested in the ingredients, which are really 
interested in the care cosmetics itself and those 
[consumer goods] are rather women…they live 
from women who let it wash over them.” 

Women who purchase natural 
cosmetic have a high 
involvement, are active 
purchaser; women who purchase 
the consumer goods are not very 
involved and rather influenced by 
the brands 

Consumer 
Groups 

Elena “This is like…that’s where the girls, who have no 
clue, purchase. That’s how it seems to me. They 
do not really deal with what they purchase but 
rather want to beautify themselves and trap into 
the scam. That’s how it seems to me.” 

The consumer group of The Body 
Shop are young girls, who do not 
consciously deal with the 
sustainability issue, but rather 
purchase for beauty-reasons 

Consumer 
Groups 

Lisa N. “Because, when I am at The Body Shop I only 
see…only see 18 year old girls purchasing gifts. So, 
mainly products as gifts like…like a cosmetic gift 
basket.” 

The Body Shop is frequented by 
young girls; Shopping purpose is 
often to purchase gifts, which 
indicates a nice packaging and 
appealing brand image 

Consumer 
Groups 

Lea “For those two [Weleda and Dr. Hauschka], it is 
definitely the fact that people, who really care 
purchase it. So this is…Dr. Hauschka and Weleda is 
definitely purchased by consumers who pay 
attention. The exactly want this and care about 
ingredients.” 

Consumers of natural skin care 
are very conscious about the 
ingredients and the brands they 
purchase, consider brand 
purchase actively 

Consumer 
Groups 

Lea “Weleda rather attracts the older generation, with 
anti-wrinkle creams and stuff, hand cream for 
mature skin and Alverde is really for the younger 
generation. […] Weleda is also good, but less 
young.” 

Alverde is a younger brand, 
attracts younger consumers; 
Weleda is rather for older 
consumer groups 

Consumer 
Groups 

Katharina “These [consumers] appreciate high quality and 
maybe want to be perceived as alternative in 
front of others and that’s why they shop there, 

On the one hand consumers of 
natural skin care might purchase 
it because they want to be 

Consumer 
Groups 
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because that’s [drugstore] too commercial for 
them. […] And probably they have higher 
expectations. So maybe they have…maybe they 
have skin problems or something, I don’t know, 
what exactly they [natural skin care brands] offer, 
but maybe they have some special products they 
[drugstores] don’t have.” 

alternative [extended self]; 
generally have higher 
expectations, appreciate high 
quality 

Mareike “I remember, when I was 11, 12, I think it was  the 
age I reached puberty, I think I had a mild acne, so 
I think this was the first reason I started to apply 
make-up by putting some concealer on my 
blemishes, that was the beginning. Then with 
around 13 it got a bit more intense, when you are 
also trying out stuff with your friends.” 

First make-up was applied in 
order to cover blemishes, later it 
was used together with friends 

Consumption 
Change 

Charlotte “I would say, I became more conscious over the 
last years. […] You perceived yourself in a more 
intense way, you are more self-aware and realize 
you, for instance, always have dry skin and you 
realize you need to do something against it. […] 
You pay more attention to apply cream. 
Nowadays, it would never happen to me that I do 
not apply cream in the morning, because 
you…because otherwise I perceive my skin as too 
dry. […] Today I pay more attention to my body 
than I used to earlier.”  

Became more conscious and self-
aware with increasing age, skin 
care becomes more important 

Consumption 
Change 

Mareike “When being in puberty, of course, and maybe it 
is even now a bit early, but I didn’t think about 
wrinkles for example [laughs]. So, now I always 
use something, for instance, for my eyes against 
laughter lines. Generally, I use more products now 
and something I for instance also didn’t use to 
think about is light protection. That’s something 
which is in all of my creams today […] I didn’t care 
about that when I was younger.” 

Functionality purpose of creams 
changes; higher importance of 
light and wrinkle protection 
today than during puberty  

Consumption 
Change 

Angelique “Skin care always used to be Nivea, Bebe or 
something like that. And now with an increasing 
age, you purchase other products. […] Since I was 
in kindergarten, I used the basic facial creams, like 
normal Nivea cream and normal Bebe cream.” 

Choice of skin care products 
changes with an increasing age 

Consumption 
Change 

Angelique “So, in my age, I still purchase such consumer 
goods, but in future rather such organic stuff, like 
Weleda.” 

Natural skin care is associated to 
be better for more mature skin 

Consumption 
Change 

Patricia “Today it is uncomplicated. After I was out of 
puberty, because back then I used to have all 
those Garnier-stuff and peelings and all the stuff 
you used to try out, but in the end it didn’t help at 
all.  

Skin care is uncomplicated 
nowadays; used a lot of products 
during puberty, nothing helped 

Consumption 
Change 

Janina “In the past, I didn’t really think about what I 
smeared in my face. Okay, this might sound 
stupid, but I think back then you just had anything 
and used it. […] There weren’t a lot of thoughts 
behind the usage. Nowadays, I definitely think 
about it more intensely. […] Back then, it [skin 
care] was not so important to me, when you 
rather used make-up and stuff and now at an 
advanced age [laughs], okay advanced age sounds 
stupid, but the older you get, the more you think 
about what care products you use, of course also 
what make-up, but care products are simply more 
important to me. It has to be something good.” 

Consumer behavior changed; 
while it was not important when 
being younger and everything 
was just fine; over the years, care 
products gained more and more 
importance 

Consumption 
Change 
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Lea “I do purchase less things, but they are more 
expensive now.” 

Amount of product consumption 
decreased, but value increased 

Consumption 
Changes 

Carmen “I think light protection is very important. It 
provides your skin from aging…and is more 
sustainable for my skin…and that they [creams] 
are anti-bacterial. That’s also very good, if it 
works.” 

Consumption is more conscious 
nowadays; some topics, such as 
wrinkles, became more 
important 

Consumption 
Changes 

Lisa N. “So, if, when women apply make-up and you see 
for instance before-and-after pictures, you can 
see very clearly that women simply feel more 
beautiful and more self-confident. They have a 
complete different charisma. […] To push the self-
confidence a bit and to get a better charisma and 
to feel better.” 

Make-up increases women’s self-
esteem; feel more beautiful and 
self-confident, get a different 
aura 

Decorative 
Cosmetic 
 

Elena “[…] Because I simply want to have a flawless skin 
and simply want to affect others in a better way 
by wearing make-up, or for me…feeling better 
externally […] I think make-up, that’s what you do 
for the social surrounding, to match a certain 
societal picture.” 

Make-up is on the one hand 
applied to have a flawless skin for 
oneself, but is also connected to  
external influences and the 
expectations of society; to 
correspond with a certain 
societal picture  

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Dara “Trying out make-up always a bit from my mother 
or sister, when I was 12, 13 or 14. […] I remember 
the first time [with make-up], it was very 
uncomfortable for me to go to school, because I 
had the feeling everyone is staring at me, 
everyone sees it [that she was wearing make-up] 
[…]. The first time, at least for two weeks.” 

Initial make-up consumption was 
due to mother or sister; it was 
perceived as uncomfortable as 
she felt being judged by others 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Janina “[Decorative Cosmetics] is for me beautifying […], 
feeling better. Doing something pretty to your 
skin.” 

Decorative cosmetics associated 
with beautifying, feeling prettier 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Angelique “It [decorative cosmetic], er, somehow expressing 
your personality that, er, yes, you feel better, 
maybe even more beautiful, too, you feel more 
attractive for the environment.” 

Decorative cosmetics allow to 
express the personality, make 
women feel better, more 
beautiful and attractive for the 
environment 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Angelique “So, to the bakery I would go without make-up, 
but to the city or going out at night, I would feel 
very uncomfortable, if I didn’t wear make-up 
when leaving the house.”  

Different importance of wearing 
make-up; dependent on social 
environment 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Angelique “On the one hand, it is a basic level of well-being, 
on the other hand it is the possibility to express 
your personality.” 

Basic well-being and personality 
expression through make-up 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Angelique “[…] and maybe highlighting especially your 
features.” 

Highlighting of special features Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Angelique “But let’s say my eyeshadow or anything can also 
be from P2 [low budget brand].” 

Quality of decorative cosmetics is 
not as important of skin care 
quality 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Charlotte “Of course they [women] think to look prettier 
[laughs]. So, to make oneself look more beautiful, 
somehow getting the best out of oneself. Maybe 
highlighting parts, for instance if they have nice 
lips or something.” 

Decorative cosmetics makes 
women feel prettier, making the 
best of oneself 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Mareike “Time intense. Er, makes fun. […] it is rather 
artificial and more er, rather for the night, 
decorative, styled.” 

Decorative cosmetics is 
connected to fun, decoration, 
styling, but artificial 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Janina “Make-up, I would say, I started using with 12, 13 
[…] and I think via friends. Back then, well you 
were shopping a lot with friends, then some when 

Initial consumption of decorative 
cosmetics over friends or older 
sister 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 
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you got something. But really starting out with 
make-up was trough my older sister, probably […]. 
She used stuff I also wanted to try out.” 

Dara “Actually, when you take make-up, it is pure 
fake.” 

Make-up perceived as fake Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Mina “To me, cosmetics is self-confidence” Decorative cosmetic = self-
confidence 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Ann-Kathrin “To me, it [decorative cosmetics] is to beautify 
oneself.” 

Decorative cosmetic = 
beautifying oneself 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Mina “Actually you are…you’re putting on a mask in 
that sense, for instance, when you highlight your 
eyes or anything. You are…you are actually not 
natural anymore.” 

Make-up is equalized with 
wearing a mask and he loss of 
being natural 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Mina “This is why I said confident at the beginning, 
because, I, for instance, if I don’t wear make-up, I 
realize I behave differently. I perceive myself 
differently, actually I…yes, I feel naked.” 

Make-up makes one perceive 
oneself differently; without 
make-up feeling of being naked 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Ann-Kathrin “I mean, today it is not unusual that men wear 
make-up, too. […] But for me, it is a very 
clear…yes, sign for femininity.” 

Decorative cosmetic = femininity Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Caro “[Decorative cosmetic is] good smelling.” Decorative cosmetic = good 
smelling 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Ann-Kathrin “[Decorative cosmetic is] caring.” Decorative cosmetic = caring Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Mina “[Decorative cosmetic is] beautifying.” Decorative cosmetic = 
beautifying 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Mina “But somehow…I would say…it’s [make-up] 
almost individual, becomes everyone wears make-
up differently, but actually you are not individual 
at all anymore, when you apply make-up.”  

Make-up can be used to 
individualize yourself, but on the 
other hand to adapt to others 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Ann-Kathrin “I associate with cosmetics […] beautiful. Why? 
Because I think, when you apply make-up, at least 
it is for me the case, then you find yourself more 
beautiful and that’s why you are making yourself 
prettier. So you can definitely connect the term 
beauty with make-up and, er […] it is definitely 
some sort of mask.” 

Make-up represents beauty, first 
for oneself and ensuing, when 
feeling pretty yourself, for others; 
however, it is also associated 
with wearing a mask 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Caro “To me, concealer is kind of a hygienic factor. That 
is use every day, because I look fresher then, but 
lipstick is for…when I really beautify myself. 
Lipstick is for me seduction. Sex. […] Lipstick 
always attracts a lot of attention, it is always a 
statement. […] Rouge is a bit more natural and 
represents girlyness.” 

Different kind of cosmetic for 
different occasions and different 
roles 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Mina “I think I don’t need to apply make-up for others. 
It is rather about how I feel when I am among 
people. So it is indeed referring to me.” 

Make-up application only for 
oneself, not for others 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Mina “To me, decorative cosmetics is the feeling of 
being self-confident, but also not to look like a 14-
year old. Really looking like my age or sometimes 
even older and self-confidence and having fun. I 
like to deal with the topic. I like it to have ten 
different colors of lipstick and, er I really like what 
I can get out of myself.” 

Decorative cosmetics offers 
chance to look more mature, to 
be more self-confident; it is also 
perceived as fun and hobby 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Ann-Kathrin “It [decorative cosmetic] is a sort of creativity. […] 
as a woman you have the advantage that you can 
do a lot, you can conceal and anything. I also can 
express myself.” 

Make-up connected to creativity; 
chance to conceal flaws; 
advantage of women 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 
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Caro “You can also express your mood. With make-up 
you can reveal how you feel. So, when I am 
confident and happy, I wear by tendency way less 
make-up, compared to when I feel not so good. 
[…] but sometimes when I am confident I rather 
dare to wear a colorful lipstick.” 

Make-up as form to express 
feelings and mood 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Mina “I sometimes wear make-up to become self-
confident, again.” 

Make-up as chance to increase 
self-confidence 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Ann-Kathrin “It’s the typical feeling when going out with your 
girls. Before going out they are together and apply 
make-up together. Why? Because you are 
together, listen to music, having a glass of 
champagne. It is part of the mood and connected 
to fun.” 

Make-up as social activity and fun Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Lisa “[Decorative cosmetic is to me] cared for 
appearance, […] being tarted up.” 

Decorative cosmetics is 
associated with a cared for 
appearance, beautifying oneself 
(too intense) 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Lea “[Decorative cosmetic is to me] beauty.” Decorative cosmetics is 
associated with beauty 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Xenia “[Decorative cosmetic I associate with] too much, 
[…] but also sexy and pretty and styling for 
something special.” 

Decorative cosmetics is 
associated with sexiness, beauty, 
but also often with too much 
make-up 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Carmen “[Decorative cosmetic is to me] pureness […] and 
self-confidence.” 

Decorative cosmetics is 
associated with pureness and 
self-confidence 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Lea “It [consumption] varies. For example, mascara 
and Kayal every day and eyeshadow only on the 
weekends.” 

Make-up consumption varies 
depending on occasion 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Xenia “On the weekend, it [make-up] can be a bit more. 
During the week it is only decent.” 

Make-up consumption varies 
depending on occasion 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Carmen “I sometimes also check You-Tube videos, if I want 
to try out something new.” 

Make-up as field of interest, 
hobby 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Lisa “I used to meet friends before going out. Then, we 
always styled us together.” 

Make-up as social event, 
associated with fun 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Carmen “For me it is a hobby. I like to do it [make-up]. I 
mean, it is fun, yes. Or applying make-up at 
friends faces.” 

Make-up is considered as fun, 
hobby and social activity 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Katharina “I think, the others [classmates] started out to use 
it [decorative cosmetics] and if you are shopping 
with your mom or if you go shopping with your 
friends and they look for something [cosmetics], 
you are compelled to deal with the topic 
somehow or to start to develop an interest for it, 
too.” 

Initial consumption of decorative 
cosmetics was mainly driven by 
classmates, started using it, so 
you are forced to deal with the 
topic, too 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Jellina […] Because it [decorative cosmetics] makes you 
more feminine. […] I use it a lot to simply look a 
bit more like my age, because I look younger than 
I am, […], to present yourself differently in front of 
others. More feminine, more mature.” 

Make-up is a chance to present 
oneself differently, to become 
another person; look more 
mature or more feminine 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Jellina “[The cosmetic industry] tries to canvas people. 
[…] You always see in print advertisements those 
always so super styled and super insanely good 
looking women, who…you don’t see at a first 
glance that they wear make-up, but all others, the 
rest of the world, tries to look like them. This is 
possible with cosmetics, and eh, yes, if you don’t 
have a strong personality, okay, I don’t want to be 

Industry pressures people; very 
pretty models make some 
women try to equal them 

Decorative 
Cosmetics 
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that harsh, but if they let themselves being 
captured by this, than it is like that.” 

Patricia “I think if Nivea has a natural line, it is more 
credible, because they already have, er, 
experiences in this…I think Nivea is a bit more 
care products and L’Oreal is rather aggressive. […] 
This always has a strange connotation, because 
you always think that doesn’t fit.” 

The initial brand image and 
competence of the mother brand 
is decisive for the credibility of 
the natural line; Nivea with a care 
image is more credible than 
L’Oreal 

Market 
Changes 

Lisa N. “I think they [natural brands] would achieve that 
more people try their products. I don’t think they 
would decrease in credibility but could rather firm 
their credibility. I think commercials would be in 
that case not bad.” 

Natural brands becoming 
mainstream could firm their 
credibility as more people would 
try it (and be convinced). 

Market 
Changes 

Angelique “I mean, The Body Shop also makes products 
promoting natural…and Nivea, too. So, they also 
have products, which value something like this 
[sustainability], but they don’t achieve the same 
positioning. […] you don’t perceive them as Eco 
than those being totally healthy, good ingredients, 
rich, sustainable care…and that’s why you 
perceive them [natural skin care] as rather eco, 
than those who mainly focus another 
positioning.” 

Positioning of mainstream brands 
going natural is not perceived as 
the same as of natural skin care 
brands. 

Market 
Changes 

Angelique “…you simply know it [sustainability] is their 
[natural niche brands] core competence of the 
brand and here [mainstream brands] not, it is 
simply a product line, you expect a higher 
competence here [natural niche brands] than 
here [mainstream brands] and that’s why their 
credibility decreases, because the core 
competence is not natural products, but rather 
daily care for Nivea, er, Garnier reminds me on a 
young girl.” 

Core competence gives brand 
credibility; mainstream brands 
have other core competences 
and are not perceived as credible 
in comparison to natural skin 
care brands 

Market 
Changes 

Angelique “Like I said, I don’t know them [Weleda]. So why 
should I go to a pharmacy and ask actively for 
Weleda. Someone has to encourage me 
[indication of TV commercials] 

TV commercials is a chance for 
niche brands to gain a higher 
brand awareness 

Market 
Changes 

Patricia “I think, this [Nivea becoming truly eco] will never 
win through. That they will be really on the eco-
track.” 

Eco rather unattractive than 
attractive, Nivea will never be 
eco, not meant badly 

Market 
Changes 

Patricia “I would say, a company such as Nivea has to 
make it [natural line] credible, of course. They 
cannot simply write it on the product and then it 
is not like that, they definitely have to make it 
credible and then I think you can trust it, but I am 
still a bit skeptical.”  

Due to brand knowledge, a 
mainstream brand such as Nivea 
has to be credible in their natural 
promise 

Market 
Changes 

Mareike “Natural Balance does not mean that it is a 
natural product. It could be anything. It could 
mean a pH-value of 5.5 or it could simply be a less 
aggressive product, which is compatible for 
different skin types. It could mean anything. 
Probably something light, I would say, which is not 
aggressive.” 

Mainstream brands not 
necessarily try to be truly eco. 
They do not directly compete 
with truly natural brands as they 
represent something different. 

Market 
Changes 

Mareike “L’Oreal wouldn’t be credible to me, because…I 
read something about animal testing. So, they 
would be immediately dismissed.” 

Brand image must fit in order to 
be perceived as credible 

Market 
Changes 

Mareike “[…] that one single line is practically paying 
attention to natural ingredients, but it wouldn’t 
become a company concept. It would be only one 

Mainstream brands can have only 
one single natural line and be 
credible with that. Sustainability 

Market 
Changes 
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line, because it is trend right now, but it wouldn’t 
be transferred on the whole brand.”  

reduced to natural ingredients; 
more a more compatible product 

Janina “I think, the topic of ingredients becomes more 
and more popular. […] I might believe them 
[Nivea], but not 100%. There are brands following 
the natural track, of course, but maybe they 
simply do it to…to…like The Body Shop. We 
pretend to be a bit green, because it is trendy 
right now and people pay attention to natural 
product.” 

More and more brands follow 
sustainability trend; do it, 
because it is trendy; For Nivea 
believable to some parts, but not 
completely 

Market 
Changes 

Dara “Because if [I purchase natural skin care], I prefer 
to have a brand which does it right and not only 
desultory.” 

Preference of truly natural 
products and no “stuck-in-the-
middle” positioning 

Market 
Changes 

Dara “I mean, they [mainstream brands] in Europe it is 
forbidden to do animal testing. The problem is, 
L’Oreal and Nivea also sell on the Chinese market. 
There it is obligatory to do animal testing. So it is 
total non-sense when they say “Hey, in Germany 
we don’t do animal testing”, as they can use the 
results from China, of course. […] So they are lying 
cocky in our faces.” 

Mainstream brands with 
sustainable lines are only 
manipulative; are not truly 
sustainable; betray consumers 

Market 
Changes 

Dara “Sooner or later, they [L’Oreal] will do it too 
[natural line], because at the moment, everyone is 
jumping on that bandwagon, but…why to draw on 
that if I am satisfied with Alverde?” 

No reason to purchase those 
brands, if the truly natural brands 
are satisfying; cannot compete 

Market 
Changes 

Ann-Kathrin “I can imagine more and more [brands] try to get 
in the natural direction.” 

Sustainability as trend cosmetic 
brands follow 

Market 
Changes 

Mina “There is this general tendency towards natural 
products. This goes along with all those bio-
products and the nutrition and that fact that there 
are more and more brands, which need to 
distinguish oneself. […] I think it is also the 
competition.”  

Sustainability trend due to 
changing consumer demands, but 
also as option to differentiate the 
brand from the increasing 
competition 

Market 
Changes 

Mina “The topic [sustainability] becomes more and 
more important in society. […] It’s the reflection 
of our society.” 

Trend of increasing natural 
products is reflection and answer 
to society 

Market 
Changes 

Mina “I do not disapprove, if they [natural brands] are 
available in regular shops, because this kind of 
democratizes it [sustainable brands], I mean, this 
makes it public and the range of goods broadens, 
from chemical to purely natural. I don't think they 
would lose authenticity, because you still know 
them from before.” 

Positive feelings towards natural 
niche brands becoming available 
in regular drugstore chains; 
democratizes it, broadens 
product offering; not perceived 
as loss of authenticity 

Market 
Changes 

Ann-Kathrin “I am very thankful that I can purchase Weleda 
products nowadays in a dm or Müller [drugstore 
chains], instead of running to the pharmacy each 
time. That’s how it used to be.” 

Availability in regular drugstores 
makes it more convenient for 
people who already use natural 
skin care brands 

Market 
Changes 

Ann-Kathrin “It [natural brands in regular drugstores] also 
generates a greater consciousness. I mean, 
because by this, consumers see that bio-products 
actually exist, there are natural products besides 
the classical Garnier or the classical Nivea and 
stuff.” 

Democratization of natural skin 
care brands increases the 
consumers consciousness; 
creates a bigger awareness for 
the topic 

Market 
Changes 

Elena “I think the bio brands don’t need to advertise at 
all, but in regard of the chance to increase the 
consciousness, I think it is quite alright to do TV 
commercials. But they run danger that ingrained 
ecos think “oh, they are becoming totally 
commercial now, now they are not cool anymore, 

No real need for natural brands 
to advertise; might scare true 
“ecologists” away, if it becomes 
too commercial; however, 
chance to educated people and 

Market 
Changes 
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because now we are not the only ones anymore 
who use Weleda.”, but I think it’s god if those 
brands become a bit more public, because the 
opinion of society needs to be sharpened. […] So 
that those brands become more present and the 
regular consumer has to deal with the topic.” 

to force regular consumers to 
think twice 

Caro “So those, Lavera and Weleda, they have their 
competences within the natural segment. So, of 
course I believe them, if they become a bit more 
commercial, because that’s where they are 
coming from. But those [commercial brands]…I 
don’t know. I don’t think it’s credible.” 

If natural brands become 
commercial they are still 
perceived as credible as they 
stick to their brand competences; 
contrarily mainstream brands 
leave their ground of 
competence and are hence not 
perceived as credible 

Market 
Changes 

Mina “I do think that the commercial brands can do it 
[become natural], because they address a wide 
range of consumers and can really attract 
attention that there is a tendency towards natural 
and stuff.” 

Commercial brands have a larger 
audience; chance to really lead 
consumers towards the topic of 
sustainability 

Market 
Changes 

Lisa “I think it is hard to distinguish the brands 
according to a natural aspect or something, 
because L’Oreal probably also has such a line, no? 
[…] don’t they have it alibi-like?” 

It is very difficult to distinguish 
according to the natural aspect as 
everyone uses it , which causes a 
dilution of the term; actually any 
mainstream brand is perceived to 
have a natural line for the image 

Market 
Changes 

Lisa “I think it has to be a company attitude. They have 
to say we change it all.” 

Brand needs to be fully 
sustainable in order to be 
perceived as credible; one line is 
incredible 

Market 
Changes 

Lea “So, Alverde is a dm product, but the thing is that 
Mr. Werner, the founder of dm, definitely has this 
attitude [sustainable attitude]. That’s why [it is 
credible].” 

Image of mother brand is 
important for brand credibility of 
line extension; founder of dm is 
altruistic, so all brands of dm are 
perceived as kind of sustainable 

Market 
Changes 

Angelique “[…] the smell does not contain as much perfume, 
it is rather neutral. Er, like the packaging is 
neutral, too. They [natural skin care] appreciate 
cleanness, everything clean, yes.”  

Natural skin care brands rather 
focus on a cleanness, regarding 
the smell and packaging 

Natural Skin 
Care 

Angelique “Someone who is in general a bit eco and who 
uses care not to look pretty, but to be healthy, 
they might purchase such products [natural 
products] 

Natural skin care is not 
connected to beauty but rather 
to health 

Natural Skin 
Care 

Janina “They [Weleda and Dr. Hauschka] are a bit more 
expensive and to me, they have less of a 
mainstream character and are rather natural…yes, 
or for people, who are looking for something for 
sensitive skin.” 

Natural brands are connected to 
the niche segment and 
functionality; for people with 
sensitive skin 

Natural Skin 
Care 

Dara “So, if I find a product of Alverde, where L’Oreal 
has the same and I was confident with it, I rather 
purchase Alverde and pay a bit more” 

Willingness to pay more for 
sustainable products; however, 
has to fulfill basic function 

Natural Skin 
Care 

Caro “To me, this is a bit eco [Dr. Hauschka] and this 
one [La Roche Posay] is not eco.” 

Natural skin care is connected 
with “eco” (not positive) 

Natural Skin 
Care 

Elena “I think, they [natural skin care brands] have a 
kind of medical touch. […] They implicate 
something very healthy to me.” 

Natural skin care is connected 
with a medical touch – very 
functional 

Natural Skin 
Care 

Lea “Because it [Alverde] doesn’t contain as much 
chemistry. It is definitely a natural product and 
not as harmful for skin and hair.” 

Natural skin care associated with 
less harmful; functional 

Natural Skin 
Care 
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Lea “I actually always only check one brand 
[Alverde]…Due to conviction. I’m not saying they 
have better products than for instance 
Manhattan, but I like the good cause it 
represents. The sustainability, not polluting the 
environment and working more intense with 
natural products than other brands.” 

Sustainable skin care brand is 
used due to conviction; 
functionality is not better, but 
cause it represents; 
sustainability, not polluting the 
environment, natural products 

Natural Skin 
Care 

Lisa “I have to say, Dr. Hauschka is something I would 
purchase if I had…I wouldn’t purchase a whole 
product range, but I would rather say I need this 
very specific cream, because I have…skin 
blemishes or anything.”  

Functional appeal of natural skin 
care brand. Purchase products 
for a very specific need 

Natural Skin 
Care 

Carmen “I am not really convinced from those eco-brands, 
because I think, I mean, what they claim of 
course, but what happens behind our backs...I 
think we simply expect way too much.” 

Natural claim of natural skin care 
brands is also stronger publicity 
oriented than what really follows; 
too high expectations from the 
consumer side 

Natural Skin 
Care 

Katharina “To me it [mainstream brands with natural claims] 
is not credible and also not appealing. I think, they 
simply realized there is an increasing basis for 
eco- and alternative brands emerging and I think 
they want…I also think, people who purchase 
pharmacy brands now sometime used to shop at 
the drugstore, too and then some when switch 
[…] and with such brands Nivea then tries to keep 
those customers, those who are just about to 
switch.” 

Mainstream brands entering the 
natural skin care market are not 
perceived as credible; follow a 
trend, try to keep customers 
which might switch otherwise 

Niche - 
Mainstream 

Angelique “[…] they sell lifestyle. They do a lot with the 
packaging. They target another consumer 
segment, the ones who live that lifestyle. Garnier 
for instance young girls, and here [natural 
pharmaceutical skin care] they rather connect 
beauty to health, indicating you can only look 
good…if you have a healthy complexion.” 

Commercial brands sell a lifestyle 
and target a younger segment; 
natural niche brands rather sell 
health than beauty; beauty is 
connected to being healthy than 
looking good 

Niche – 
Mainstream 

Patricia “Those, the Eco-Group, they don’t do 
commercials that’s why they are not very well 
known. […] L’Oreal and Garnier do a lot of 
commercials. That is insane! They are super 
present, in every commercial break.” 

Brand Awareness is directed by 
commercials; commercials as 
information channel 

Niche – 
Mainstream 

Patricia “Maybe they have some vegan stuff in it and not 
as many silicones. […] Er, and simply where the 
products come from, so maybe such stuff is 
produced in Germany. I don’t know how much 
they [natural brands] value this. I mean you never 
know where for instance Balea comes from and 
where they produce and what ingredients they 
have and what rainforests they deforested in 
order to have coconut oil in it or something like 
that. […] For the ecos, I would imagine them as 
really fair companies.” 

Natural niche brands are 
expected to produce locally, to 
have healthier ingredients and to 
be fair companies; mainstream 
brands are rather a mystery in 
that case. It’s not obvious where 
the products come from, might 
contain unsustainable ingredients 

Niche – 
Mainstream 

Lisa “They [brands] somehow can be differentiated 
according to their level of awareness. Many 
brands you can see in commercials or some not at 
all. To me, only L’Oreal, Garnier and Nivea are 
really present in the media.” 

Niche and mainstream brands 
can be differentiated according 
to their media 
presence/advertising activities 

Niche – 
Mainstream 

Xenia “Maybe they would [natural niche brands] bring 
some more people to reason and might make 
them think twice. I wouldn’t judge it negatively.” 

If natural brands become more 
present they might educate 
people, make them think twice 

Niche – 
Mainstream  

Katharina “I think it’s good, if, er, brands such as Weleda 
and Dr. Hauschka are available at Müller 

Positive attitude towards niche 
brands becoming natural; 

Niche – 
Mainstream 
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[drugstore chain] or something, because then I 
would also try such stuff more often, or have a 
closer look at it, if I see them next to products I 
would purchase, if I am there anyway, instead of 
going to a pharmacy, being the only customer 
there and having already a pharmacist waiting at 
the counter for me to decide what I want.” 

increases possibility of purchase 
and try outs; uncomfortable to go 
the pharmacy every time 

Patricia “If I saw those [eco-brands] in the store shelves, I 
wouldn’t buy them. […] They are somehow always 
in different rows. You know, dm [drugstore] has 
different rows and those [natural skin care] are 
always at the eco-section, with the strange ones.” 

Eco-brands are not very 
appealing 

Product 
Distribution 

Lisa “I like the stores [The Body Shop]. I would 
purchase gifts there.” 

Body Shop offers appealing 
stores, shopping experiences and 
products 

Product 
Distribution 

Lisa N. “I am hardly at the Body Shop, because it simply 
overexerts me. […] The smells are too much. I 
don’t like that, it’s the same at Douglas [cosmetics 
store], er, but I think the Body Shop is quite 
good.” 

The Body Shop store experiences 
is experienced as too intense 

Product 
Distribution 

Lisa N. “I somehow trust pharmacy products more as 
those standing in the regular drugstore” 

Products sold in pharmacies are 
valued as more trustworthy than 
those sold in drugstores 

Product 
Distribution 

Lisa N. “I think, what’s sold in a pharmacy must be simply 
good. And in regard of quality better than what 
the cosmetic industry tries to sell you.” 

Pharmacy sells high-quality 
products, cosmetic industry tries 
to canvass you 

Product 
Distribution 

Angelique “[…] you don’t get them as easily. You have to go 
to a pharmacy. You can also get some 
consultation in the pharmacy about which cream 
is the best for your skin, so you have the same 
time a higher service offering.” 

Natural skin care product 
distribution is rather exclusive, 
which on the one hand makes 
them harder to get, but on the 
other hand offers service 

Product 
Distribution 

Charlotte “I don’t have a personal experience with Lavera. 
This is for me just in this extra section of Alnatura 
[health food store].” 

Distribution in health super 
market is one reason for lack of 
personal brand experience 

Product 
Distribution 

Charlotte “The Body Shop, for instance […] is credible to me, 
the whole appearance, the whole concept when 
entering the store. You can see it is all natural and 
you can try out everything.” 

Distribution of Body Shop 
increases credibility and appeal 

Product 
Distribution 

Charlotte “They always have those individual stores. Really, 
er, relative exclusive I would say. I mean, you 
don’t get that in every drug store, for instance.” 

Distribution of Body Shop 
increases appeal through 
exclusivity  

Product 
Distribution 

Katharina “Those, Hauschka and Weleda, they were for me 
really only pure care. It doesn’t matter how 
they…what color it has, what kind of packaging it 
has, how it smells and I think people who shop at 
Body Shop, they really care about smell and 
packaging and the whole shopping experience. 
Because at a pharmacy I would not feel 
comfortable to purchase a beauty product.” 

As natural products are often 
sold in a pharmacy, the 
distribution channel associates a 
product function of care, has no 
beauty appeal; Body Shop offers 
appealing shopping experience 

Product 
Distribution 

Jellina “So, I do not trust drugstores. Because I always 
have the feeling they are brand-directed. […] I 
think, if a product is sold in a pharmacy, then it 
somehow has to be something for your health and 
can’t be the biggest trash.” 

Pharmacy as distribution channel 
represents source for trust 

Product 
Distribution 

Janina “Er, I actually pay attention to the ingredients. I 
mean that they are natural, so natural ingredients 
without any additives and, er, yes. That’s actually 
my main focus. […] And what the brands, or what 

Natural ingredients are main 
purchase driver; also other 
“engagement” 

Product 
Ingredients 
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does brands mean, but paying attention to what 
the brands represents. ” 

Lisa N. “Er, [I pay attention] that it doesn’t contain too 
many ingredients. That there are on the backside 
of the packaging not any ingredients I never heard 
of.” 

Skin Care should only contain 
ingredients the consumer heard 
of 

Product 
Ingredients 

Angelique “I react very sensitive towards alcohol and some 
perfumes in facial creams. I made negative 
experiences with that, with cheap creams, and as I 
said, those organic products my mom uses are 
actually pretty good. That’s why, I mean, so Eco I 
always liked.” 

Sensitive reactions towards 
artificial add-ons in skin creams; 
no problems with organic 
products 

Product 
Ingredients 

Ann-Kathrin “Recyclable packaging, which is reusable.” Packaging as part of sustainable 
engagement 

Product 
Packaging 

Lisa N. “This has nothing to do with nature, to me, but is 
only a nice packaging [the Body Shop], I try to 
market something nice, but it’s not that I would 
say “hey, there is something green, there is 
anything colored, which reminds me on nature.”” 

The Body Shop packaging does 
not relate to any natural appeal; 
is kind of expected 

Product 
Packaging 

Angelique “To me, this [The Body Shop] is very appealing, 
because I like such jars and with the black lid and 
the white jar, I think this is very pretty. It looks 
high-quality. Alverde looks really cheap.” 

Product packaging of The Body 
Shop is very appealing, high-
quality appearance (positive) 

Product 
Packaging 

Angelique “So, esthetics at the POS is something, which 
influences someone. Simply if…simply the colors. 
Here, the mint-green and red [Speick], this simply 
doesn’t appear to me as a cream I want to have in 
my cabinet. This influences someone. An exclusive 
packaging really does something.” 

Product packaging not only 
influences at the POS, but is also 
important on an esthetical level 

Product 
Packaging 

Angelique “[…] both [Dr. Hauschka and Speick] look very 
medical. Here, with the hint to thermal water and 
protective day care. Natural cosmetic. They are 
completely credible. This is rather exclusive, 
because it is not a tube and […] Nivea has such a 
high brand presences amongst them. […] The 
brand itself appears as more attractive.” 

Product packaging as transmitter 
for brand promise 

Product 
Packaging 

Patricia “Also the design is completely different, if you 
have a neon-yellow mascara, in comparison to 
Alverde. They have those green pencils. This is 
already so…ugh!”  

Product packaging of mainstream 
brands is often more fancy, nice 
colors 

Product 
Packaging 

Patricia “So, If you see something rather staid, I mean 
something not-fancy, you trust it more.” 

Simple Design is a transmitter of 
trust 

Product 
Packaging 

Patricia “This one [Nivea Natural Balance] is simply nice to 
look at. What’s not appealing at all is Speick. 
Because the silver stuff…it looks super cheap.” 

Product Packaging is important 
for brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Patricia “This green banner [Alverde]. That’s typical eco 
and that’s the first no-go. And this…this pink. 
That’s to me this…this solid eco-stuff.” 

Product packaging is important 
for brand image; eco in this case 
negatively 

Product 
Packaging 

Charlotte “When I think something looks good, then I am 
immediately more attracted to it. Very superficial 
[laughs].” 

Product Packaging influences 
brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Charlotte “What would appeal to me is Dr. Hauschka and 
The Body Shop, but somehow also Nivea Natural 
Balance. They all kind of have that simple design.” 

Product Packaging influences 
brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Charlotte “Nivea, with the green and the plant, if 
communicates it [natural aspect] a lot.” 

Product packaging as transmitter 
of natural appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Mareike “If it [product] is the same and one has better 
ingredients, then they [brands] really have to 
make me aware about it. It must be written on 

Product packaging as 
communication and information 
channel; source of brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 
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the front of the product packaging. It doesn’t 
happen very often that I read what’s written on 
the backside. […] Otherwise I probably react on an 
appealing product design.” 

Mareike “Packaging is not really important, but I think it 
influences me unconsciously. If I don’t like it, I 
probably ignore it at the stores. […] I probably 
wouldn’t grab it and wouldn’t pay attention to it.” 

Packaging has unconscious 
influence on brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Mareike “Dr. Hauschka is somehow too neutral. I don’t 
know, it is…I don’t really like it. It is so 
nondescript, or…I mean there is pretty cosmetics 
in a pharmacy, but this looks like something you 
get prescribed from a doctors.” 

Product packaging as source for 
brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Dara “Unfortunately, I am a Marketing victim. If a 
product looks nice and has a nice packaging, then 
I purchase it. Sadly, it is like that. Otherwise I go 
for experiences.” 

Product packaging as source for 
brand appeal; purchase driver 

Product 
Packaging 

Dara “I think The Body Shop is appealing, because… I 
think the products always look a bit more high-
quality.” 

Product packaging incorporates 
preference building function 

Product 
Packaging 

Dara “What is not appealing at all to me are Weleda, 
Speick, Lavera and Dr. Hauschka. The 
products…they kind of look old due to their 
packaging, as if it was for mature women.” 

Product packaging incorporates 
preference building function 

Product 
Packaging 

Mina “Dr. Hauschka looks, er neutral, simple. Doesn’t 
appeal to me. It somehow looks a bit too clinical.” 

Product packaging as source for 
brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Elena “I like it [Dr. Hauschka’s simple design], because I 
have the feeling it is healthy.” 

Product packaging as source for 
brand image 

Product 
Packaging 

Ann-Kathrin “So, I think especially those round, flats, from the 
design [look pretty], because I am very design-
focused.” 

Product packaging as source for 
brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Elena “This [green leaf at Nivea packaging] is already so 
not credible. They took everything, which kind of 
looks like nature.” 

Product packaging as source for 
brand image 

Product 
Packaging 

Ann-Kathrin “But for a facial skin cream, I rather value a nice 
design than for decorative cosmetics. For 
instance, I really like Yves Saint Laurent, because it 
is so pretty or also the Chanel design, too. But for 
skin care, I don’t focus on design, I rather focus on 
the functionality.” 

Design focus of product 
packaging varies depending on 
product group; more important 
for decorative than care 
cosmetics 

Product 
Packaging 

Lea “This one [Dr. Hauschka] is simply for people…for 
around 50 year olds.” 

Product packaging as source for 
brand image/ consumer group 

Product 
Packaging 

Carmen “I think it [Dr. Hauschka] looks as if you were sick 
and get a cream from the dermatologist for your 
face.” 

Product packaging as source for 
brand image; connected to 
medical touch, health 

Product 
Packaging 

Xenia “I think a simple design points to that fact that the 
product content is what counts.” 

Product packaging and source for 
brand image 

Product 
Packaging 

Lisa “This one [Dr. Hauschka] does not stand out. I 
think, when you see it you don’t know…it could be 
a tooth paste or anything. But it’s not like you see 
it and know it’s a facial cream.” 

Product packaging as linkage to 
product category 

Product 
Packaging 

Lea “Lavera has a bad Marketing. Yes, the packaging is 
not appealing at all. Not as appealing as, for 
instance, Balea’s products. If you compare them, 
then I have to say to Balea “yes, they have a really 
nice design”, also from the graphics and the 
optic.” 

Product packaging and packaging 
design as source for brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Lea “It [Balea] is very appealing. Especially the Logo 
and font type.” 

Product packaging and design as 
source for brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 
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Lea “I think it [La Roche Posay] is very appealing, 
because its design is very puristic.” 

Product packaging as source for 
brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Jellina “I like it when the stuff in standing around in my 
bathroom looks pretty and fresh.” 

Generally, a nice packaging 
increases brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Jellina “I like to choose Nivea. It looks healthy. Yes, the 
most appealing to me. […] I mean, Dr. Hauschka 
and Weleda look the healthiest and they appeal 
to me the most. […] But I think the orange is 
strange [Dr. Hauschka]. Yes, here [Nivea Natural 
Balance] I like the green more, like nature and the 
blue like water. Yes, I like that.” 

Product packaging as source for 
brand appeal 

Product 
Packaging 

Lisa N. “Speick is a big mystery. I mean, if nothing was on 
the packaging, it would look to me like a paint 
tube. Like acryl color. I don’t like that. I wouldn’t 
buy that.” 

Product packaging as source for 
brand image; no real connection 
to the product 

Product 
Packaging 

Lisa N. “Quality is to me…er, difficult, I think that the skin 
definitely develops.” 

Quality is equalized with an 
observable (positive) skin 
development 

Quality 
Definition 

Charlotte “It needs to be well tolerated by my body and this 
can be a cheap or a very expensive product.” 

Quality is dependent on body 
compatibility 

Quality 
Definition 

Elena “I think it is again a deception. I think it is tricking 
the consumer, somehow, because even if it is fair 
trade, it does not influence the quality.” 

Sustainable engagement is not 
equal to quality 

Quality 
Definition 

Charlotte “[The natural aspect] is rather important for 
creams, which are absorbed by the body. […] 
Shower gel is kind of like, you use it under the 
shower like jab jab and a cream, it really has an 
effect on your skin and you kind of have 
expectations that your skin is not as dry anymore, 
or anything.” 

The natural aspect of a cream is 
more important for the skin than 
other hygienic products such as 
shower gel or similar 

Skin Care 

Lisa N. “I would definitely spend more money [on skin 
care] than for [decorative] cosmetics. […] Those 
are two different things.” 

Higher importance of skin care 
than decorative cosmetics 

Skin Care 

Patricia 
 

“I got my first facial skin cream from my mother. It 
was a very expensive cream. […] All organic and 
vegan and so on. And, er, I think I was 11 or 12, I 
got for Christmas a small jar of that cream.”  
 

Initial consumption was a facial 
skin cream from the mother; 
expensive one, which was a 
Christmas present Christmas 
(emotional occasion)  

Skin Care 

Angelique “Facial care is a daily must to me. So, and when 
you get older, it is even more important! That’s 
something my Mom told me already when I was 
little.”  

Skin care is daily must; 
importance increases with age; 
Mom educated her about it 

Skin Care 

Jellina “Now, when you become older, it [facial care] 
becomes more and more important. […] Today, it 
[facial skin care] is indeed very important to me, if 
I think “oh crap, I forgot to apply my cream”, 
that’s very uncool for me, because then I think 
“ok, the next morning I will look worse”. Er, and 
you don’t want to go to the office with a dry facial 
skin.” 
 

Facial skin care becomes with 
increasing age more important 
and is generally perceived as very 
important 

Skin Care 

Katharina “I think I started out using skin care before 
[decorative cosmetics], because I had pimples. […] 
I mean when you have blemishes you somehow 
look for solutions to change it.” 
 

Initial consumption of skin care 
were skin blemishes – functional 
aspect 

Skin Care 

Lisa N. “Simply when you are in puberty and then you get 
kind of big problems…problems with the self-
esteem and everything. I didn’t want to leave the 

Initial consumption of skin care 
were skin blemishes – functional 
aspect; decorative cosmetic 

Skin Care 
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house without make-up, but then, of course, it 
[skin blemishes] was still there and always there 
and at some point I said now it is enough, I really 
need to fight the problem!”  
 

helped to cover it; more 
emotional aspect 

Angelique “It [skin care] is the only thing I would say…I start 
my day with it, I end my day with it, because I 
simply feel clean then. […] So pureness, somehow, 
clean.” 

Skin care as ritual, routine; 
feeling of cleanness 

Skin Care 

Angelique “So, I think, skin care is often neglected by 
younger people. It’s the same for me. Because 
now, you remove your make-up and you still 
think…you can still look at yourself in the mirror in 
the evening [laughs] […], however, you also have 
to think in the long term and in that case skin care 
is extremely important, but now when you are 
young.” 

Younger people often don’t take 
skin care very serious, not very 
responsible as they look petty 
anyways; very important for 
more mature age 

Skin Care 

Angelique “[…] and then she [mother] made me my first 
facial skin care cream as a gift for Christmas.”  

Mother as trigger for first facial 
skin care usage; emotional 
occasion 

Skin Care 

Patricia “It’s relaxing. So regenerating, because I always 
think about the facial Q10 24 hours night creams, 
which you apply and when you wake-up you look 
incredibly. Like new. Just like that.” 

Skin care is perceived as relaxing, 
improving the beauty 

Skin Care 

Patricia “I know people, who have problems with their 
skin, so they need special creams” 

Skin care has functional appeal, 
problem reduction/solution 

Skin Care 

Charlotte “It is somehow something a…yes something 
practical, which makes me look fresher, hopefully. 
Or my skin more vital and clear or whatever.” 

Skin care is practical, makes 
someone look fresher, more vital 

Skin Care 

Mareike “[With facial care], er, I connect youth and a cared 
for appearance. Er, feeling comfortable, maybe 
even healthy.” 

Skin care is associated with a 
cared-for appearance, health and 
feeling comfortable 

Skin Care 

Janina “In the sense of day creams or whatever, it is 
doing something nice and beautiful for your skin. 
[…] Feeling better. I think it is very difficult to find 
good care products, but as soon as you find 
something you like and notice it is good for your 
skin, then it is a nice feeling. After the usage of 
such products, you feel better. Mostly. Hopefully.” 

Skin care is associated with 
something nice, beautiful, doing 
good for the skin, feeling better 

Skin Care 

Dara “For skin care, I go for Nivea or eco-brands at dm, 
like, how do you call it? Vegan cosmetics! 

Appeal of co-brands and vegan 
products 

Skin Care 

Dara “For those [natural skin care], it is rather about 
the skin topic. Skin blemishes, pimples, skin care.” 

Natural skin care is reduced to 
functionality 

Skin Care 

Mina “I think cosmetics in the sense of care is somehow 
also a responsibility for oneself. That you really 
care for your skin staying in the best possible 
state, so to say. […] It is your responsibility to do 
something against [dry skin] in order to do 
something good to your body, it is your 
responsibility” 

Skin care is a responsibility 
towards oneself, to maintain the 
natural beauty 

Skin Care 

Ann-Kathrin “So, you could actually say cosmetics is some sort 
of…spoiling. But I mean with cosmetics creams 
and stuff, I spoil myself in some kind of way. Well, 
I do something good for myself.” 

Skin care is spoiling oneself, 
doing something good for oneself 

Skin Care 

Ann-Kathrin “And maybe the one or the other also does it for 
others, to affect your environment a bit more, or 
to care for yourself or to appear more groomed.” 

Skin care for oneself to feel cared 
for/groomed, but also to appear 
like that on other 

Skin Care 
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Mina “With care in associate responsibility for yourself. 
It’s like doing sports. You also do it for your 
health.” 

Skin care associated with 
responsibility towards yourself 

Skin Care 

Elena “Body care is also something you extravert and 
especially as woman you get compliments for it, 
like […] “you have such a great skin.”” 

Environmental effect of skin care 
which makes a woman proud 

Skin Care 

Elena “Concerning skin care I really pay attention to 
ingredients. […] I almost entirely use bio-products 
and pharmacy-products. […] I simply check what’s 
inside, because I don’t want to apply just anything 
on my skin. The skin is renowned as the largest 
organ and we really absorb a lot over it, that’s 
why I check that ingredients are as natural as 
possible.” 

High attention to natural 
ingredients within skin care 
product, as skin is an organ and 
absorbs a lot 

Skin Care 

Caro “As long as I am still satisfied and not realize that I 
have to do something for my skin, I mean it does 
play a role. Actually I think I should already start 
with anti-aging, but somehow…I don’t know.” 

Skin care as functional and very 
responsible; some responsibilities 
which seem to be too mature 

Skin care 

Carmen “For me, it’s a lie. Always this no wrinkles. Those 
wrong promises. No more pores, matting, no 
shiny skin, and whatever.” 

Product promises of skin care are 
perceived as lie 

Skin Care 

Lea “To me, this is typical what I do in the morning. 
It’s the refreshing every morning. […] Yes, it is 
refreshing.” 

Skin care is associated with a 
daily routine and freshness 

Skin Care 

Carmen “I think it is fun. I love it. […] It is some time for 
yourself, I think it is relaxing, too.” 

Skin care is associated with fun, 
but also with relaxing time for 
oneself 

Skin Care 

Xenia “I think skin needs to be moisturized and…in order 
not to become wrinkly too fast. No, it is really like 
that. I have a friend, she is older than 50 and she 
has a skin soft as a baby’s bottom, but she is really 
in the bathroom every morning and evening and 
creams her face.” 

Skin care is perceived as 
important to maintain the vitality 
of the skin 

Skin Care 

Katharina “I wouldn’t say that all chemistry is bad and all 
natural extremely effective. Yes, so I also think 
you can have chemical stuff, which is effective 
without being unhealthy or harmful or anything. 
[…] So for me it wouldn’t be like I urgently need 
anything with natural in it. I think it also contains 
chemistry anyways, that’s why.” 

Chemistry is not perceived as 
necessarily harmful and natural 
as more functional; no need for 
truly natural products; also 
contain chemistry; focus on 
ingredients and functional level 

Skin Care 

Jellina “[…] Creams and lotions and they are really 
elementary for me, because I want to have a 
cared-for skin appearance. If I don’t have that I 
feel bad…or at least not good and then I have to 
use make-up again, in order to look better again. 
[…] Always when you apply some cream you feel 
immediately fresher and healthier and you think 
“man, tomorrow I must look killer.” 

Skin care is perceived as 
essential, basis for cared-for 
appearance; feeling of freshness 
and health; connected to good 
looking 

Skin Care 

Jellina “[…] and somehow some…, well the society does 
not really expect it, but you…it is somehow 
expected that you care for yourself.” 

Pressure from society; expects 
that someone looks cared-for 

Skin Care 

Jellina “[…] for lotions I do not really care about the 
health aspect. There, I always use something 
which fits to the smell of my perfume. […] I also 
trust Nivea for my body, it’s not like that, like in-
shower lotions, because they are practical and 
this is also for rather insensitive parts of my skin.” 

For the body, ingredients and 
natural appeal is not as 
important as for facial skin care 

Skin Care 

Jellina “So, I think it is important what you apply on your 
skin. It should be somehow something good. […] 

Ingredients are for skin care very 
important; should be able to 
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Er, like selected ingredients. So, when I have the 
feeling the company of the product really take 
care of what they put in it. That it’s really 
something good for my body.” 

trust the brand that the products 
only contain good ingredients 

Jellina “Some brands pay a higher attention to a good 
smell and others focus on health.” 

Focus on smell or health Skin Care 

Lisa N. “So you really feel comfortable. It is definitely 
cleanness. Simply being well-cared and also purity 
and being neat with skin cream and skin care. Er, 
also a form a freshness and…something pleasant, 
something…like an eternal companion.” 

Skin care is associated with 
feeling comfortable, purity, 
cleanness, freshness; like an 
eternal companion 

Skin Care 

Lisa N. “[…] it [skin care] is something, which is really 
promoting the health.” 

Skin care associated with health Skin Care 

Lisa N. Skin care I use since forever. This is something my 
mom taught me over and over. Er, every morning 
getting up together and then getting ready 
together in the bathroom and then she always 
took some cream and dappled it on my nose and 
spread it afterwards all over my face. […] It was 
imprinted by my parents. ” 

Skin care usage influenced by 
mother, very emotional 
connection of being cared about 

Skin Care 

Charlotte “[Facial skin care] is somehow a preparation. With 
this, I first of all care for myself and the other 
[make-up] is something I do for my outer 
appearance. I think, my outer appearance 
improves with that. But beforehand, I have to 
apply cream on my face. But this is not seen by 
anybody, you know.”  
 

Facial skin care is a preparation, 
basis for care-for appearance, not 
seen by anybody; Make-up is 
rather applied for others 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Katharina “So, care is for example a must for every day, and 
belongs, er, is part of every day and make-up is 
for instance for the weekend, for going-out and 
something. […] Actually, I do use decorative 
cosmetics daily, too. But way more, when I go out 
or something.”   
 

Facial skin care is a daily must; 
decorative cosmetics rather for 
certain occasions 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Dara “So, I could definitely leave the house without 
make-up, but not without brushing my teeth […], 
so generally care is way more important to me 
then make-up. I could easily live without make-up. 
[…] actually I only really apply it, when I go out 
with friends and then more, but often I make-up 
them, my friends, and myself, I go like a jerk.” 
 

General Care and hygiene is 
perceived as more important 
than decorative cosmetics 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Angelique “In the store, I feel more attracted by a nice 
glittery lip-gloss or a new Chanel powder or a new 
nail polish. That’s what attracts me, instead of 
getting an anti-ageing cream, where I think I 
actually don’t need it so far. But both [decorative 
cosmetics and skin care] is very important to me. 
The one to always look good in every-day life and 
to go out and the other of course in order to 
maintain this inner…this natural beauty.” 

Decorative cosmetic products are 
more attractive, skin care is 
rather connected to a sense of 
responsibility, but not to fun 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Patricia “With care I always think about something very 
pleasant and relaxing. With decorative cosmetics I 
only think this should lead to anything. I mean, 
you want to look good, because you want to be 
perceived pretty by others. So it is a bit more 
aggressive or anything. You want to push yourself, 
you aim to put yourself on another level and with 

Skin care is associated with 
something pleasant and relaxing, 
something good for oneself; 
Make-up is more aggressive, 
want to be perceived as pretty by 
others, push yourself 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 
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skin care, it is more like…you do something good 
for yourself, because you want to relax.” 

Mareike “It [facial care] is something I do every day. So, I 
do not wear make-up every day, but washing my 
face, applying cream and so on, that belongs to 
my every day routines. […] Make-up I use, er, like 
actually always when I go out. Occasions such as 
partying of course, but also actually, when I go to 
University, but then actually very decent, only skin 
and a bit mascara on my eyes.” 

Facial skin care is a daily routine; 
Make-up is rather for going out 
and special occasions 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Janina “[…] I think with good facial care products, you do 
not necessarily need a lot of make-up. But I think I 
would…I would not want to relinquish make-up, 
at least, not in my professional working 
environment. Okay, let’s say it like this: on the 
weekend, I don’t really need…I don’t always apply 
make-up, but during the week I do. I would like to 
relinquish make-up completely but I prioritize 
care products over make-ups. Mostly.” 

With good skin care make-up is 
not needed, but a nice add-on, 
especially in a social context 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Caro “But…I think it is still kind of individual, because 
everyone kind of needs a different sort of care. 
So, cosmetics is actually a very individual topic. 
[…] Although you are kind of adapting to the norm 
when using make-up or being liked by the norm.” 

Skin care is perceived as very 
individual topic, as every skin 
needs different products; 
contrarily, make-up rather leads 
to a loss of individuality 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Elena “Creams and stuff you connect rather with 
responsibility and make-up has nothing to do with 
responsibility, but rather with some kind of 
beautifying and er, some kind of being individual.” 

Skin care is a responsibility; 
Make-up is beautifying and 
individuality 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Elena “Skin care is something you only do for yourself 
and no-one sees it anyways. […] Because you 
want to feel good and you kind of have a 
responsibility for your body, then you do it for 
yourself and not for your environment and I think 
make-up is what you do for your environment.” 

Skin care is for oneself in order to 
feel good; decorative cosmetics is 
for the environment 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Elena “I would label make-up as secondary, because it is 
only something I put on my face in addition. That I 
somehow appear prettier for the environment, 
but the other [facial care] is simply…I don’t want 
to smell, I want to feel good, I want to care for my 
skin and that’s what is way more important to 
me.” 

Decorative cosmetics in order to 
be more beautiful for others; skin 
care is a basic hygienic factor  

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Elena “If someone takes away my make-up-bag, I 
wouldn’t be as unhappy as if someone takes away 
my good skin care from the pharmacy, because 
then I know I will get pimples again, or my skin 
gets dry and as a consequence I will feel 
uncomfortable, because I simply miss my basic 
care then. Without make-up I could live, because 
it is anyways only something chemical I put on 
additionally.” 

Make-up is not as important as 
facial skin care products; the 
latter is basic care and prevention 
of ex. skin blemishes 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Caro “Creams are the basic. It is something you obtain 
the basic of your beauty and hope not to get 
pimples…and that the skin is fresh and everything 
else is additional.” 

Skin creams are basic to not get 
pimples and be fresh; make-up is 
additional 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Mina “In the long-term, you need to care for your skin, 
in order to look good in the future. Make-up is 
only for the moment, so when you see it in a 
temporal relation, skin care is more important 
than make-up.” 

Skin care is a long-term 
responsibility; make-up is for the 
moment 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 
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Ann-Kathrin “Care is in a classical sense doing something for 
yourself. […] Care is to spoil oneself, to care for 
yourself and make-up […] is also about feeling 
good, but also in a sense of being perceived well 
by society and how I appear in my environment.” 

Skin care is doing something for 
oneself, spoiling oneself; make-
up is about being perceived as 
pretty by others 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Lisa “To me, the one is for daily life, the other rather 
for going out, free time. […] The one is something 
regular, nothing special. The other is for 
beautifying oneself.” 

Skin care is perceived as 
something regular and 
routinized; make-up as 
beautifying oneself 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Lisa “I need every day my regular creams. The other 
stuff [make-up] I don’t…I could live without.” 

Skin care is perceived as more 
essential than make-up 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Lisa N. “[…] my sensation is, skin care is more natural, on 
a natural basis, and [decorative] cosmetics is 
something to conceal, so artificial.” 

Skin care is perceived as more 
natural/real than make-up, which 
is rather artificial 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Lisa N. “I think, skin care is more important to me, as it is 
more essential. Make-up is not necessarily 
mandatory. Sure, if you have a meeting, you 
should look…better. But this is for more rather 
something unnatural and care…I mean facial 
creams, they are for me really, er, constant and 
natural.” 

Higher importance of skin care, 
more natural; make-up nice add-
on which is also important 

Skin Care – 
Decorative 
Cosmetics 

Lisa N. “Maybe it’s the sustainability-boom-thing, which 
influences someone.” 

Sustainability trend influences 
own purchase behavior 

Sustainability 

Lisa N. “I think there are two groups: the one being really 
natural and the others, who are really artificial. 
They might try to imitate nature, but in fact, they 
are rather on that cosmetics track.” 

Distinction between real natural 
brands and imitating natural 
brands  

Sustainability 

Lisa N. “From a societal perspective, I do expect that they 
[natural brands] are really more engaged in…in 
social projects. […] Because I think natural 
products are somehow related to the definition of 
sustainability. […] First, that they have natural 
sustainable, but second also sustainable on a 
corporate responsibility level” 

Societal engagement is expected 
by natural skin care brands 

Sustainability 

Lisa N. “The boom for sustainability continuously 
increases and simply the amount of vegetarians 
and vegans grew.” 

The trend for sustainable 
products increases 

Sustainability 

Charlotte “It is not only cosmetic, but they also promote 
their health background. […] It is kind of organic 
somehow, with natural ingredients, no artificial 
supplements and also for…allergists compatible.”  

Natural skin care is equalized 
with health; good for people with 
demanding skin; highlighting of 
functionality 

Sustainability 

Charlotte “There is simply stuff [natural skin care] you 
notice it has a super quality. Okay, I don’t know 
whether it is really like that, but you kind of have 
the feeling…you do something good for your body 
and not somehow afflict damage with thousands 
of artificial supplements.” 

Natural skin care is connected to 
high quality and doing good or 
not harming the body; 
highlighting the functionality 
aspect 

Sustainability 

Charlotte “People pay more and more attention on what 
they use. Yes, with… or without artificial additives 
or stuff. […] People simply became more aware.” 

Increasing awareness amongst 
consumers; appreciate more and 
more sustainability 

Sustainability 

Charlotte “The whole production line of a product occurs 
from the beginning to the end consciously and 
that for instance ingredients are from fair farming 
and stuff and how employees are paid.” 

Sustainability defined by natural 
ingredients, but also by fair 
payments and a conscious 
production process 

Sustainability 

Mareike “The Body Shop is to me rather fair trade, but yes, 
somehow also a natural product.” 

Fair trade is not necessarily 
prerequisite to define sustainable 
products; rather defined by 
ingredients 

Sustainability 
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Mareike “The neglect certain components, which are not 
good for the body or at least in a minor dose and 
they try in general, in that regard, to improve 
themselves. While…and are more honest with the 
topic than the others [mainstream brands]. 

Natural skin care products don’t 
contain ingredients, which are 
unhealthy for the body and 
communicate that 

Sustainability 

Mareike “If this [natural ingredients] does not cause a 
deterioration of the product, than it is important” 

Sustainability is an add-on; 
functionality basic prerequisite 

Sustainability 

Janina “The bio brand. Without additives, that’s what I 
use right now and it is awesome.” 

Bio products is associated to 
natural ingredients 

Sustainability 

Dara “They [Alverde] don’t do animal testing, on the 
other hand they convey a feeling of not using as 
much chemistry.” 

Factors of ingredients and animal 
testing 

Sustainability 

Elena “I am really pissed, because the environment gets 
really harmed by our care products. So, I think the 
environment belongs to it, too, if you think in a 
broad sense. When I shower, all the chemical-shit 
goes to the drain […]. Nowadays you can get 
everything naturally, which does not deposit in 
the rivers and makes fishes die. […] in the end it 
all comes back to us, because we eat the poisoned 
fishes and by that we poison ourselves.” 

Sustainability is also connected to 
the environment. Every 
consumer can change something, 
not only the firms producing, also 
every individual with the 
respective product usage 

Sustainability 

Mina “There is a movement towards sustainability. We 
care for nature, the environment and so on. But 
cheap brads probably cannot afford it or don’t 
want to afford it. […] and people don’t think about 
it too much.” 

Trend towards sustainability, but 
not all brands support it and not 
all consumers think about it 

Sustainability 

Elena “I purchase glass bottles, which can be recycled 
and such stuff. I pay attention to that. So first, I 
pay attention to me and second, I think “hey, cool, 
I also do something good for the environment.”” 

The consumption of sustainable 
products gives a good feeling, 
however, the own benefit comes 
first 

Sustainability 

Ann-Kathrin “I think, society really influences the industry. I 
mean it is like that. They [industry] produce what 
the consumers want an if every consumer thinks 
like that [sustainable], then there would be 
probably more reusable stuff.” 

Industry reacts on consumer 
demand. The more people value 
sustainable products, the such 
products will be produced by 
society 

Sustainability 

Mina “I think you really have to distinguish what 
“natural” means to the consumer. I think a lot of 
people primarily associate it with natural 
ingredients and something healthier for their skin, 
than thinking about something really sustainable 
or healthy for the environment. […] So, that they 
rather see it in connection to themselves.” 

Most people connect 
sustainability with natural 
ingredients and a benefit/better 
function for themselves; ensuing, 
they might think about the 
environment 

Sustainability 

Mina “I think, there is a tendency towards doing 
something good for yourself, but not as strong to 
think about nature.” […] It’s like ²don’t use 
chemicals for your skin.”” 

Sustainable engagement is 
associated with doing something 
good for oneself, but not 
necessarily for nature 

Sustainability 

Xenia “There are those certain [brands], which, for 
instance, don’t do animal testing and pay 
attention to producing regionally or also growing 
certain ingredients […] and supporting people in 
Africa and stuff.” 

Sustainable engagement is 
associated with no animal 
testing, a regional production, 
certain ingredients and the 
support of employees or social 
projects 

Sustainability 

Carmen “Of course, I also think no animal testing is nice, 
but…I don’t change the brand only because I think 
it is more ecological or whatever, but only if do 
not tolerate a product.” 

Sustainable engagement of a 
brand is only a nice add-on to its 
functionality; functionality is a 
clear priority 

Sustainability 

Lea “The whole industry becomes more 
environmental oriented. […] Because it goes more 
in the direction of addressing the consumers’ 

Industry becomes more 
environmental and sustainable; 
people start and have to start 

Sustainability 
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consciousness. I mean, to change their minds 
positively. […] For instance if a peeling contains 
those small plastic beads, because they are super 
bad for the environment and I think people will 
pay more attention to that in future, because the 
environment…it suffers more and more and so 
people might start to think twice.” 

thinking more about the 
environment and how they affect 
it with the respective product 
consumption 

Carmen “I think, as the people, the society is changing 
right now, with being vegan and sustainable and 
anything, they [brands] have to adapt to it, in 
order to sell their products. But I think we don’t 
really realize what’s happening behind the back. I 
mean, by law it is not allowed to do animal 
testing, but they circumvent it with some 
legislative gaps. So I think, sure, showing the 
green image and ecological footprint, but whether 
it is like that, that’s the question.” 

Industry adapts products to 
changing consumer needs; 
impression the engagement is 
not very honest, rather green-
washing 

Sustainability 

Lea “The problem is that it’s not really obvious. Sure, 
there are products, such as Dr. Hauschka, which 
do have consciously the symbol on the product, 
but the problem of our generation is that those 
products are not as efficient. So, for instance, the 
mascara is really awful.” 

Natural engagement is not 
immediately obvious; products 
are perceived as less efficient by 
many consumers 

Sustainability 

Lisa “I have to say, if…if I knew it [animal testing], I 
wouldn’t buy it anymore, but I wouldn’t…I 
wouldn’t install an app on my phone. I mean, I 
wouldn’t walk around in the stores with an app or 
anything.” 

No animal testing is appreciated, 
however, knowledge about which 
brands do it/not is missing; no 
extra efforts for purchasing 
sustainable products 

Sustainability 

Xenia “To be honest, I didn’t really inform myself 
about…I think Nivea does animal testing. Since 
that I don’t purchase it anymore. I used to 
purchase it a lot…I have to be honest I didn’t 
really inform myself, even though it is a very 
important topic to me, but it is sometimes swept 
under the table, right.” 

No animal testing is important, 
pays kind of attention to it, but 
does not really inform herself 

Sustainability 

Lea “Definitely a sustainable production [natural skin 
care brands], which is not as damaging for the 
environment as the production of other brands. 
And rejecting pollutants, I mean for the human 
and the environment, because for instance 
shampoo goes back to the water and not 
everything can be filtered out. Maybe that they 
care more for that and that they care for the 
employees working conditions, that they produce 
in a European country and not…just anywhere 
abroad.” 

Natural skin care brands are 
expected to be way more 
sustainable than commercial 
brands; in regard of pollution, the 
environment, working conditions 
and production locations 

Sustainability 

  

Appendix E: Codebook 
Source: own illustration, based on undertaken individual interviews and focus groups 
 

 

 

 

 


